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Foreword 

The Texas Adult Probation Commission is pleased to provide this manual to probation officers and other 
interested persons. It is intended to be a resource to meet the need expressed by many Judges, Chief 
probation officers, legislators and others. It is not intended and should not be used in lieu of legal 
counsel, but should prnvide the legal knowledge for day to day operations. 

This manual was written by Robert O. Dawson, professor of law at the University of Texas School of 
Law. Dr. Dawson's knowledge of the administration of criminaijustice has gained nationdl recogflition 
and respect. He has drawn from both Texas and United States statutes and has carefully researched 
and quoted'decisions of the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals and opinj01'ls of the Attorney General of 
Texas. Appropriate United States District, Circuit and Supreme Cour£t-ecisions have been considered 
and cited. '\'"1) 

Probation officers are encouraged to use this manual ill conjunction with the Texas Adult Probation 
Manual II and Records Confidentiality {or Adult Probation Offices - A Guideline, published by the 
TAPC. 

I would like to express my appreciation to Dr. Dawson and tho,'~e who assisted him in this work, and 
to the individual members of our Commission whose suppo:J;~l.made this publicatio~ possible. The 
Honorable Joe R. Greenhill, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Texas and the Honorable John F. 
Onion, Jr., Presiding Judge of the Court of Criminal Appeals are to be commended for their selection 
and appointment of highly competent and dedicated members of our Commission. 

Many years ago, Judge Onion wrote a similar publication which contributed greatly to the improvement 
of probatioti services in Texas and served to encourage and guide me as a young inexperienced probation 
officer; I hope this publication will be as meaningful in improving probation services. 

The TAPe staff and Dr. Dawson will work together to update this manual annually in order that the 
knowledge of law under which probation officers serve will remain current. Readers are encouraged to 
submit suggestions concerning content and format to Malcolm MacDonald, Program Development 
Specialist. It is ,our desire!~~at this manual and future additions be relevant to the duties of the pro-
bation officers ofTexas."/ . 

Don R. Stiles 
Executive Director 
Texas Adult Probation Commission 
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AUTHO~ '·S PREFACE 

This is a text about adult probation law in Texas. It is written expressly fOJ.; proba
tion officers and administrators. I have attempted to explain the law fully and accurately 
yet in language that can be understood readily by the professional probation officer who 
is not law-trained . 

I have liberally quoted from statutes and judicial opinions on the theory that accu
racy is increased by doing so. Whenever a statement of law is made I have backed up that 
statement by a legal citation to a statute, case or opinion of the attorney general. The 
full text of the statutes and judicial opinions should be available in almost any county 
law library. I have placed the legal citations in brackets [ ] for ready identifiability. I 
have used the following "shorthand" for legal citations: 

u.s. 

S.W.2d 

The first numbers are the volume number of the United 
States Reports and the second numbers are the page of 
that volume on which the opinion begins. All citations 
in this form are to opinions (;f th~ United States Supreme 
Court. 

This citation is to be the volume and page number of the 
South Western Reporter, 2d Series. Virtually all opinions 
with that citation are from the Texas Court of Criminal 
Appeals, the highest court in Texas with criminal juris
diction. I have occasionally cited an opinion of the Court 
of Criminal Appeals that has not yet appeared in the South 
Western Reporter, 2d Series. When doing so, I have cited 
the five digit cause number used by the Court of Criminal 
Appeals and the date the decision was announced. 

The number in parentheses following the case citation is the year in which the 
opinion was announced. For opinions rendered after 1977, when the Court of Criminal 
Appeals was increased from 5 to 9 judges and was empowered to decide cases as a single 
court or in panels of 3 judges each, I have indicated whether the opinion is from the full 
court (En Banc) or from a panel of 3 judges (Panel). 

Op. Atty. Gen. MW This citation is to an opinion of the current Attorney 
General of Texas, Mark White. It is concluded with the 
number of the opinion and the exact date it was issued. 

With respect to statutes, I have cited the Texas Penal Code as TPC. . Since most of 
the statutory citations are to the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, I have simply cited 
it by Article number, thus: Art. . I have cited Articles in the Civil Statutes 
as Civil Statutes Art. 

* * * 
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I have been assisted in 'this undertaking by a number of very com~etent Paleop:e. 
A them I wish to thank Don Stiles, Jim McDonough, and, especIally, M co m 

mong . £ h' d d' t d assistance in MacDonald, of the Texas Adult Probation CommiSSIon or t e~. e lca e . 
seeing this project through to its conclusion. Earlier dr~fts of thIS. t~xt were r~Iewe: ~y 
a Readership Committee provided by the Adult ProbatIon CommISSIon. Mem ers 0 t e 
Committee were: 

Dr. Rolando del Carmen of Sam Houston State Universit~, 
Mr. Bill Edrington, Director of Adult Probation, Amarillo . 
Mr. ArfKeinarth, Assistant Attorney General, now iT.} private practIce. . 
Mr. Ron Roberts, Assistant Chief Adult Probation Officer, Corpus ChtIStI 

Each responded promptly to submissions of the mannscript and each made significant 
contributions to the text. They deserve our thanks. 

I was assisted in this project by two very abl,e research assistants. They were 
Ms.l.esiie McCollom and Mr. Miguel Martinez. 

* * * 
The reader may notice some overlap of case di:ic.ussion among Chapters 4, 5, and 6. 

To some extent, this repetition is a function of looking at the same phenomenon from 
different perspectives but it also represents a decishm to make e~ch chapter as complete 
as possible to enhance the usefulness of the text as a source for qUIck reference. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Probation in Texas 11as its legal basis in the Texas Constitution. Article N, Section llA was added 
to the Constitution in 1935. It provides: 

The Courts of the State of Texas having original jurisdiction of crinlinal 
actions shall have the power after conviction, to suspend th~ imposition or 

execution of sentence an~ to p1ace the defendant upon probation and to reim

pose such sentence, under such conditions as the Legislature may prescribe. 

The Legislature has enact~r.l comprehensive statutes dealing with adult probation. Felony probation is 

provided for in Article 42.12, Sees. 1 through lla of the Code ofCrinlinal Procedure and misdemeanor 
probation in Article 42.13 of the Code. The felony statute was originally enacted in 1947 to supple-

ment the Suspended Sentence Act of 1913. The misdemeanor statute was not enacted until 1965. Each 

has been amended in almost every session of the Legislature since enactment. In 1979, Article 42.13 

underwent a comprehensive revision. Statutes outside of the Code of Criminal Procedure also form part 
of Texas probation law. An example is the provision for conditional discharge under the Controlled 
Substances Act [Civil Statutes Art. 4476-15, Sec. 4.12] . 

These statutory provisions frequently are the subject of litigation. When that occurs and the de

fendant appeals, an appellate court may publish an opinion deciding the dispute and declaring what the 

law is. In Texas that court is almost always the Court of Criminal Appeals. These opinions, no less than 

the statutes, form part of tlle law of probation in Texas. One of the major purposes of this text is to or

ganize and explain the caselaw part of Texas probation law. In addition, certain public officials may re

quest of the Texas Attorney General an opinion with regard to a question of law. Although an 

Attorney General's Opinion does not have the same force as a statute or appellate judicial opinion, it is 
entitled to and receives great weight in the legal community and is quite likely to be followed by trial 

and appellate courts when dealing Wltll the same issue. For that reason, Attorney General's Opinions are 
included as part of the law of probation in Texas. 

Finally, probationers, like otller citizens, have Federal constitutional rights. AltllOugh the 

Supreme Court of the United States has refused to extend all the constitutional rights of one accused 

of crime to the granting of probation or to probation supervision and revocation [Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 

411 U.S. 778 (1973) (no absolute right to counsel at probation revocation) ] there is no doubt that 

practices and procedures dealing with probation are subject to overriding Federal due process restraints. 

The procedures employed must be fundamentally fair to the probationer and must provide a reasonably 

reliable means to determine relevant facts. Because Federal due process rights as articulated by the 

United States Supreme Court are also part of the Texas law of probation, they will be discussed in this 
text. 

* * * 

Two concepts are central to understanding Texas probation law. The fIrst is tlle bifurcation of the 

Te:cas crinlinal trial into the guilt/innocence phase and the penalty phase. What that means is that the 
question of tlle accused's gUilt or itmocence is presented to the trier of fact Gudge or jury) and only if 
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there is a finding of guilty is the question of penalty considered. Before bifurcation, a jury was given 

both the question of guilt/innocence and penalty and instructed if it found the accused guilty, it should 
assess the penalty, all as part of the same deliberative procel)s. The second concept is the concept of 
assessment of punishment. When punishment is assessed in Texas it means simply that the proper 
authority Gudge or jury) has selected a number of days or years of punishment within the range per
mitted by statute. Assessment of punishment itself does not determine whether the person will be sent 
to the jail or prison or will receive probation. Once punishment is assessed, the next question usually is 
whether the f,Jnishment will be imposed and the person incarcerated or whether imposition of punish
mont will be suspended and the person placed on probation. If probation is later revoked, the suspen
sion of punishment is withdrawn arid punishment is imposed. Finally, even if punishment is asse,ssed and 
imposed, the execution of the punishment (actual incarceration) may be suspended if the .defendant 
gives timely notice of appeal and posts a.ppeal, bond. The sequence of events of significance here is as 
follows: finding or verdict of guilty; judgment of guilty; assessment of punishment; imposition or sus
pension of imposition of punishment; suspension of execution of punishment pending appeal. 
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SIX TYPES OF PROBA"nON: A SUMMARY 

f Although it is customary to refer to probation in Texas as if it were the 
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The material contained in this publication dated 
September, 1981, reflects the changes in the Texas 
Code of Criminal Procedure relevant to probation law 
effectuated during the 67th Legislative Session (1981) 
of the Texas Legislature. All Attorney General 
Opinions promulgated a\1,d case law written prior to 

June 2, 1981, and relevant to adult probation, are in· 
cluded in the text. 
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same under all circumstances, with perhaps a distinction being made between 

felony and misdemeanor probation, that is not accurate. Under the law, there are 

really six types of probation, not one or two. Chapters 2 through 6 of this text 

deal with these probations in what might be viewed as a vertical fas~ion: Chapter 

2 deals with questioIJ$: of eligibility for each type of probation, (L!.)ter 4 with 

probation conditions for each type of probation, and so on. The purpose of this 

Chapter is to view probations in a different way, what might be termed horizon

tal, and to compare all of the aspects of one type of probat.ion. with the others. 

This is a summary Chapter. Many of the details provided in later chapters are 

omitted and only the broad outlines of the different types of probations are 

provided. It is intended, in short, to provide background information for the 

Chapters that follow. 

The six types of probation presently recognized by Texas law are (1) regular 

felony probation, (2) regular misdemeanor probation, (3) felony deferred adjudi

cation probation, (4) misdemeanor deferred adjudication probation, (5) community 

service deferred adjudication probation, and (6) conditional discharge. 

A. REGULAR FELONY AND MISDEMEANOR PROBATION 

Before 1979 there were numerous differences between regular felony and 

misdemeanor probation. In 1979, the misdemeanor probation law was rewritten by 

the Legislature to eliminate almost all of those differences; however, a few 

remain and this section compares these two types of probation by identifying the 

places where they still differ. 

A person is eligible to receive regular felony or misdemeanor probation from 

a jury if he or she has n~ver been convicted of a felony. Any person may receive 

misdemeanor probation from the judge. With exceptions discussed in detail in 

Chapter 2, any person may receive felony probation from the judge. The term of 

felony probation may be as short as two years and as long as ten years, while the 

term of misdemeanQr probation must be for the maximum jail term permitted by law 

for the offense of which the probationer was convicted. A probationer may be 

discharged from felony probation upon completing one-third of the term or two 

1 



years, whichever is less. One may be discharged from misdemeanor probation upon 

completing one-third of the term. Upon discha.tge· from felony probation, the 

trial court may dismiss the case; upon discharge from misdemeanor probation the 

trial court must dismiss the case. A person who has successfully served either 

felony or misdemeanor probation, been disc~arged and. had the case dismissed is 

purposes, however. These differences are discussed in still convicted for most 

detail in Chapter 7. 
The permissible conditions of probation are now the same for regular felony 

and misdemeanor probation. Shock probation is available for either felonies or 

misdemeanors. The procedural requirements for revoking probation now appear to 

be identical. Prior to the' 1979 change in the misdemeanor law, the courts had 

held that one charged with a violation of misdemeanor probation was entitled to 

have bail set pending a revocation hearing, while one charged with violation of 

felony probation was not. This resulted from language in the statutes that 

indicated that a person on felony probation had b~en convicted, while a person on 

misdemeanor probation had not been convicted. As a re's'ult of the revision of the 

misdemeanor law, it is now an open question whether there is a right to bail 

pending revocation of misdemeanor probation. Upon revocation of either felony or 

misdemeanor probation, the trial court in its discretion may reduce the sentence 

to prison or jail to any term that could have been ~iven for the offense as an 

original matter. 

B. FELONY AND MISDEMEANOR DEFERRED ADJUDICATION PROBATION 

In 1975, the Legislature authori~ed deferred adjudication probation in 

felony cases and in 1979 that type of probation wa~ made available in misdemeanor 

cases. One is eligible for deferred adjudication probation if he or she pleads 

guilty or no contest, but is not eligible if found guilty on a plea of not guil

ty. A jury cannot grant deferred adjudication probation. 
There are a nUp1ber of differences between d~ferred adjudication probation 

and regular probiltion. The most important difference is that one placed on 

regular probation has been convicted of an offense,"whereas one placed ou defer

red adjudication probation has not been convicted. The processing of the case is 

halted and the defendant is placed on probation prior to conviction (adjudica-

tion), hence, the name "deferred adjudication". By contrast, in regular proba

tion, the person is convicted and impostion of sentence is suspended. Regular 

probation could accurately be termed "deferred sentencing" probation. As Chapter 

7 discusses in detail, it is often of great importance whether or, not the person 

on probation is regarded by the law as having been convicted. 
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There are other differences as well. One placed on regular misdemeanor pro

bation must be placed on probation initially for the maximum jail period permit

ted by the statute for the offense of which he or she was convicted. One placed 

on deferred adjudication misdemeanor probation may be placed on probation for any 

term up to that maximum. Upon successful completion ;"l,f regular felony probation, 

the trial court "may" dismiss the c.ase;' upon successful completion of deferred 

adjudication felony probation, the trial court must dismiss the case. 

The right to and scope of appeal are affected by the type of probation used. 

One placed on regular felony or misdemeanor probation has the right immediately 

to take an appeal to seek review of the proceedings leading to being placed on 

probation. The probation term does not begin until the appeal is decided. One 

placed on felony or misdemeanor deferred adjudication probation has no immediate 

right of appeal. One on regular felony or misdemeanor probation whose probation 

has been revolted may appeal but the appeal is limited to questions arising out of 

the revocation proceedings. He or she is not permitted ordinarily to obtain 

appellate review of questions arising out of the proceedings that led to being 

placed on probation in the first place, since there was the opportunity to take 

that appeal at the time of being placed on probation. When deferred adjudication 

felony or misdemeanor probation is revoked, however, one may appeal, and in that 

appeal, may question the proceedings that led to being placed on probation since 

there was no right of appeal as to those questions when being first placed on 

probation. 

By Texas Constitution and statute, all prisoners, with some exceptions, have 

a right to bail before conviction. The right of bail after conviction is much 

more limited. In regular felony and possibly in regular misdemeanor probation 

(after the 1979 amendments), one arrested for probation violation does not have a , 
right of bail. The trial court has discretion to set or deny bond because the 

probationer was convicted of an offense when placed on probation. By contrast, 

one on felony or misdemeanor deferred adjudication probation has not yet been 

convicted and if arrested for probation violation is entitled to have bond set. 

Finally when regular felony or: misdemeanor probation is revoked the trial 

court h.;is discretion to impose the sentence assessed or to reduce it to any 

length that could have been assessed as an original matter. The trial court may 

not increase the sentence assessed. In contrast, with deferred adjudication 

felony or misdemeanor probation, no sentence was assessed when probation was 

granted and the trial court may impose any sentence that could have been imposed 

as an original matter, even if that means giving the maximum term permitted by 

the statute. In other words, the sentence may be "increased" upon revocation, as 

well as decreased. 
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Under a bill passed in 1981 the trial court is au~h~\'}rL.zed in felony or mis

e dl;mean6r deferred adjudication probation to impose any !.hne authorized for the 
'j 

offense of which the defendant was convicted and to require payment of, the p:i:o-

bation supervision fee authorized by statute. [Art .. 42.12, Sec. 3d(a); Art. 

42.13, Sec. 3d(a)] 

C. COMMUNITY SERVICE DEFERRED ADJUDICATION PR€:BATION 

In 1979, the Legislature authorized communit'y ,service defer~r-d' adjudication 
-

probation in misdemeanor cases. This type ot' e probation is' identical to mis-
; 

del1leanor deferred adjudication probation except for the following differences. To 

be eligible for community service deferred adjudication probation the person must 

plead guilty to or no contest to a first offense misdemeanor that does not in

volve bodily injury or the threat of bodily injury to any person. Instead of 

placing the person on probation for a specified term," the person is placed on 

probation with a specified number of hours to work for a community service a

gency. For a Class A misdemeanor.. the hours may not exceed 200 or be less than 

80, and for a Cla~s B misdemeanor, may not exceed 100 or be less than 24 hours. 

Finally, unlike all other types of probation in Texas, the trial court is re-
j' 

qiured to impose the seven conditions of probation that are set out in Jhe 

statute [Art. 42.13, Sec. 3B (e)]. Other conditiolls may be imposed as well. 

In 1981, the Legislature authorized community service deferred adjudication 

probation in felony cases on virtually the same terms as in misdemeant;\r cases. 
,.":;,.; t.\ 

The number of community service hours that may be ordered by the court is 320 to 

1000 for a first degree felony, 240 to 800 for a second degree felony and 160-600 

f~r a third degree felony. [Art. 42.12, Sec. lOA] 

D. CONDITIONAL DISCHARGE 

When the Texas Controlled Substances Act was enacted in ~973, the LeSis-
~ 

lature authorized a new procedure for probation called Conditional Discharge. It 

is very much like deferred adjudication felony or misdemeanor probation but there 

are some differences. It is available to one who pleads guilty or is found 

guilty of a violation of the Controlled Substances Act. It is not available if 

the person has a previous violation of the Act or of a similar federal or other 

state Act. Adjudication is deferred; no sentence is assessed; the term of proba

tion under the Act may be, up to two years. Revocation proceedings appe<t:r' to be 

the same as for deferred adjudication. Upon successful completion of conditional 
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discharge probation the trial court is required to dismiss the case and a 

non-public record of the case is maintained solely to determine future 

eligibility fox conditional discharge. A person is entitled to only one 

conditional discharge under the Act. 
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CHAPTER 2.-

PROBATION ELIGIBILITY AND PROCEDURES FOR 
OBTAINING PROBATION 

I " "bl to receive probation" The Legislature has Not everyone is legally e ~g~ e " 

some persons who are charged with d probation legally available. only to 

rna e one is eligible to receive probation criminal offenses. Conversely~ just because 

has a right to receive it; it does not mean one does mean, however, that one has 

h the J"udge or jury decide in their a legal right to ave discretion whether to 

give probation. The statutes and caselaw also impose 

requirements that must e ~ b fulf~lled before the question of 

certain procedural 

whether the offender 

d to the J"ury or considered by the should receive probation will be submitte 
1\ judge. , 

h def~~ndant seeks probation Texas law is settled that when tel' 

court, it has absolute discretion to grant or wilthhold probation. 

from the trial 

Among the many 

t tements of this point is th~ follow'ing typical one: 

sa. or . d 1s entitled to probation, where the 
The question of whether an. accuse bItely within the trial court's 

punishment rests a so u . 
court assesses "d' ts of the st3tute and no authority ex~sts 
discretion under the gu~ epos h 1 The decision Of. the tri.al h -, to require suc c emency .... 
for t e accuseo b t" "not reviewable by this Court. court refusing to grant pro a ~on ~s " " 

/I" St t 502 S W 2d 13 14 (1973) J Similarly, the Court of Cnm~nal [1Rodr~guez v" a e, " . , h h t" 1 
" '~, d "" denying probation althoug t e r~a AlII not review a jury' s ec~s~on 

ppea s Wl d aga~nst it. [Art. 42.12, court can grant probation even when the jury recommen s ~ 

Sec.3c; Art. 42.13, Sec.3c] 

A. FELONY PROBATION ELIGIBILITY 

No person is ....L el~g~ble to receive probation for a felony unless assessed a 

1 by the J"udge or jury. [Art. 42.12, §3, 3a] A person sentence of 10 years or ess 

b " . ce the law requires 1 murder ;s n~t, eligible for pro at~on s~n convicted of capita ~ r 

~ that offense. [T.P.C. §19.03 and of death o.r life imprisonment for a sentence 1 d' 
any o.ther grade of homicide, inc u ~ng 12.31 (a)] However, a person convicted of u 

intentional murder, may receive pro a ~on b t' if otherwise eligible because a 

" In the case of intention~l 10 or less may be assessed. pUll,i.shment of years" d 

.. h t five years may be assesse . mu~d~i-, for example, a punishment as s or as 

[T.P.C. §19.02 and 12.32] 
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If the State proves prior felony convictions, that may make the offender 
ineligible for probation. 

Under the habitual offender statute, if the State 
proves two prior felony convictions, it is required that a punishment of life \i, 

imprisonment be assessed [T.P.C. §12.42(d)J which, of course, precludes probation 

under the 10-year rUle. If the offender is convicted of a first-degree felony 

and the State proves one prior felony. conViction, the shortest punishment that 

can be assessed is 15 years [T.P.C. §12.42(c)] which also precludes probation 
under the 10-year rule. 

Under Texas law, the defendant has the absolute right (except in capital 

murder cases) to elect whether the judge or the jury will assess punishment and 

decide whether to grant probation if convicted. Unless the defendant zlects jury 

punishment at the time a plea is entered to the indictment or information in open 

Court at the beginning of the trial, the law provides that punishment will be 

assessed and probation considered by the judge. [Art. 37.07(2)(b)] The rules 

gqverning legal eligibility for probation differ depending upon whether the 
defendant has elected judge or jury punishment. 

If the defendant has elected jury punishment, he or she is eligible for 

probation only if it is proven that the defendant "has never before been 

convicted of a felony in this or any other State". 
[Art. 42.12, §3a] What 

constitutes a conviction? If one was previously found guilty of a felony, placed 

'on probation and while still on probation, is convicted of a felony, one is not 

eligib1.~1 for a second probation from the jury. [Baker v. State, 519 S.W.2d 437 " 

(1975)] Apparently, even if the defendant receiVes felony probation and 

successfully serves it, obtaining a discharge from probation antldismissal of the 

proceedings, he or she is still regarded as having been convicted of a felony .. 
and, therefore, is not eligible' to receive probation from the jury. [Watkins v. 

State, 572 S.W.2d 339 (En Bane 1978) (Presidential pardon for federal felony does 

not make defendant eligible to receive probation from the jury; Taylor v. State, 

612 S.W,,2d 566 (Panel 1981) (order of discharge and restoration of civil rights 

does not make defendant eligible for probation from the jury)] However, the 

prior conviction must have been based on a valid indictment or information; if 

the charging i.nstrument in the prior case was fundamentally defective, then the 

conviction is void and does not preclude the defendant from seeking probation 

from the jury. [Thompson v. State, 604 S.W.2d 180 (~a.nel 1980)J If the defen

da~t was placed on probation or was sentenced to prison and has taken an appeal, 

he or she is eligible for probation from the jury if the appeal is still 

pending at the time of the penalty hearing. [Baker v.State, 520 S.W.2d 782 

(1975) J On the other hand, if one was placed on. probation and probation was 
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revoked, one is not eligible for jury probation even if an appeal from the revo

cation is pending at the time of the penalty hearing!,' [Franklin v. State, 523 

S.W.2d 947 (1975)] 

If t.he jury recommends probation it may.fix the probation term at any length 

authorized for a prison sentence but not longer than 10 years. [Art. 42.12 §3a] 

If the jury recommends probation, the judge is required to place the defendant on 

probation. [Art. 42.12, Sec.3a] However, under a recent amendment to the 

statute, if the jury recommends probation for one convicted of a second-degree 

felony or higher, and there is an affirmative finding that the defendant "used or 

exhibited a firearm during the commission of the offense" the judge, while still 

required to grant probation, may impose a sentence to the Texas Department of 

Corrections of not less than 60 nor more than 120 days as part of the probation 

term. [Art. 42.12, §3f(b)] Finally, even if the jury recommends against 

probation, the trial judge is authorized to pl;lce the defendant on probation. 

[Art. 42.12, §3c] 

If the defendant has elected punishment assessed by the judge, different 

rules jetermine probation eligibility. The trial judge is empowered to grant 

probation whether or not the defendant has a prior felony conviction. [Art. 

42.12, §3c] However, the trial judge is precluded from granting probation in 

certain situations when probation could be granted by the jury. The trial judge 

may not grant probation for aggravated kidnapping, aggravated rape, aggravated 

sexual abuse or aggravated robbery. [Art. 42.12, §3f(a)(1)] Also, the trial judge 

may not .grant probation if it is shown that the defendant used a firearm or other 

deadly weapon during the commission of the offense or during immediate flight 

therefrom. [Art. 42.12, §3f(a)(2)] These restrictions do not apply to the jury. 

In 1977, the Legislature authorized trial judges, but not juries, to grant 

"shock probation" under certain circumstances. If the defendant received a 

prison sentence of 10 years or less, was not convicted of criminal homicide, 

rape, or robbery and "has never been incarcerated in a penitentiary serving 'a 

sentence for a felony," he is eligibile for "shock probation". After the defen

dant has been at the Texas Department of Corrections for 60 days and before he 

has served 120 days, the trial judge, if of. the opinion that "the defendant would 

not benefit from further incarceration.in a penitentiary" may place the defendant 

on probation for the balance of his sentence. Shock probation may also be used 

for one sentenced to prison upon revocation of probation. The trial judge may 

request information from the Texas Department of Corrections to assist in making 

the decision whether to release the defendant on probation, and "upon receipt of' 

such request, the Texas Department of Corrections shall forward to the court as , 
soon as possible, a full and complete copy of the defendant's record while,incar-
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cerated." [Art. 42.12,§3e] In 1981 the Legislature amended the felony shock ., 
probation statute to increase the time during which the inmate may be released 

from the TDC on probation from 120 to 180 days. Instead of precluding shock 

probation if the defendant is convicted of criminal homicide, rape or robbery, a 

defendant under the 1981 amendments may not be given shock probation if convicted 

or intentional murder, aggravated kidnapping, aggravated rape, aggravated sexual 

abuse, deadly assault on a peace officer or court participant, injury to a child 

except for mere bodily injury, aggravated robbery, bribery, esca~~, implements of 

escape (deadly weapons only) or engaging in organized criminal activity. 

The Court of Criminal Appeals has indicated that the language in the shock 

probation statute giving the trial court 120 (now, 180) days "from the date the 

execution of the sentence actually begins" does not include prior j ail time 

though under the law the inmate receives credit for that jail time on the sen

tence. The court has also held that prior service of a federal felony sentence 

makes one ineligible to receive shock probation on u Texas conviction. [State ex 

reI. Curry v. Gray, 599 S.W.2d 630 (En Banc 1980)] 

In 1975, the Legislature authorized deferred adjudica.tion probation in 

felony cases. A defendant is eligible for deferred adjudication only upon a plea 

of guilty or nolo contendere and is not eligible if found guilty upon a plea of 

not guilty. Deferred adjudication probation may be granted only by the judge, 

not the jury. After the trial court hears evidence upon the defendant's plea of 

guilty or nolo contendere, it may "defer further proceedings without entering an 

adjudication of guilt, and place the defendant on probation on reasonable terms 

and conditions as the court may require and for a period as the court may pres

cribe not to exceed 10 yearn." [Art. 42.12, §3d] Apparently, a defendant may be 

eligible for deferred adjudication probation even though he would not be eligible 

for "regular" 'probation from the trial judge under the restrictions discussed 

earlier. If the trial court revokes deferred adjudication probation ("proceeds 

with an adjudication of guilt" if'..:- the language of the statute) it may impose any 

prison sentence that could have been originally imposed for the offense and is 

not limited to the probation term previol,!.sly selected. In McNew v State, the 

appellant was place on deferred adjudication probation for five years. It was 

revoked and he was sentenced to a term of 10 years in the TDC. On appeal, he 

contended that the deferred adjudication probation statute was unconstitutional 

under Article 4, Section llA of the Texas Constitution (quoted in full in the 

Introduction to this text) because that provision authorizes probation only after 

conviction, while the deferred adjudication statute authori~~s probation witho~t 

conviction. The Court o'f Criminal Appeals upheld the constitutionality of the 

statute: 
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§3d(a) [deferred adjudication] is "Probation", as used in Art. 42.12, an adJ'wfication of guilt. More-
a procedure which does not include t nce is assessed and the im
over under Art. 42.12, §3d(a), no sednde '1'he definition of "proba-

' t e is not suspen e. J, h 
posi tion of a s~n enc, §2 (b) [I Probation I shall mean t e , re-t ion" as used l.n Art. 42.12, tit] cannot be reconcl.led 

' 'd d f dant by a cour . . . 4 12 lease of a conVl.cte e en "b tioIt" is used in Art. 2. , t ' which the term pro a A 42 12 with the contex l.n II b tion" as used in rt. ., 
§3d(a). We therefore ~old thatf "P~~b:tionll as defined by Art.42.12, 
§3d(a), is not the equl.valent 0 P, the Ilrocedure designated as 

A 4 §llA Thus Sl.nce b t' II as §2 (b), or rt., , . , ' t the equivalent of "pro a l.on 
"probation" in Art. 42.12, §3d 1S no, 4 §l1A "probation" pursuant to 
used in Art. 42.12, §2(b), or Art

b
· f' a defendant is "convicted" 

A t 42 12 §3d may be granted e ore , r. ., 4 §l1A 
wl.'tho,ut any violation of Art., . d 

8)] In other words, deferre d 16P \ 172 (Panel 197 
[McNew v. State, 608 S·W·2 ~l results is not the same as 

. . 1 b t the probation that adJ'udication is constl.tut10na u h th dif-
It remains to be seen w at 0 er the probation that we normally think of. I 1 

d adJ'udication probation" and I regu a:r 'II be found between "de£~rre 

ferences W1 1. the Court of Criminal Appeals has concluded that when a 
probation". For examp e 1 b t' 'fil"<>d the "probationer" has a 
motion to revoke deferred adjudication pro a 10n 1S ,~ i. 

h t et been convicted, wh~,le one on regular felony 
right to bail because h~c> as no y '[Ex parte Laday, 594 S. W. 2d 

right~(fo bail pending revocat10n. probation has no 

102 (En Banc 1980)] 

deferred adjudication community service pro-In 1981, the Legislature made b ' 'f 

One is eligible for that type of pro at10n 1 bation available in felony cases. h t d es 

contendere to a first offense felony tao he or she "pleads guilty or nolo d f 

not involve bodily injury or the threat o. 0 1 f b d'ly injury to any person an or. 

h defendant does not exceed 10 pun1'shment assessed against t e Which the maximum I' ince 
hm t assessment is puzz 1ng s ' , ent" The reference to punis en 

years 1mprl.SOnm . hm is to be assessed 
. t 't' made clear that no punis ent elsewhere in' the statu e 1 1S b t' n 

when one is placed on 

[Art. 42.12, Sec. lOA] 

adJ',udication community service pro a, 10 . felony deferred 

B. iVHSDEMEANOR PROBATION ELIGIBILITY 

197,9 the effective date of the 1979 amendments in ~he Prior to August 27, , , qUl.te 
' ' " eligibility for misdemeanor probat10n were t the r ules governl.ng h ' 

statu e, " , I' 'b1'1l.'ty In 1979, t e mu-c· , g felony probatl.on e l.gl. . 
different from those governl.n f th C de of Criminal Procedure, was 

' t t te Article 42.13 0 e 0, 
demeanor probat10n s au, " st respe'cts exactly the 

' ehensive revision to make 1t, l.n mo , 
subJ ected to a compr hI' some differences remal.n and 
same as the felony probation statute. Nevert ~ ess, , on a specific point, it 

In the absence of dl.scussl.on , 

rules for misdemeanor probation eligibill.ty 

they are discussed here. 

would be a safe assumption that the 

are the same as for felony probation in light ox the 1979 revision. 
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There is, of Course, no 10-year rule with respect to misdemeanor probation 
eligibili ty . 

Not all misdemeanors may be probated, however, Article 42.13 
applies only to courts of record. 

[Art. 42.13, §2(I)] Constitutional county 
~ourts, county courts-at-law and county criminal courts are courts of record as 

are Criminal District Courts, that also have misdemeanor jurisdiction. However, 

JUstices of the Peace and most MuniCipal Courts are not courts of record and 

Article 42.13 does not apply to them. Article 42.13 authorizes either confine-
!Ilent in jail, a fine, or both to be probated. 

[Art. 42.13, §3 and 3a] The term 
of probation is fixed by law at the maximum term of incarceration for the offense 

of which the probationer was convicted [Art. 42.13, §3 and 3a] which is, of 

course, differ~nt from felony probation terms which may be selected by the judge 
or jury. 

Misdemeanor probation may be granted by either the jury or the judge. The 

defendant has the right to elect jury or judge punishment in misdemeanor cases 

exactly as in felony cases. [Art. 37.07, §2(b)]. As iIJ. felony cases, the jury 

may grant probation only if the defendant shows that he or she "has never before 

been convicted of a felony in this or any other state." [Art. 42.13, §3a] If the 

jury in its punismnent verdict recommends that probation be granted, the trial 

judge is required to· give it. [Art. 42.13, §3a] However, as in felony cases, the 

trial judge is empowered to grant misdemeanor probation even if the defendant has 

a prior felony conviction and may ~rant misdemeanor probation even when the jury 
has not recommended it. [Art. 42.13, §3c] 

In the 1979 revision of Article 42.13, the Legislature added a provision for 

deferred adjudication probation that is identical to felony deferred adjudication 

probation except that the probation term may be selected by the judge at any 

length not to exceed the maximum period of imprisonment for the offense of which 
the probationer was convicted. [Art. 42.13, §3d (a)] 

In 1977, the Legislature added a shock probation feature to the misdemeanor 

probation law. It permits a trial judge to release a defendant incarcerated in a 

county jail on probation for the remainder of the jail sentence if the defendant 

has "never been incarcerated in a penitentiary or jail serVing a sentence for a 
felony or misdemeanor". 

The release may not OCcur before tl:).e defendant has 
served 10 days and must OCcur, if at all, before service of 90 days. [Art. 

42.13, §3e (a)] In other respects, it is identical to the felony shock probation 
law. 

In 1979, the Legislature added a novel feature to the misdemeanor probation 

law authorizing deferred adjudication community service probation. Article 42.13, 
Section 3B{a) provides: 

A defendant who pleads gUilty or nolo contendere to a first offense 
misdemeanor that does not, involve bodily injury or the threat of 
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bodily l.nJury to any person and for which the maximum permissible 
punishment is by confinement in jail or by a fine in excess of $200 or 
by both a fine and confinement is eligible for community-service pro-

bation. 
The law authorizes .'deferring adjudication and placing the defendant on 

community service probatiori.. _The court orders the probationer to work a speci

fied number of hours at a specified community-service project for a nonprofit 

organization "whose services are provided to the general public and are designed 

to enhance the social welfare, physical or mental stability, environmental 

quality, or general well-being of the community." [Art. 42.13, §'3B(g)] For a 

Class B misdemeanor, the court may order not less (~an 24 nor more than 100 hours 

of community service ~york and for a Class A misdemeanor the court may order not 

less than 80 hours nor more than 200 hours of community service work. [Art. 

42.13, §3B(d)] If the probationer completes the required hours of community 

service work and has not violated other conditions of probation "the court shall 

dismiss the proceedings against the defendant and discharge him". [Art. 42.13, 

§3B(j)] The law also provides: 

A dismissal and discharge under this section may not be deemed a convic
tion for the purposes of disqualifications or disabilities imposed by law 
for conviction of an offense, except that on conviction of a subsequent 
offense the fact that the defendant previously received community-service 
probation is admissible on the issue of penalty. [Art. 42.13, §3B(j)] 

C. ELIGIBILITY FOR CONDITIONAL DISCHARGE 

The Texas Controlled Substances Act [Civil Statutes Art.. 4476-15) is an ex

tensive statute regulating the manufacture, distribution, possession and use of 

drugs that have a potential for abuse. It contair:.'s a variety of criminal penal

ties for violation of these restrictions, ranging in seriousness from a Class C 

misdemeanor to a first-degree felony. Section 4.12 of the Act provides a unique 

procedure for "conditional discharge" of drug offenders that is similar to defer

red adjudication prob.~tion for felony and misdemeanor offenders. A person is 

eligible for conditional discharge no matter how serious the violation of the 

Act; it reaches felonies as well as misdemeanors and hard drugs as well as mari

juana and other such substances. The only restriction on eligibility is that the 

recipient must be a "person who has not previously been convicted of an offense 

under this Act, or, subsequent to the effective date of this Act, under any 
o statute of the United States or of any state relating to a substance that is 

de:fined by ·this Act as a controlled substance." [Civil Statutes Art. 4476-15, 

§4.12(a)] Anyone not having a prior drug conviction after August 27, 1973, the 

effective date of the Act, is eligible for conditional discharge even though he 

or she may have a record of other criminal convictions or may have had a drug 
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conviction before that date. Of course, one convicted of a violation of the 

Controlled Substances Act is also eligible for probation under Articles 42.12 and 

42.13, as the case ~ay be. 

The statute authorizes conditional discharge after either a trial or a plea 

of guilty. [Civil Statutes Art. 4476-15, §4.12(a)] In that respect, it is 

broader than the deferred adjudication probation for misdemeanors~and felonies, 

which is limited to one who enters a plea of guilty or nolo contendere. (With 

respect to the criminal case, a plea of nolo contendere is the same as a plea of 

guilty. [Art. 27.02 (5)] The trial judge, not the jury, is authorized "without 

entering a judgment of guilt and with the consent of the defendant, [to] defer 

further proceedings and place him on probation on such reasonable conditions as 

it may require and or such period as the court may prescribe, except that the 

probationary period may not exceed two years." [Civil Statutes Art. 4476-15, 

§4.12(a)] The court may, at its discretion, discharge the probationer at any 

time before the end of the two-year period. If probation is violated, the court 

may proceed with the adjudication and sentence the defendant to any term the 

defendant could have received initially. [Civil Statutes Art. 4476-15, §4.12(b)] 

If the probationer completes the term of probation "the court shall discharge him 

and dismiss the proceedings against him." Section 4.12(b) further provides: 

Discharge and dismissal under this subsection shall be without an 
adjudication of guilt, but a nonpublic record of the proceedings shall 
be retained by the director [of the Texas Department of Public Safety] 
solely for use by the courts in determining whether or not in subse
quent proceedings, the person qualifies for conditional' discharge 
under this section. 

Finally, Section 4.12 (c) provides: 

A di.sc~arge or dismissal under this section shall not be deemed a 
conVl.ctl.on for p~rp~ses of disq~alifications or disabilities imposed 
by law for conv~ctl.on of a crl.me, including any provision for en
hancement of ?unl.shment fo~ r:peat or habitual offenders. There may 
be only one dl.scharge and dl.sm+ssal under this section with respect to 
any person. 

D. PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING PROBATION 

Texas law imposes no procedural formalities upon the defendant to obtain 

felony or 

42.13, §3] 

misdemeanor probation from the trial judge. [Art. 42.12, §3; Art. 

Nor are there procedural formalities for obtaining felony [Art. 

42.12, §3d] or misdemeanor [Art. 42.,13, §3d] deferred adjudication probation, 

felony [Art. 42.12, §3e] or misdemeanor [Art. 42.13, §3e] shock probation, felony 

[Art. 42.12, §10A] or misdemeanor [Arlt. 42.13, §3B] community service probation 

'.' or conditional discharge under" the Controlled Substances Act [Civil Statutes Art. 

4476-15, §4.12], all of which may be ,granted only by the trial judge. The only 
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requi~ement is the practical one that the defendant must ask for probation at the 

appropriate time in the proceedings and be prepared to comply with any require

ments of the trial court, such as providing social 'data or submitting to a pre~ 

sentence investigation, to show suitability for probation. The trial court is 

authorized to grant probation during the penalty phase of the case:~ It may not, 

for example, grant probation after the defendant has appealed the case and the 

conviction has been affirmed by the Court of Criminal Appeals. [Walker v. State, 

562 S.W.2d 864 (Panel 1978)] 

The law is different when the defendant seeks probation from the jury. To 

obtain either felony [Aft. 42.12, §3a] or misdemeanor [Art. 42.13, §3a] probation 

from the jury the defendant must prove and the jury must find that the defendant 

,has never been convicted of a felony. Ordinarily, that is accomplished by the 

,defendant taking the stand at the penalty stage of the trial and testifying that 

he or she has, never been convicted of a felony. That fact can be proved by other 

means as well, such as having a parent, spouse or close friend of the defend~nt 

testify that the defendant has n9t been so convicted. [Trevino v. State, 557 

S.W.2d 242 (Panel 1979)] 

The defendant must also file a sworn written motion for probation to obtain 

felony or misdemeanor probation from the jury. For felony probation, the law 

provides that the motion must be "filed before the trial begins" and implies that 

the motion must state that the defendant has never before been convicted of a 

felony. [Art. 42.12, §3a] The new misdemeanor probation law is different. The 

statute provides: 

In no case shall probation be recommended by the jury except when the 
defendant, before the trial began, had filed a sworn statement that 
the ?ef~ndant has never before been convicted of a felony, and after 
conv~ct~on and be~ore the penalty stage of the trial began, the defen
dant shall have hIed a sworn motion for probation and the proof shall 
show and the jury shall find in their verdict that the defendant has 
never before been convicted of a felony in this or any other state. 

[Art. 42.13, §3a] There are'no appellate cases construing these new provisions 

of the misdemeanor law. It is a reasonable reading of this language, however, 

that two documents must be filed in a, misdemeanor c~se to obtain probation from 

the jury: a sworn statement of no felony convictions before the trial begins and 

a sworn motion for probation after conviction and before the penalty stage of the 

, " trial begins. Such a construction would be reasonable, since the prior law (and 

current felony law) requiring a defendant to ask for probation by filing a motion 

before trial even begins can be criticized for requiring a d'efendant to take 

action that could be regarded as an admission of guilt before that issue has been 

,submitted to the jury. 
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Finally, Article 37.07, which creates the Texas system of bifurcation of the 

criminal trial into two phases, guilt/innocence and penalty, appears to require 

filing of a "sworn motion for probation before the trial began. II [Art. 37.07, 

§2(b)] Whether that requirement of a sworn motion for probation being filed 

before the trial begins has been repealed by implication by the later and in

consistent provisions in the misdemeanor p'robation law is presently an open 

question. 

In any event, although it is arguable that the earliest the defendant has to 

file a sworn motion for probation or, in the case of a misdemeanor, a sworn 

statement, is when he or she enters a plea of not guilty to the indictment or 

information, after the jury has been assembled, it is customary and, perhaps, 

legally required to file the motion before the jury selection even begins to 

enable both parties to ascertain that each member of the jury is capable of 

giving, full consideration to placing the defendant on probation, should he or she 

be convicted. [Parker v. State, 457 S.W.2d 638, 640 (1970)]' 
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CHAPTER 3. 

THE PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT 

Texas law authorizes the trial court to order a pre-sentence investigation 

report: 

When directed by the court, a probation officer shall fully 
investigate and report to the court in writing the circumstances of 
the offense, criminal record, social history and present condition of 
the defendant. Whenever practicable, such investigation shall include 
a physical and mental examination of the defendant. Defendant, if not 
represented by counl?el, counsel for defendant and counsel for the 
state shall be afforded an opportunity to see a copy of the report 
upon request. If a defendant is committed to any institution the 
probation officer shall send a report of such investigation to the 
institution at the time of commitment. 

[Art. 42.12, §4] Pre-sentence investigation reports were not me\l,~tioned in the 

misdemeanor probation statute until, 1979, when a provision identical to the above 

was added as part of a compr'~hensive revision of the misdemeanor statute. [Art. 

42.13, §4J Unlike in some other jurisdictions, there is no legal requirement 

in Texas that a pre-sentence report be prepared in each felony case. The trial 

judge has discretion to order a pre-sentence investigation or to sentence without 

one. The purpose of the pre-sentence report is to assist the trial judge in 

sentencing and it is not used when the defendant has elected jury punishment. 

A. FUNCTIONS OF THE PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT 

Until 1980, it was unclear whether a pre-sentence report could be utilized 

to assist the trial judge in assessing punishment or only in deciding whether to 

grant probation when punishment of 10 years or less had already been assessed. 
,\ 

In McNeese v. State, the court sugge13ted the pre-sentence had only the liltter 

function: 

The question of whether an accused is entitled to probation in a 
trial before the court is a matter solely for the trial court's dis
cretion. . . . The trial court in such cases should use the prob:ation 
officer's report and take into consideration all of the pertinent 
information to more intelligently determine if the person convicted is 
entitled to probation .. 

[McNeese v. State, 468 S.W.2d 800, BOI (1971)] Later, Presiding Judge Onion, in 

a concurring opinion, explicitly took the position that the pre-sentence should 

be used only to assist the court in deciding on probation and not for assess-
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ment of punishment: 

The use of presentence investigation reports i,s to be commended .... 
The proper use of such reports is to enable the trial court to pass on 
the issue of probation, not to determine the punishment to be 
assessed. These reports frequently contain hearsay information con
cerning inadmissible extraneous offenses, and other matter that would 
not be admissible at trial. 

[Bean v. State, 563 S.W.2d B19, B21 (ganel 1978)] Still later, a different panel 

of the Court rejected Judge Onion's position and approved of the use of a pre

sentence report in a case in which probation was not an issue but length of the 

prison sentence was: 

We are not convinced that a pre-sentence inver:;tigation and report 
are appropriate only when the issue of whether a trial judge should 
grant a defendant probation is raised. Rather, whenever an issue of 
the proper punishment is present a presentence investigation and 
report may be utilized, to assist the trial judge in the exercise of 
his discretion. 

[Angelle v. State, 571 S.W.2d 301, 302 (Panel 1978)] The issue was finally 

resolved in Mason v. State in which the defendant was convicted of two first

degree felonies, enhanced by proof of one prior felony, requiring a minimum 

sentence of 15 years and making him ineligible to receive probation. The trial 

court ordered a pre-sentence report to assist in assessing sentence, which the 

defendant 'claimed was error since he was not eligible for probation. By a five 

to four vote the court en banc rejected this contention and approved of the use 

of a pre-sentence report when the defendant is not eligible for probation. There 

was a dissent which took t);le position that punishment must be assessed on the 

9asis of legally admissible evidence introduced at the guilt/innocence or penalty 

phase of the trial. [Mason v. State, 604 S.W.2d 83 (En Banc 1980)] 

In 1981 the Legislature specifically authorized the trial judge to order and 

consider a pre-sentence report to assist in assessing punishment as well as in 

deciding upon probation. [Art. 37.07, §3(d)J 

It is important to remember that ,a pre-sentence report may be considered by 

the trial court only for those purposes specifically authorized by statute. In 

all other circumstances, the report is hearsay and is inadmissible. [Burroughs 

v. State, 611 S.W.2d 106. (Panel 19B1) (PSI may not be used over objection to deny 

bond on appeal because it is inadmissible hearsay.)] 

(I 

B. THE CONTENTS OF THE REPORT 

The Q.ispute within the Court of Criminal Appeals as to the function of the 

pre-sentence report is really occasioned by the fact that a pre-sentence report 

is a shortcut through the normal rules of evidence that govern criminal trials. 
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As such, it does not provide the usual safeguards against the inclusion of in

accurate, incomplete or unfairly prejudicial statements that are provided by an 

adversarial hearing. Despite these dangers, the United States Supreme Court 

approved of the use of pre-sentence reports as long ago as 1949: 

Probation workers making reports of their investigations have not been 
trained to prosecute but to aid offenders. Their reports have been 
given a high value by conscientious judges who want to sentence per
sons on the best available information rather than on guess-work and 
inadequate information. To deprive sentencing judges of this ki~d.of 
information would undermine modern penological procedural polJ.cJ.es 
that have been cautiously adopted throughout the nation after careful 
consideration and experimentation. We must recognize that most of the 
information now relied upon by judges to guide them in the intelligent 
imposition of sentences would be unavailq,ble ~f informati?n were 
restricted to that given in 9pen court by wJ.tnesses subject to 
cross-examination. And the modern probation report draws on 
information concerning every aspect of a defendant's life. The type 
and extent of this information make totally impractical, if not 
impossible, open court testimony with cross-examination. Such a 
procedure could endlessly delay criminal administration in a retrial 
of collateral issues. 

[Williams v. New York, 337 U.S. 241, 249-50 (1949)] 
To fully appreciate the freedom accorded by the law to the contents of a 

t t e should contrast the restrictions placed on the pre-sen ence £cpor, on 
information that may be provided to a jury to assist it in deciding what 

punishment to assess and whether to grant probation. 

In terms of the defendant's prior record, a jury may be told only of prior 

convictions of the defendant, not of prior arrests or of pending cases. [Mullins 

v. State, 492 S.W.2d 277 (1973)] And with respect to prior convictions, the 

State is p.ot permitted to prove the details of the offenses but only theiZ' 

general :nature. [R~mey v. State J 575 S.W.2d 535 (Panel 1978)] Finally, the 

State may prove oR-ly adult convictions, not the defendant's juvenile record. 

[Slaton v. State, 418 S.W.2d 508 (1967)] By contrast, when the defendant's prior 

record is included in a pre-sentence report for Gonsideration by the judge it may 

include records of arrests I,' that have not resulted in convictions [Valdez v. 

State, 491 S.W.2d 415 (1973)] and charges that are still pending in the courts 
It may also 

against the defendant. [Clay v. State, 518 S.W.2d 550 (1975)] 
I 

include the defendant's juvenile court record. [Walketv. State, 493 S.W.2d 239 

(1973)] 
In a trial in which the defend,ant has elected jury punishment, the law 

requires that hearsay statements--reports of what others not in court have 

said--be kept from the jury. [Porter v State, 578 S.W.2d 742 (En Bane 1979)] By 

contrast, the entire pre-sentence report is hearsay (and, therefore, inadmis

sible before a jury on punishment) but it may be considered by the trial court. 

In the words of the court in Brown v. State, "to sug3est that the judge should 
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information in the probation report because it contains 'hearsay 

is to deny the obvious purpose of the s"tatute" authorizing 

pre-sentence reports. [Brown v. State, 478 ~iW.~d 550, 551 (1972)] 

One of the reasons such an extraordinary liberality is granted to the 

contents of pre-sentence reports is that the law presumes that the proba

tion officer who conducts the investigation and prepares the report is not 

a partisan to the dispute between the State and the defendant. He or she is pre

sumed to be neutral, calling the shots as they are seen. This point was 

underscored by the court in Nunez v. State, in which the defendant contended that 

his plea bargain with the State was breached when the probation officer 

recommended maximum imprisonment in the pre-sentence report. The court said: 

The assumption made by appellant that a probation officer is an agent 
of .the prosecution is invalid. Probation officers are assigned or 
desJ.gnated by the courts .... The district attorney's office does not 
employ a probation officer nor do they have any authority over the 
probation officers. 

[Nunez v. State, 565 S.W.2d 536, 537 (En Banc 1978)] 

C. DISCLOSURE OF THE: REPORT 

Before 1977, Texas law gave the trial court discretion whether to disclose a 

pre-sentence report to the defendant or his attorney. In Rodriguez v. State, the 

court noted that "Nothing in Article 42.12 ... requires that the presentence report 

be disclosed to the accused. In fact the statute is silent in regard to this 

matter. It would thus appear to be within the discretion of the trial court 

whether to disclose such report." [Rodriguez v. State, 502 S.W.2d 13,14-15 

(1973)] The statute is no longer silent on the subject. In 1977 the Legislature 

added the following to the felony probation statute: "Defendant, if no"t repres

ented by counsel, counsel for defendant and counsel for the state shall be af

forded an opportunity to see a copy of the report upon request." [Art. 42.12, 

§4] In 1979, identical language was added to the misdemeanor probation statute. 

[Art.. 42.13, §4] ~-lhile the trial court doubtless has authority to provide the 

State and the defense with a copy of the pre-sentence report, the statute merely 

requires that they be given an opportunity "to see a copy of the report". 

Texas law requiring disclosure of the report is muchbroa ler than federal 

law on disclosure of pre-sentence reports prepared for use ,IY U. S. District 

Courts. Federal law excludes the sentence recommendation frtm disclosure and 

empowers a federal district judge to withhold portions of the repor~ that contain 

"diagnostic opinion which might seriously disrupt a program of rehabilitation, 

sources of information obtained upon a promise of confidentiality, or any other 
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information which, if disclosed, might result in harm, physical or otherwise, to 
II [Fed.R.Crl.'m.P. 32(c) (3) (A)] The Texas statute the defendant or other p~rsons . 

contains no such exceptions or qualiflcations. Because of that, a Texas prQ-

bation officer is in no position to assure a person contacted during the course 

of a pre-sentence investigation that the information provided can or will be kept 

from the defendant. Indeed, candor with the source would indicate that the 

officer should state that the defendant may well be apprised of the entire con-

tents of the report because the law requires disclosure to the defendant 

or his attorney. 

D. LITIGATING DISPUTES CONCERNING THE REPORT 

Due process of law is violated when a criminal defendant is sentenced on the 

of false information when officials were careless in not learning the basi!'l 
truth. In Townsend v. Burke, the United States Supreme Court reviewed the case 

of a defendant convicted in state court upon his pleas of guilty to burglary and 

robbery and sentenced to a term of 10 to 20 years in the penitentiary. At the 
, 

sentencing, the trial court discussed the defendant's criminal record with him: 

By the Court (addressing Townsend); 
Q. Townsend, how old are you? 
A. 29. 
Q. You have been here before, haven't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1933, larceny of automobile. 1934, larceny of produced' 

1930, larceny of bicycle. 1931, entering to s~eal an 
larceny. 1938, entering to steal and larceny l.n Doy~es
town. Were your tried up there? No, no. Arrested,l.n 
Doylestown. That was up on Germantown Avenue, wasn t 
it? You robbed a paint store. 

A. No. That was my brother. 
Q. You were tried for it, weren't you? 
A. Yes, but I was not guilty. 
Q. ~d 1945, this. 1936, entering to steal and larceny, 1350 

Ridge Avenue. Is that your brother, too? 
A. No. 
Q. 1937, receiving stolen goods, a saxophone. What dibd YdoU want 

with a saxophoJ1,e? Didn't hope to play in the prison an 
then, did you? 

The Court: Ten to twenty in the penitentiary. 

[Townsend v. Burke 334 U.S. 736, 739-40 (1948)] 
The Supreme Court. reversed Townsend's conviction. Although it placed weight 

upon the fact that Townsend did not have an attorney when he plead guilty and was 

sentenced, the decision also laid down due process standards regarding the accu-

racy of information upon which sentencing is b~"sed: 
The trial court's facetiousness casts a somewhat somber reflec

tion on the fairness of the proceeding when we learn from the record 
that actu~lly the charge of receiving the stolen saxophone had be~n 
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dismissed and the prisoner discharged by the magistrate. But it 
savors of foul play or of carelessness when we find from the record 
that, on two other of the charges which the court recited against the 
defendant, he had also been found ~pt gUilty. Both the 1933 charge of 
larceny of an automobile, and the 1938 charge of entry to steal and 
larceny, resulted in his discharge after he was adjudged not guilty. 
We are not at liberty to assume that items given such emphasis by the 
sentencing court did not influence the sentence which the prisoner is 
now serving. , , 

\ i 

We pelieve that on the record before us, it is evident that this 
uncounseled defendant was either overreached by the prosecution's 
submission of misinformation to the court or was prejudiced by the 
court's own misreading of the record. Counsel, haq any been present, 
would have been under a duty to prevent the court from proceeding on 
such false assumptions and perhaps under a duty to seek remedy else
where if they persisted. Consequently, on this record we conclude 
that, while disadvantaged by lack of counsel, this prisoner was sen
tenced on the basis of assumptions concernin.g his criminal record 
which were materially untrue. Such a result, whether caused by care
lessness or design, is inconsistent with due process of law, and such 
a conviction cannnot stand. 

[Townsend v. Burke;: 334 U.S. 736, 740-41 (1948)] Although the case did not 

itself involve inaccuracies in a pre-sentence report, but rather the trial 

court's misinterpretation of. defendant's rap sheet, the principle clearly applies 

to the accuracy of information contained in the pre-sentence report. Due process 

requires that reasonable care be taken in gathering the data, writing the report 

and utilization of the report by the trial judge. 

In addition to the defendant's due process rights, there is a basis for the 

conclusion that the defendant has a Texas statutory right to present evidence and 

arguments to dispute what are believed to be inaccuracies in the pre-sentence 

report. A 1977 amendment to the felony probation statute requires disclosure of 

the pre-sentence report to the defendant's attorney. [Art. 42.12, §4] Since 

disclosure without the right to present the defendant's version of'inaccuracies 

in the report would be meaningless, it is reasonable to conclude that the dis

closure provision implies a right to present evidence and arguments to the trial 

court concer.ning inaccuracies in the report. The misdemeanor probation statute 

contains the same provision [Art. 42.13, §4] and the same arguments can be made 

concerning it. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

PROBATION CONDITIONS 

The Texas Constitution grants the Legislature the power to prescribe the 

conditions under which courts may place a defendant on probation. [See Article 

IV, §IIA of the Texas Constitution, quoted in the INTRODUCTION.] But, it is to 

be noted, beyond establishing the procedural scheme to grant and revoke proba

tion, the Legislature has delegated the prescription'of specific probation condi

tions to the courts. One of the explicit purposes of the felony and misdemeanor 

probation law is "to place wholly with'in the state courts of appropriate juris-

diction the responsibility for determining the conditions of probation." 

[Art. 42,12, §1; Art. 42.13, §1] The rationale for ~elegating to the courts the 

authority to determine probation conditions is that it is unsound for the Legis

lature to prescribe mandatory conditions which would bind a court in every case. 

The Legislature is far removed from the circumstances of a case and it cannot 

anticipate every case that may arise. On the other hand, the court, aided by the 

probation officer, is close to the case and, once probation eligibility has been 

determined and the public interest protected, the court can dispense individua

lized justice by choosing conditions of probation that meet the specific needs of 

the accused and of the community. 

When a trial court grants probation without the recommendation of a jury for 

a felony pursuant to Article 42.12, Sections 3, 3c, 3d or 3e, or for a misde

meanor pursuant to Article 42.13, Sections 3, 3c, 3d, or 3e, the Court of Crim

inal Appeals has recognized the trial court's "wide discretion" in selecting the 

terms and conditions of probation; trial courts are not limited to the suggested 

statutory conditions listed in Article 42.12, Section 6 and Article 42.13, Sec

tion 6. [Tamez v. State, 534 S.W.2d 686, 691 (1976)J This affirmation by the 

Court of Criminal Appeals follows from the explicit grant of authority to trial 

courts in Article 42.12, Section 6 and Article 42. 13., Section 6 to determine the 

terms aud conditions of probation beyond those conditions enumerated in the 

statute. The discretionary power in the courts to select conditions is not 
" 

unlimited; it is guided by the requirement that there be a reasonable relation to 

the treatment of the accused and the. protection of the public. [Tamez :'iv. State, 

534 S.W.2d 686, 691 (1976)] 

When a defendant elects to be sentenced by a jury and the jury recommends 

probation, the discretion of the trial court to determine probation cortditions is 
l 

circumscribed; the court may impose only those conditions set out in Article 
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42.12, Section 6 and Article 42.13, Section 6. [Art. 42.12, ·§3a; Art. 42.13, 

§3aJ However, following a jury recommendation for probation, the court does not 

have to include all statutory conditions; it may also "flesh out" any statutory 

conditions it imposes to make them more specific and definite. [Flores v. State, 

513 S.W.2d 66 (1974)J In 1981 the Legislature amended the felony, but not the 

misdemeanor, probation statute to eliminate the language limiting the court to 

statutory conditions when probation is recommended by the jury. Presumably, the 

limitation and the associated privilege to "flesh out" the statutory conditions 

still applies in misdemeanor cases. 

Finally, it should be noted that when a court chooses to place a defendant 

on misdemeanor deferred adjudication community service probation it is required 

by statute to impose a specified number of community service hours [Art. 42.13, 

§3B(c)] and to impose the seven conditiotLs of probation specified in the com

munity service probation statute. [Art. 42.13~ §3B(e)J It may, however, impose 

other conditions as well. There is a similar requirement in the felony community 

service probation statute enacted in 1981. [Art. 42.12, §10A)J 

A. STATUTORY CONDITIONS 

When the trial court places a defendant on deferred adjudication probation 

for a felony [Art. 42.12, §3d] or a misdemeanor [Art. 42.13, §3d] it is author

ized to impose IIreasonable terms and conditions as the court may require". When a 

tri~l court places a defendant on conditional discharge for a drug violation it 

is authqrized to impose "such conditions as it may require". [Civil Statutes Art. 

4476-15, §4.12 (a)] 

Article 42.12, Section 6 and Article 42.1.3, Section 6 enumerate a number of 

conditions of probation. Although the trial courl is not required to impose all 

or any of the enumerated conditions and although it may impose any other reason

able conditions, it is nevertheless useful to consider the statutory conditions 

and the caselaw under them, since they form a legal framework for probation 

conditions in Texas. 

(1) Commit no offense against the laws of this State or of any 
other State or of the United States. _, 

Since the very purpose of probation is the rehabilitation of the probationer 

to a law-abiding life while pro'tecting the community, it follows that probation 

is virtually always granted upon condition that the probationer does not commit a 

penal offense. This condition is widely litigated and most revocations occur 

because the probationer is found to have committed a penal offense. 
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When a motion to revoke probation is filed which alleges the:t the proba

tioner has committed an offense in violation of probation conditions, the fact of 

an arrest or a complaint, standing a~one, is not sufficient to support a revoca

tion. [Wester v. State, 542 S.W.2d 403, 405 (1976)] However, the court need not 

wait for a conviction in the alleged offense; it may hold its own hearing on the 

motion to revoke and find that the probationer violated a condition of probation 

as grounds for revocation. [Beck v. State, 492 S.W.2d 536, 537 (1973)J In 

Rosaschi v. State, the probationer challenged a trial court's refusal to stay a 

hearing on a motion to revoke probation pending his trial on an indictment charg

ing the same offense as charged in the motion to revoke. He argued that due 

process and equal protection entitled him to a trial on the charge. Overruling 

his contentions, the Court of Criminal Appeals explained that he is not entitled 

to a trial because when probation is revoked the probationer does not go to the 

penitentiary for the offense committed; rather, the probationer is sentenced 

becaus~ of his or her original offense and because of the failure to rehabilitate 

in accordance with the conditions of probation. [Rosaschi v. State, 471 S.W.2d 

840 (1971)] The fact that the indictment is later dismissed on motion of the 

state does not reflect an abuse of discretion in revoking probation for violation 

of this condition [Beck v. State, 492 S.W.2d 536, 537 (1973)] 

A trial court that revokes probation on the ground that the probationer 

committed an offense is required to make a finding, supported by a preponerance 

of the evidence, that the probationer did commit an offense. [Bradley v. State, 

564 S.W.2d 727, 729 (En Banc 1978)] Thus, review of probation revocation based 

on a finding by the trial court that an offense has been committed by the proba

tioner entails an examination by the Court of Criminal Appeals to determine 

whether the trial court abused its discretion. [Aguilar v. State, 471 S.W.2d 58 

(1971)] In Rutledge v. State, the defendant was placed on probation upon con

ditio'n that he commit "no offense against the laws of this state ... " The state 

alleged in its motion to revoke that the probationer was arrested for being 

intoxicated. Evidence was introduced that showed he had been found intoxicated 

lying in the grass in a field near his home. Th(:' t;rial court made the finding 

that the appellant had "been arrested for being intoxicated". The Court of 

Criminal Appeals reversed this finding (it upheld the revocation on different 

grounds.) The Court reasoned that since appellant was not proved to be in a 

public place he was not shown to have violated any law. [Rutledge v. State, 

468 S.W.2d 802 (1971}] 
" 

In Hall v. State, appellant was convicted in a municipal court for dis

turbing the peace and his probation subsequently revoked for committing an of

fense. On appeal he contended that at the time of his conviction he was indi

gent, was not informed of his right to counsel, and did not waive this right. 
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The Court of Criminal Appeals held that it did not have to pass on the question 

of the validity of the conviction because it found that sufficient evidence was 

introduced at the probation revocation hearing to sustain the trial court's 

determl.'natl.'on. In rev'ew' th 'd th 1. l.ng e evl. ence e court noted that a constable testi-

fied to having seen the probationer ~ngaged in a public affray. A police officer 

testified that he inv:estigated the disturbance and transported a witness to the 

police station where that witness filed a complaint against the probationer. The 

probationer testified to his presence at the affray and to enteringp plea of 

guilty the same night the complaint was filed. He contended, however, that 

during the affray he had only tried to separate the complaining witness from a 

third person. The Court of Criminal Appeals concluded: "We think the evidence 

is sufficient to have justified the court's finding that appellant violated his 

probation by committing a penal offense and upon this ground alone the revocation 

of probation was not an abuse of discretion." [Hall v. State, 452 S.W.2d 490, 494 

(1970)J But in Biddy v. State a probationer, while incarcerated, admitted to the 

commission of a crime as the sheriff later testified at the revocation hearing. 

The Court of Criminal Appeals held that an alleged oral confession is not suf

ficent evidence when it does not produce any additional evidence or corroborative 

circumstances indicative of probationer's violation of a penal statute. [Biddy 

v. State, 501 S.W.2d 104, 105 (1973)] 

A judgment of conviction in a criminal case is sufficient evidence upon 

which to base a revocation of probation, even if conviction is from another 

state; under Article IV, Section 1 of the United States Constitution such 

judgments are given full faith and credit. [Bennett v. State, 476 S.W.2d 281, 

283 (1972)] The Court of Criminal Appeals, however, does not favor this approach 
to revocation: 

The practice of relying solely on a conviction to establish the com
mission of an offense for revocation purposes has been critized many 
times by this Court (citation omitted). We have continuously reiter
ated our caution to trial judges, prosecutors, and probation officers 
a~ t~ the inadvisability of relying exclusively upon evidence of a con
Vl.ctl.on to support a violation of a probationary condition prohibiting 
the commission of a penal offense. 

[Long v. State, 590 S.W.2d 138, 139 (Panel 1979)] The Court continued to point 

out that there are some inherent problems in relying solely upon proof of a 

conviction to reflect the commission of an,j'~ffense. In Long, the state introduced 

a certified copy of the judgment and sentence but failed to prove through com

pet.ent evidence that the probationer was the same person named in the judgment. 

(2) Avoid injurious or vicious habits. 

Reported cases dealing with this condition generally turn on the question of 

what constitutes a habit. In Ca(;.pbell v. State [456 S.W.2d 918 (1970)] the 
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probationer admitted to his probation officer that he had taken a barbiturate. 

In Morales v. State [538 S.W.2d 629 (1976)J the probatibner was intoxicated on 

only one occasion. In Marshall v. State [466 S.W.2d 582 (1971)] the probationer 

was found to have been intoxicated on two different occasions nearly three months 

apart. Upon appeal, the Court held in each case that such evidence was insuf

ficient to prove a habit. In Kubat v. State [503 S.W.2d 258 (1974)] the proba

tioner's mother-in-law testified that she had observed the probationer drink "a 

few beers but not to excess around the house". She also testified that the 

probationer had become intoxicated on his birthday. The Court held this evidence 

insufficient to prove a habit. In Beckworth v. State [551 S~W.2d 414 (1977)] a 

single act of drinking was sufficient to revoke probation but in this case the 

trial court had required probationer to "avoid the use of narcotics, barbitu

rates, or habit forming drugs and alcoholic beverages". 

In criminal law, when an individual's freedom is always at stake, strict 

construction or interpretation of statutes is a guiding principle. The Court of 

Criminal Appeals extends this principle to probation conditions; the state must 

prove every element of the alleged violation of the imposed probation condition. 

In Allen v. State, one of the terms and conditions of probation was to avoid 

"injurious or vicious habits; specifically alcoholic beverages, harmful 

drugs or narcotics". A motion to revoke was filed alleging a violation of this 

condition in that the probationer sniffed paint funes and drove a vehicle while 

under the influence of paint fumes. The trial court. revoked probation. The 

Court of Criminal Appeals reversed, noting: "The record reveals some kind of use 

of aluminum paint, but it is absolutely devoid of any evidence of any drug con

tained therein, or of the harmful or narcotic character of any element of the 

aluminum paint. 

harmful drug or 

Garcia v. State, 

vicious habits, 

holic beverages. 

We are unable to say as a matter of law that aluminum paint is a 

narcotic." [Allen v. Stat~, 509 S.W.2d 348, 349 (1974)] In 

one of the conditions was that ]?robationer avoid injurious or 

including a~y use of narcotic or habtt-forming drugs and alco

In its motion to revoke, the state alleged, as one of its 

groUllds, that the probationer had failed to avoid injurious or vicious habits 

because her urine specimen was found to contain opiates. Among other findings, 

the trial court revoked probation on this violation; the Court of Criminal Ap

peals reversed: no evidence of the urine t~st .result~ was introduced by the state 

and proof of a single instance of the use of a drug does not constitute a 

"habit". The Court of Criminal Appeals, in a footnote, directed the state to the 

point that its revocation motion should have at least alleged that the appellant 

had used narcotics or habit-forming drugs, which was included among the probation 

conditions. [Garcia v. State, 571 S.W.2d 896, 90D (Panel 1978)] 
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(3) Avoid persons or places of disreputable or harmful character. 

In order for a court to revoke ptobation on the basis of a violation of this 

condition, the state must show that the probationer had knowledge that the per

sons with whom he or she associated o:t that the places he or she frequented have 

a disreputable or harmful character. [Gill v. State, 593 S.W.2d 697 (Panel 

1980)] In Shortnacy v. State, the state offered evidence that the person with 

whom the probationer had been seen had a felonious reputation and was a user of 

narcotics. The Court of Criminal Appeatls reversed since the record did not show 

any evidence to prove that the probationer knew of his companion's reputation. 

[Shortnacy v. State, 474 S.W.2d 713 (1972)] Evidence that probationer was seen 

twice in the company of a person with a police record, where no knowledge of that 

record is shown, will not support revocation of probation for failure to avoid 

persons of disreputable or harmful character. [Steed v. State, 467 S.W.2d 460, 

461 (1971); Prince v. State, 477 S.W.2d 542 (1972)] In Whitt v. State, the Court 

of Criminal Appeals reversed a probation revocation where.the state had not shown 

that the place of business where beer was lawfully soid, and where probationer 

worked as a waitress, had a disreputable or harmful character. [Whitt v. State, 
395 S.W. 2d 39 (1965)J 

(4) Report to the probation officer as directed by the Court 
or the probation officer ~nd obey all rules and regulations 
of the probation department. 

Success of the rehabilitative purpose of probation and the protection of the 

public interest hinges on effective supervision. When the probationer discon

tinues reporting to the probation officer, monitoring of the probationer's prog

ress collapses. Courts are not quick to grant excuses for failure to report. 

[Szczeck v. State, 490 S.W.2d 576 (1973)J In Espinoza v. State, the appellant 

did not report because, he claimed, he was afraid to do so without the money to 

pay his supervisory fee, admitting, however that he knew he could report without 

the money if he had a good excuse. He argued that the trial court's probation 

revocation was an abuse of discretion, grossly unfair and a violation of due 

process. The Court of Criminal Appeals, pointing to the contractual nature of 

probation, explained that since appellant had admitted breaking the contract, the 

revocation was not an abuse of discretion. [Espinoza v. State, 486 S.W.2d 315 

(1972)] In Ross v. State, the probationer had been given a travel permit to work 

on a shrimp boat off the Florida coast. The probation officer gave the appellant 

some blank forms on which. he was to report each month through the mail. The 

probationer claimed that during the voyage a twelve-foot wave hit the boat and 

the report forms were washed overboard. The Court of Criminal Appeals agreed 

with the trial court and concluded that the probationer's excuse did not relieve 

him from the duty to report each month. [Ross v. State, 523 S.W.2d 402 (1975)] 
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There are two theories ~ upon wh~ch the Court of Criminal Appeals invalidates 

reporting conditions: (1) imprope,r delegation' of judicial authority; and (2) 

or ;ndefiniteness that renders a probation condition unenforceable. vagueness ~ 

language of the statute, "Report. to the probation officer Contrary to the express 

or probat~on officer ... ", the law is settled that only as directed by the court ~ 

the court may determine conditions of probation and the probation officer does 

d 't' In Herrington v. State, the not have the power to alter or modify con ~ ~ons. , 

court imposed the condition that probationer "report as directed by probat~on 

a month". The probation officer ordered weekly reports. officer, at least once 

The Court of Criminal Appeals held that the requ~rement that the probationer 

report weekly was without legal authority. ReVief(ing the evidence offered to 

revoke probation for failure to report, the Court d9~cluded: "The bare con~lusory 

statement of the witness 'He failed to report as directed by the probat~on of

ficer at least once per month', in the ab~~~nce of further facts concerning such 

failure was too vague, indefinite and ambiguous to reflect that appellant failed 

to report as directed by the court." [Herrington v. State, 534 S.W.2d 331 

(1976)] The authority of the probation officer with respect to probation con

ditions is discussed more fully in Chapter 5. 

The Court of Criminal Appeals requires the proof offered for a violation of 

failure to report to conform to the terms of reporting as imposed by the court. 

In Whitehead v. State, the order rom e f th court directed the probationer to 

report "at least once a mont . .L h tl The mot';on to revoke alleged and was supported 

by evidence that the probationer had failed to report on a specific date. The 

court held that such evidence could not sustain the finding by the trial court 

that the probationer had violated his probation condition absent an allegation 

" hIt It and proof that appellant had failed to report "at least once a mont. em-

phasized the holding in Herrington: "We held [in Herrington] that the probation 

condition by the court sufficiently required appellant to report no less than 

once per month However, it did not delegate authority to the probation 

officer to require weekly reports, and any such instructions given by the officer 

were beyond his legal authority and of no force." [Whitehead v. State, 556 

S.W.2d 802,804 (1977)] A better practice is to require the probationer to 

report on a specific date each month. [Espinoza v. State, 486 S.W.2d 315, 316 

(1972) ] 

Proving that a probationer .L fa ;led to report may require more than the pro-

h t Probationer failed to report contrary to a valid bgtion officer's testimony t a 

probation condition. In Davis v. State) the trial court revoked appellant's 

probation for failing to repor o~a t t designated adult probation officer on desig-

nated dates. The designated probation officer testified at the hearing that the 
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appellant failed to report to him on the designated dates. The record, however, 

reflected that the probation department had a procedure which allowed the proba

tioner to report to another probation officer when the probationer's designated 

probation officer was not available. The Court of Criminal Appeals held that 

since the record was devoid of any evidence to prove that appellant failed to 

, 
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o 

o 

report to any officer other than the designated officer, the trial court abused 

its discretion in revoking appellant's probation for failure to report. The 

court noted that properly authenticated records of a probation department may be 

introduced into evidence to establish whether the probationer had failed to 

report to any other officer. [Davis v. State, 563 S.W.2d 264 (En Banc 1978)] 

Brewer v. State presents related conSiderations. The probationer contended 

that the trial court had abused its discretion in basing its revocation on the 

finding t~at the probationer had failed to report to his probation officer in 

violation of an order which required him to "report to his probation officer on 

the 10th day of September 1976 and weekly thereafter unless directed by the court 

to the contrary". The probation condition order was dated September 10, 1976. A 

supplemental order entitled "Probation Report Dates", also dated September 10, 

1976, directed probationer to report to a specific probation officer at a speci

fic address. During the revocation hearing, a different probation officer 

testified that he had been the supervising probation officer since April, 1977. 

The state proved that the probat';oner had not t d t th t 
.L repor e 0 e estifying proba-

tion officer since October 1977. The Court of Criminal Appeals reversed the 

trial court's revocation because the trial court had required the probationer to 

report to a specific address on September 10, 1976, "and weekly thereafter unless 

directed by the Court to the contrary". There was no evidence that the trial 

court, at a subsequent time, directed the probationer to report to a different 

officer at a different place. [Brewer v. State, 572 S.W.2d 719 (Panel 1978)] 

Hartsfield v. State Covers the same subject matter as Davis and Brewer but 
it' 1 

~s a so of particular interest in that the Court of Criminal Appeals spoke 

~irectly to those probation officers Who perform "courtesy supervision". The 

evidence in Hartsfield v. State showed that Hartsfield, a probationer from Smith 

County, was under "courtesy supervison" of the Adult Probation Department in 

Bexar County. He was to report to a named Bexar County probation officer if he 

we.re in the office, otherwise, to any of the other felony probation officers. 

The evidence failed to show that he did not report to another officer and there

fore it was insufficient. But in a footnote, the Court counseled: "Probation 

officers who extend courtesy supervising authority are cautioned to read Art. 

42.12 ... , Secs. 5, 6", [Hartsfield v. State, 523 S.W.2d 683, 684 n.2 (1975)] 

Article 42.12, Section 5 provides: "Only the court in which the defendant was 
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'tried may grant probation, fix or alter conditions, revoke the probation or 

discharge the defendant, unless the court has transferred jurisdiction to another 

court with the latter I s consent ... II Article 42.12, Section 6 provides: liThe 

court having jurisdiction of the case shall determine the terms ~~d conditions of 

probation .. :". Hartsfield v. State could have added that Article 42.12, Section 

3 mandates that where a court has jurisdiction and grants probation, II
su

ch person 

o 
,', 

placd on probation, whether in a trial by jury or before the court, shall be 

under the supervision of such courtll • A motion to revoke based on a violation of 

courtesy supervision may not witlistand the challenge that a probation officer in 

a court that does not have jurisdiction of the probationer cannot supervise 

unless "there is compliance with the formal transfer procedures of Article 42.12, 

Section 5. 

(5) Permit the phJbation officer to visit him at his home or 

elsewhere. 
This con(lition has not been recently litigated and only once indirectly 

passed upon by the Court of Criminal Appeals. The Court of Criminal Appeals has, 

however, recognized the right of a probationer under the United States and State 

constitutions to enjoy a significant degree of privacy. [Basaldua v. State, 558 

S.W.2d 2, 7 (1977)] 
In Tamez v. State, the trial court imposed the condition that probationer: 

IISuhmit his person, place of residence and vehicle to searcha~d seizure at any 

time of the day or night, with or withQut a search warrant, whenever requested to 

do so by the Probation Officer or any law enforcement officer.
1I 

The state defend

ed this condition on a theory of consent. The Court of Criminal Appeals answered 

that: 
A diminution of Fourth Amendment protection and protection afforded by 
Article I, Section 9, Texas Constitution, can be justif.

ied 
only to the 

extent actually necessitated by the legitimate demands of the probation 
process. A probationer may be entitled to a diminished expectation of 
privacy because of the necessities of the correctional system, but his 
expectations may be diminished only to the extent ~ecessary for his 

"'-" reformation and rehabilitation ... in accepting the condition of probation the appellant's 
"consent

ll 
was not in fact freely and voluntarily given. The choice to 

reject probation and go to prison or accept the probationary condition 
was really no choice at all. It was in legal effect coerced. 

[Tamez v. State, 534 S.W.2d 686, 692 (1976)] Tamez means that an unreasonable 

intrusion by the state into a probationer's home or any other place where a 

probationer has a reasonable expectation of privacy will not be sanctioned by the 

courts, but it does not mean this statutory probation co;dition is unconstitu

tional. Fourth and Fifth Amendment rights of probationers are discussed more 

fully in Chapter 5. 
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(6) Work fa~,t" hfully at suitable employment as far as possible. 

The rehabilitative purposes of probation and the ubI' . 
to make this condit" " p ~c ~nterest would seem 

~on a v~tal part of probatio ' . 
ilitate offenders into product' b n superv~s~on so as to rehab-
. ~ ve mem ers of society Th' , , ~s seldom litigated "w k f . h . ~s cond~t~on, however, 

• or a~t fully" seems to b 
enfo rce . In .K!Iba tv. S tate, proba ti one r had re e a s tanda ~d too vague to 
months and on ten of tho f ported fourteen t~mes in eighteen 

se ourteen occasions had notifi d ' 
of a change of employment Th . e h~s probation officer 

.. . e appellant admitted th t ' 
to obtain a higher pay HI" a tw~ce he had changed jobs 

, . e a so test~f~ed that he-- had 

n~ght when he finished his regular day t' 1 th . ~me emp oymen t. 

two part-time jobs at 

The court concluded that 

e record, while indicating that appellant wa show th t s not a model employee, failed to 
a appellant did not work faithf 11 260 (1974)] u y. [Kubat v. State, 503 S.W.2d 258, 

Gormany v. State [486 S.W.2d 324 ( this area. The' 1972)] is another example of the cases in 
probat~oner was a nineteen year-old without . 

tion. He was granted probat' A' . a h~gh school educa-
~on on pr~l 13th a d d'd 

June 20th of that yea F n ~ not obtain employment until 
jobs. He was on h' r. or the next t~1l0 months Gormany worked at four different 

that 

. ~s way to work the day he was arrested. Th the ev d e court concluded 
, ~ ence offered was insufficie.nt 

f 1 d 

to sustain the charge that he had 

a~ e to work faithfull , y. For other examples entailin conclus~ons, see Waff v. State [571 g the same review and S.W.2d 915 (Panel '97·8)] 
[486 S.W.2d 331 (1972)]. .:. and Butler v. State 

Morales v. State [54 1 S.W.2d 443 (1976)] is the only instance in which a 

revocation for failure to "work faithfull " has Morales flesh d y been upheld. The trial court in 
" e out the statutory condition "Work faithfully at suitable 

ment as far as possible" and made it more specific. employ-
and that probationer should not b 1 It added the place of work 

e unep1p oyed longer than two .months. 

(7) Remain within a specified place. 

The Court of Criminal Appeals views this personal f condition as a firm restriction on 
reedom and the right to travel. Wh un th ' en this condition constitutes an 

au or~zed delegation of judicial a v' 1 t' authority or when it is drafted ambiguously, 
~o a ~on of this condition will not support revocation. 

The probation condition" ' , ' ... rema~n within the conf' 

Probat~on off' " ~nes specified by the 
. ~cer. . . was found to b author't [M e an unauthorized delegation of judicial 

, ~ y. cDonal.d v. State, 442 S.W.2d 386 (1969)] In tr 1 Whitney v. St t h ~a court imposed the condition: "R . 'h a 'e, t e ema~n w~t in the l' 't f 
and change place of ~m~ s 0 Harris County 

residence only with permission from the probation officer. 1I 
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In its review of this condition, the Court of Criminal Appeals considered it to 

be ambiguous: 

It can be read as (1) reqUl.nng that the probationer remain within 
Harris County, Texas, and secure permission f9r any change of re
sidence; such chang'(! being limited to Harris County, Texas, or (2) it 
can be read as the trial court has apparently construed it, that is, 
as requl.rl.ng permission of the trial court for any change of resi
dence, or (3) it can be read as requiring permission of the probation 
officer before leaving Harris County ... The court would do well to 
clarify its future probation orders so as to avoid ambiguity, keeping 
in mind the limits within which the court may delegate its authority 
to the probation office:t. . 

[472 S.W.2d 524, 526 (1971)] 

The condition that a probationer remain within a specified place is often 

coupled with the condition that probationer report any change of address to the 

proba'tion officer. The adult probation statutes provide that: "If for good and 

sufficient reason, probationers desire to change their residence within the 

State ,such transfer may be effected by application to their supervising proba

tion officer, which transfer shall be subject to the court's consent and subject 

to such regulations as the court may require in the absence of a probation of

ficer in the locality to which the probationer is transferred". [Art. 42.12, §9; 

Art. 42.13, §9] The statutes also provide for a change of residence outside the 

state under the Uniform Act for Out-of-State Parolee Supervision [Art. 42 .1l] , 

which also applies to probatione!s. 

In WhYZ~ey v State, supra, the Court of Cr.iminal Appeals reviewed a proba

tion revocation based on a motion which charged failure to report a change of 

residence. The appellant had traveled to Florida and stayed about three nights 

in mot€,ls. A companion testified at the revocation hearing that appellant had 

mentioned he was seeking employment. T~~ Court of Criminal Appeals reversed the 

judgement and stated: 

Residence is an elastic term. The meaning that must be given to iL 
depends upon the circumstances surrounding the person involved and 
largely depends upon the present intention of the individual. Neither 
bodily prese~ce alone nordntention alone will suffice to create the 
residence, but when the two coincide, at tha17c'!1Ioment the residence is 
fixed and determined ... We simply cannot hold~fhat a showing, without 
more, that a person has traveled to a distant city, spent one or two 
nights ina motel there, and expressed an intent to seek employment is 
sufficient to establish the fact that the person had made that locale 
his residence. Something further must be shown. Here, there was no 
showing of an intent to remain (the intent may, in fact) have been 
conditioned on finding employment), nor a showing that a former resi
dence had been abandoned (such a showing is not mandatory, because one 
may have more than one residence, but it is of evidentiary value), nor I' 

a showing that appellant had established a place of abode in Florida. 

[472 S.W.2d 524, 525-526 (1971)] In Walkovak v. State probation w,;,s revoked for 
J'f 

failure tp report a change of residence. The record showed that when defendant 
, , 
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was granted probation, he was a resident of Falls County, Texas. The sheriff 

testified at the revocation proceeding that he had received information t.hrough 

both the state and national crime information centers that defendant had been in 

Colorado, Maryland, Nevada, Kentucky and California and that the sheriff had 

brought him as a prisoner from California to Falls County. The Court of Criminal 

Appeals concluded that "Although it would appear that there was ample evidence 

available to prove that appellant had violated conditions of probation, there is 

no evidence to prove that he breached the condition which the court found had 

beep. breached". [576 S.W.-2d 643, 644 (Panel 1979)] 

(8) Pay his fine if one be assessed and all court costs, whether 
a fine be assessed or not in on~ or several sums. 

When a jury recommends that a fine be probated the court is bound by that 

recommendation and m~,y not order its payment; when a jury recommends probation 

and the punishment assess~d is imprisonment and a fine, the court must probate 

both irrespective of the court's charge to the jury regarding the conditions the 

court may impose' should the jury recommend probation. [Shappley v. State, 520 

S.W.2d 766, 774-776 (1975)J Unlike fines, supervisory fees may be imposed by the 

trial court whether ~robation is granted by the court or recommended by a jury. 

[White v. State, 511 S.W.2d 528 (1974)J Either a failure to pay court costs or a 

failure to pay supervisory fees is sufficient ground for revocation. [Jimenez v. 

State, 55"2 S.W.2d 469 (1977); Gardner v. State, 542 S.W.2d 127 (1976)] In a 

probation revocation hearing in which it is alleged only that the probationer 

violated the condition of probation by failing to pay court costs or probation 

fees, the inability of the probationer to pay is a defense to revocation which 

probationer must prove by a preponderance of the evidence. [A 4 ( ) rt. 2.12, §8 c ; 
Art. 42.13, §8(c)] 

(9) Support·, his dependents. 

This condition of probation, like the condition that probationer "work 

faithfully" is seldom litigated and is seldom the basis for a valid revocation. 

The state must show that the probationer willfully violated this condition, a 

difficult standard of1iproof for the state. [Steed v. State, 467 S.W.2d 460 

(1971) J "Proof merely of the failure to support is not sufficient; it must be 

shown that the accused could have contributed more to the support of his children 

and that his failure to do so was willful." [Pool v. State, 471 S. W. 2d 863, 864 
(1971) ] 

Not only does the state have a heavy burden of proof but the standard itself 

is an ambiguous term to enforce; it is difficult for a court to determine how 

much support is SUfficient or insufficient. In Morales v. State, the trial court 
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solved this problem by fleshing out the statutory condition with a formula; it 

ordered one-fourth of the probationer's wages to go to the probationer's depen

dents. The Court of Criminal Appeals upheld a revocation for the violation of 

this condition. [541 S.W.2d 443 (1976)] 

(10) Reimburse the county in which the prosecution was instituted for 
compensation paid to appointed counsel for defending him in the 
case, if counsel was appointed, or if he was represented by a 
county-paid public defender, in an amount that would have be:n 
paid to an appointed attorney had the county not had a pubh.c 
defender. 

In Basaldua v State, the appellant challenged the constitutionality of this 

condition. He argued that the conditon violated the due process clauses of the 

United States and Texas Constitution&; that it violated the equal protection 

clauses of the United States and Texas Constitutions by imposing harsher sanc

tions on appellant for not paying for his appointed counsel than are imposed on 

those persons who fail to pay their private attorneys; and finally, that the 

condition interfered with an indigent defendant's exercise of his right to coun

sel. The Court of Criminal Appeals upheld the constitutionality of the condi

tion, basically because Article 42.12, Section 8(c) permits anyone financially 

unable to make payment to establish this financial inability as a defense to 

revocation. [558 S.W.2d 2, 6-7 (1977)] 

(11) Remain under custodial supervision in a community-based facil
ity, obey all rules and regulations of such facility, and pay a 
percentage of his income to the facility for room and board. 

In Salmons v. State, the probationer challenged the imposition of this 

condition as an improper delegation of judicial authority. The probationer had 

plead guilty to possession of a controlled substance and burglary of a building. 

The trial court granted probation and imposed the condition that Salmons: 

... attend the Cenikor Foundation, Houston, Texas, for the purpose of 
participating in the rehabilitation (of) drug ~ddicts, alcoholics,.a~d 
those with criminal behavior. The defendant ~s to attend the chn~c 
and counseling programs prescribed by such authority and to obtain a 
monthly report as necessary from such authority for the probation 
office and not discontinue cooperating with such authority until he is 
dismissed from the foundation by competent staff'personnel. 

Salmons left the program without authorization and the trial court revoked 

his probation. Overruling his contention that this condition constituted an 

/1 

\\ 

improper delegation, the Court of Criminal Appeals conclu§ed: 

(J '-

Although such a condition of p~obation vests in the treatment facility 
a certain degree of discretion with regard to the conduct of the 
probationer while a resident therein, such discretion is necessary if 
the facility is to be succes.sful in its rehabilitative efforts. Fur
thermore there is a clear distinction between rules imposed by a 
custodiai treatment facility in furtherance of its rehabilitative 
function and the conditions of probation. We hold that in ordering a 
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probationer to obey the rules and regulations of the community-based 
facility in which he is placed, a trial court does not thereby impro
perly delegate to the facility the authority to specify the terms of 
probation. [571 S.W.2d 29, 30 (Panel 1978)] 

B. NON-STATUTORY CONDITIONS 

When a trial court grants probation with or without the recommendation of a 

jury, it is not limited to "fleshing out" the statutory conditions and by its own 

resourcefulness can provide for the specific needs of the defendant and the 

communi ty. Unfortuna tely, there has not been much inclinca tion to experiment 

under the pressure of crowded dockets; probation conditions are very much 

standardized. 

In Salinas v. State, the court imposed a 9: 00 p.m. curfew as a condition of 

probation. It later revoked probation for a violation of this curfew. Salinas 

challenged the revocation as an abuse of discretion. The Court of Criminal 

Appeals stated that, "In appropriate cases the imposition of a curfew is a 

reasonable condition of p+obation. Based on the probationer's background in this 

case, the curfew imposed appears to be an attempt by the judge to prevent un

productive activities and potentially deleterious associations. The trial court 

has wide discretion in selecting the terms and conditions of probation." [514 

S.W.2d 754, 755 (1974)] In Franks v. State, the trial court imposed as a condi

tion of probation enrollment in the Job Corps. The state filed a motion to 

revoke alleging a violation of this condition. The trial court revoked proba

tion. The Court of Criminal Appeals reversed because the finding of revocation 

was not supported by the evidence. The court did not seem to consider enrollment 

in the Job Corps as an extraordinary condition. [516 S.W.2d 185 (1974)] 

A Common court-created condition is total abstinence from liquor or drugs . 

[Garcia v. State, 571 S.W.2d 896 (Panel 1978); Telfair v. State, 565 S.W.2d 522 

(1977); Pears;n v. State, 486 S.W.2d 576 (1Q72)] In Hall v. State, the trial 

court imposed the condition that probationer stay away "from lounges where liquor 

is sold except bona fide eating places". It revoked probation on the testimony 

of an officer who saw the probationer at an icehouse which sold beer and gro

ceries. The Court of Criminal Appeals reversed, stating the the officer's 

testf'ony "certainly is not sufficient to sustain a finding that appellant failed 

to stay away from lounges, where liquor is sold, except bona fide eating places." 

[452 S.W.2d 490,493 (1970)] 

In Aldana v. State, the probationer challenged the validity of a condition 

which required him to not reenter the United States without prior written consent 

from the trial court. He relied on Article 1.18 of the Code of Criminal Proce-
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dure and Article I, Section 20 of the Texas Constitution, both of which provide 

that "No citizen shall be outlawed nor shall any person be transported nut of the 

State for any offense committed within the same. It It was the state's position 

that, "It is a matter of common knowledge that the term of probation i~ this case 

is used only in cases involving illegal aliens who cross the border and commit 

offenses in Texas lt
• The Court acknowledged the desire of the parties to have the 

issue resolved but ruled that it did not have to address the issue since the 

state had' not proved a violation of the probation condition. There was no evi

dence that the probationer had ever left and reentered the United States. [523 

S.W.2d 951 (1975)] 

In Williams v. State, the trial court imposed the condition that proba

tioner, "must not reenter without written permission from this courl;;-;'! The Court 

of Criminal Appeals noted that the parties had briefed the consitutionality of 

the condition; it expressed its sympathy for the social problems and :f;rustrations 

of the state noting that there was no proof in the record that the probationer 

was an alien. The~'court did not find it necessary to reach the constitutional 

issue finding the condition as stated unenforceably vague. 

(1975) ] 

[523 S.W.2d 953 

In Hernandez v. State, the Court was able partially to resolve the issue. 

The condition imposed by the trial court was that the probationer Itshall return 

to the Republic of Mexico and not return to the United States illegally during 

the period of his probation." The Court concluded that it did not have to answer 

the question concerning the validity of that portion of the probation condition 

requiring the appellant to return to Mexico. It upheld the revocation because 

appellant had reentered the United States illegally after having been formally 

deported by federal authorities. The court noted that illegal entry constituted 

a violation of the probation condition requiring that the probationer not violate 

the laws of the United States. [556 S.W.2d 337, 343 (1977)] 

In Hernandez v. State, 613 S.W.2d 287 (En Banc 1981) the appellant was 

placed on probation ,on the condition that he return to the Republic of Mexico and 

"no·t re-enter the U.S.A. legally or illegally without the prior written per

mission of this court lt
• Probation was revoked fer violation of that condition. 

The Court of Criminal ~ppeals held that the probation condition was void because 

the matter of immigration into the country was pre-empted by federal law and 

could not be regulated by a probation condition. Presumably, had the probation 

condition prohibited only illegal re-entry, it would have been valid. 

A jail sentence cannot constitute a condition of probation where it is not 

!) specifically provided in the statute. In Milligan v. State, the appellan,t had 

been convicted of unlawfully carrying a weapon. Punishment for this offense was 
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imprisonment in the state prison for not less than two years and not more than 

five years. The trial court granted probation and imposed jail confinement as an 

additional condition. Overtuling jail confinement as a condition of probation 

the Court of Criminal Appeals ~observed: ItWhile trial judges should have wide 

latitude in probation matters ... the object of probation is to allow the con

victed person to remain out of confinement.1t [465 S.W.2d 157, 158-159 (1971)] 

Note, however, that Article 42.12, Section 6b and Article 42.13, Section 6b 

now specifically authorize jail detention as a condition of probation. 

C. DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF RESTITUTION TO BE ORDERED 

A court, in determining the conditions of probation, may properly require 

the probationer to make restitution or reparation. [Art. 42.12, §6, (h); Art. 

42.13, § 6 (8)] Unlike some jurisdictions which draw a distinction between 

restitution and reparation, Texas courts do not seem to distinguish between them. 

Those jurisdictions that attempt to distinguish between restitution and repar

ation generally define restitution as the return of a sum of money, or the return 

of an object or its value; they define reparation as repairing or restoring 

damages and injuries to a victim's person or property. In Thompson v. State, the 

Court of Criminal Appeals defined restitution as the act of Itrestoring.... any

thing to its rightful owner; the act of making good or giving equivalent for any 

loss, damage or injury; (the act of) indemnification lt • [557 S.W.2d 521,525 

(1977)] Thompson v. State involved an order directing payment in the amount of 

$12,000 to the victim of the defendant's failure to stop and render aid following 

an automobile accident. By defining this payment of reparation as restitution, 

the court merged the two concepts of reparation and restitution and obliterated 

any distinction that can be drawn in this jurisdiction between the concepts. 

Restitution is generally a favored probation condition when the defendant 

has the ability to pay. In 1977, the Legislature amended Article 42.12, Section 

6 to include as a condition of probation the payment of a portion of defendant's 

income to th~: victim of his offense "to compensate '" for any property damage or 

medical expenses sustained by the victim as a direct result of the commission of 

the offense". [Art. 42.12, §6, (n)] This provision was extended to misdemeanor 

probation conditions in '1979 when the Legislature revised the misdemeanor pro

bation statute. [Art. 42.13, §6 (14)] During this revision the Legislature also 

removed the $1,000 ceiling on restitution under misdemeanor probation. [Art. 

42.13, §6 (8); formerly Art. 42.13, §5(a),(8)] There is an increased interest in 

victims of crimes. Texas in 1979 enacted the Crime Victims Compensation Act. 
Ii 

[Civil Statutes Art. 8309-1] The Act estab1ishe~//a fund to compensate victims of 

certain crimes. It would seem that whenever }':he defendant directly indemnifies 

his victims, this fund wou.ld be spared. 
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The Court of Criminal Appeals has upheld the constitutionality of resti
In Taylor v. State, defendant pleaded guilty 

. tution against repeated challenges. 
was ordered to make restitution to a victim 

to driving while intoxicated and he 

in the amount of $1,000. On appeal the 
defendant contended that the pre-1979 

() h' h permitted the court to impose $1,090 
Article 42.13, Sections 5 (a) , 8 w. l.C 

process of law. The court 

facts adduced at the hearing 
restitution divested him of property. without due 

upheld the imposition of restitution because of the 
ff d dpmages in excess 

~n which defendant pled guilty, showing that a person su ere 
• h h had talked to the 

Also, at the hearing, defendant had stated t at e 
of $1,000. b t' and 

concerning the terms and conditions of pro a l.on 

he could abide by the terms imposed. [419 
adult probation officer 

sta'ted that if granted probation 
6)] In Thompson v. State, the defendant pled guilty to a charge 

S.W.2d 647 (19 7 The trial 
stop and render aid following an automobile accident. 

of failure to the as a condition of probation. On appeal, 
court imposed $12,000 restitution 

an award of civil damages and 
defendant contended that restitution constituted 

payment violated Article I, Section 18 'of 
that conditioning probation on its 

the Texas Constitution, which prohibits imprisonment 
. for debts. The Court 

hAt' 1 I Section 18 has no 
rejected defendant's contention and held t at r l.C e , 

application to criminal proceedings. [557 S.W.2d 521,525 (1977)] 

rest;tution ranges from a position which could limit 
In theory, the scope of ... 

, , its value with restoration to 
restitution to the return of specl.fl.c property or _ 

restitution where loss of value cannot be deter 
only victims of the crime, to 

, f 1 and inJ'uries to 'tt' compensatl.on or osses mined with certainty and perml. l.ng 

The Court of Criminal Appeals is engaged in the process .. 
others beside victims. ' 

of delineating the scope and the standards to be used in dete. rmining restitution. 

It. has held that only the court which determines 
conditions of probation may 

prescribe the specific 

Cox v. State, the trial 

, d the method of payment. In 
amount .of restitutl.on an 

d 't' of probation "as court imposed restitution as a con J. J.on 

and when directed by the probation 
officer". The Court of Criminal Appeals held 

because. it permitted the 
this to be an unauthorized delegation of authority 

b ' Failure to comply with a 
off~cer to determine the terms of pro atl.on. probation • d t b used to revoke probation. 

condition imposed by the probation officer coul no e 

[445 S.W.2d 200, 202 (1969)] 
contain formal evidence on which the trial court 

The record on appeal must 
In Thompson v. State, supra the 

I , d to determine the ampunt of restitution, 
re J.e 1\ 0' ' t 

, , 1 A 1 1/ tated' "We find no evidence that $12,00 ].s JUs 
Court of Crl.mJ.na ppea s/; s ~ . 

. /( 'suffered .. ;"' The Court further e:-c-
restitution for the damag~~.and injurJ.es . 

l ' d the record on appeal in a footnote: p aJ.ne ~ . . d' , 
, ' h bench after the. probation con J.tJ.Op.s 

In an informal dJ.scussJ.on a~ t e. , , ar uin . that the restitution 
had. beep. imposed, appellant s coulnlselt'. J.~ato: I: understand fully that 
payme'i~.ts were too onerous for appe an, s ~, 
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his damages are probably more than that.' This was not evidence, nor was 
it a stipulation, nor was it even an unequivocal statement of counsel's 
personal opinion. It no more supports the setting of restitution of 
$12,000 than does the fact that the victim was present in the courtroom 
and viewed by the court. 

[557 S.W.2d 521, 525-526, (1977)] The Court of Criminal Appeals remanded the 

case to the trial court for a hearing on the issue of damages. 

The requirement of formal evidence on the amount of restitution may pose 

problem'. to a court. A judge is placed in the position of determining damages 

when they are not easily ascertainable. That is a problem usually left to civil 

trials where civil pleadings frame the issue of damages. On the other hand, the 

requirement of formal evidence will prevent a result such as' the one in 

Flores v. State. In Flores, the defendant asked, on appeal, that the court 

reform an order of the lower court awarding restitution to two witnesses in the 

amount of $5,000. The Court refused to review the order on grounds that the 

record did not sufficiently preserve error: "We are unable to determine if the 

individuals named were in fact witnesses or just what their connection with the 

alleged crime was". [513 S.W.2d 66,70 (1974)J In a footnote the court explained 

that during the examination of several reputation witnesses the state asked 

whether the witnesses had heard of two SRn Antonio firemen, not otherwise identi

fied, who had been swindled out of $5,000 by the defendant. Judge Roberts wrote 

a vigorous dissent from the court's refusal to review the restitution order. He 

pointed out the efforts by defendant's counsel to preserve error and the fact 

that the indictment charged assault with intent to murder naming a certain Felan 

as the complaining witness and it named no other party. Therefore, defendant 

could not have been convicted of any offense involving witnesses Estrada and 

Gonzalez, to whom restitution was awarded in the amount of $5,000. He concluded 

that the record sufficiently showed that the restitution related to the reimbur-
). 

seme~t of two witnesses. [513 S.W.2d 66, 70 (1974)J 

There is some suggestion that there must be a factual basis for determining 

the restitution amount in evidence that is presented in open court that deter

mining the amount in a presentence report is not sufficient. In Cartwright v. 

State, the officer in the presentence report noted that there "might be some 

question as to the proper amounts of r'estitution that should be paid". The trial 

court ordered $36,000 restitution without taking evidence on the amount of the 

victim's loss. The Court of Criminal Appeals remanded the case for a hearing on 

that issue: 

Certainly whether to order restitution as a conditon of probation is 
within the sound discretion of the trial court. But the dollar amount 
is a matter that the court 'shall determine' [Art. 42.12 §6h, C.C.P.] 
Due process considerations thus implicated require that there must be 
evidence in the record to show that the amount set by the court has a 
factual basis .. , In the case at bar, we have nothing more to review 
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than a presentence investigation report which, ~side from ?ein? hear
say does not constitute such evidence that a Just determ~nat~on may 
be ~ade from it. ,[605 S.W.2d 287 (panel 1980)] 

When a court adduces facts that justify a specific amount of restitution, 

that court is granted broad discretion as to schedule of payments. In Thompson v. 

State, the probationer challenged restitution on the addit4,onal ground that it 

was an abuse of discretion in that it took over half of his gross income. The 

Court held such imposition not unreasonable since probation cannot be revoked for 

failure to pay restitution where 

under Article 42.12, Section 8~c). 

can modify conditions of probation 

a probationer can prove financial inablility 

Also, under Article 42.12, Section 6, a court 

on its own motion or that of probationer. The 

Court in Thompson expressed its willingness to adjust the terms of restitution 

should the terms become impossi~'le. [557 S.W.2d 521, 525 (1977)] 

Bradley v. State addressed the issue whether the scope of restitution is 

broad enough to include restitution to parties other than the victim of the crime 

for which a defendant is convicted. In Bradley, the owner of a liquor store was 

assaulted, tied up, placed in a back room and robbed by appellant. Before the 

defendant left, a customer came into the store and was also assaulted. Under an 

indictment which did not name the customer, a jury found defendant guilty and 

recommended probation. The court granted probation imposing restitution to the 

owner of the liquor store and the customer as a condition of probation. Under a 

separate indictment defendant was convicted for the robbery of the customel~. 

Before the verdict, the court deleted from the prior judgment the provision 

requiring that restitution be made to the customer. Defendant challenged the 

1 to delete the cond-ition of restitution in the J:,'"rior authority of the tria court ~ , 

judgment. The Court rej ected defendant I s contention. Judge Roberts: .concurring 

in the opinion, expressed an additional ground for denial of defe:edant's claim: 

"Although I find no authority directly on point, I am of the opirtion that the 

restitution or reparation contemplated in [Art. 42.12] Section 6 does not include 

restitution to a party other than the victim of the crime for which the defendant 

was q,onvicted. II He added a footnote explaining that in a non-jury trial, "I do 

not necessarily conclude that the court could not order that restitution be m8;,de 

to a person other than the victim. The prqvision of Sec. 3a, limiting conditions 

of probation to those enumerated in Section 6, applies only when probation is 

granted by the jury." [478 S.W.2d 527,531 (1972)] 

Whether the scope of restitution in this jurisdiction is broad enough to 

permit restitution for loss or injuries not related to the offense for which a 

defendant is convicted is an issue which has not been resolved. In Thompson 

v.State, the appellant argued that restitution was ordered for injuries that the 
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victim suffered before the offense occurred for which he was convicted (failure 

to stop and render aid) an~ that the trial court did not have the power to order 

such restitution. The Court of Criminal Appeals stated that whether a court has 

this power is an issue which it has not yet reached, citing Flores v. State, 

supra for supporting authority. Flores, as above discussed, refused to review an 

order granting restitution to parties not named in the indictment on the ground 
that error was not sufficiently preserved by the record. 

D. MODIFYING PROBATION CONDITIONS 

Both Article 42.12, Section 6 and Article 42.13, Section 6 provide that a 

court which has jurisdiction of a case Itmay , at any time, during the period of 

probati.bn alter or modify the conditions of probation". Modification of pro

bation conditions contributes flexibility to the statutory scheme of felony and 

misdemeanor probatidn presenting the court with an alternative to revocation of 

probation and presenting the probationer with an avenue for relief when the terms 

of the original pact become oppressive due to changes in the circumstances of the 
probationer. 

Only the court in which the probationer was tried may modify the probation 
conditions, except where 

42.12, §5; Art. 42.13, §5] 

been broadly interpreted. 

a case has been transferred to another court. [Art. 

The power of the trial court to modify conditions has 

In Flournoy v. State, the Court of Criminal Appeals 
characterized the relationship between the probationer and the trial court as a 

contract, and added that, "Unlike most contracts, however, terms and conditions 

of a probation pact are subject to unilateral modification by the trial court. II 
[589 S.W.2d 705, 707 (Panel 1979)J 

Most modifications are the result of a trial court1s own initiative during a 

hearing on a motion to revoke. Article 42.12, Section 8 (a) and Article 42.13, 
Section 8 (a) provide th t "At t' d' h 

a : any ~me ur1ng t e period of probation the court 
may issue a warrant for violation of any of the conditions of probation and cause 

the defendant to be arrested ... and afte~ a hearing without a jury, may either 

continue, modify or revoke the probationlt. Where the state proves a violation of 

conditions, the Court of Criminal Appeals has ruled that a trial court's discre

tion to modify or to revoke is absolute. [Wallace v. State, 575 S. W. 2d 512 

(Panel 1979)] The rationale for the court I s position is that the Legislature 

provided "not the slightest suggestion of standards or guidelines to inform the 

discretion of the trial court". [Flournoy v. State, supraJ 

Modification allows the court to continue probation on ,a modified basis 

where revocation could end an effort at rehabilitation and where continuation of 
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() PROBATION SUPERVISION 
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Supervision is the essence of probation. 
several different facets. 

publication seem appropriate: 

SUpervision of probationers has 

It is convenient to think in terms of three major objectives of 
probation superv1s1On. One major purpose is to control the pro
bationer--to make him conform his behavior to the requirements of the 
law and the probation conditions during the time he is under super
vision. This objective is achieved if the probationer makes it 
through the supervision period without a serious violation of the 
criminal law or the probation conditions. A second major objective of 
probation sup

erv
1S1On is treatment--to attempt to achieve through 

Counselling or referral to other resources a permanent change in the 
probationer's antisocial behavior. This objective is accomplished if 
the probationer is discharged from supervision with an improvement in 
his willingness and ability to live a law-abiding existence in the 
free community. A third objective is service to the ptobationer and 
his family to overcome problems, such as obtaining and'keeping employ
ment. This objective is accomplished if the probation officer is able 

The observations of the author in an earlier 

to solve the problems presented by the probationer. 

fR. Dawson, Sentencing: The Decision as to Type, Length, and Conditions of 

Sentence 122-23 (1969)J Our concern in this chapter is with the legal aspects of 
this multifaceted probation Supervision process. 

Does the law permit there to be probation without supervision? The 

definition of probation in the Code of Criminal Procedures does not include the 
notion of superVision: 

" 'Probation I shall mean the release of a convicted 
defendant by a court under conditions imposed by the court for a specified period 

during which the imposition of sentence is sUspended." [Art. 42.12, §2b; Art. 

42.13, §2(2)J However, elsewhere in the Code there does appear to be a 

requirement that one placed on probation be supervised: "Any such person placed 

on probation, whether in a trial by jury or before the court, shall be under the 

supervision of such court." [Art. 42.12, §3; Art. 42.13, §3 J Thus, there is 

ground for concluding that under the Adult Probation Law, unlike the old 

SUspended Sentence Law, the Legislature contemplated that one placed on probation ,. 

will be supervised. Of course, supervision is an extremely elastic concept and 

may be varied to meet individual needs. Not only can the intensity of supervision 

vary from maximum to minimum but supervision need not involve direct personal 

Contact between probation officer and probationer but could involve, for example, 
periodic reports by mail. 
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Nevertheless, at a minimum some reporting requirement appears necessary to con

stitute supervision. 

The following aspec~~ of probation supervision are discussed in this 

Chapter: (1) the allocation of authority between court and probation officer; 

(2) privacy and confidentiality in probation supervision; (3) the probation term, 

when it begins and when it ends; and (4) investigating probation violations. 

A. THE ALLOCATION OF AUTHORITY BETWEEN COURT AND PROBATION OFFICER 

Who has legal responsibility for supervising the probationer? The trial 

court? The probation officer? There is language in the Code of Criminal Pro

cedure that suggests the trial court has legal responsibility for supervision: 

!lAny such person placed on probation, whether in a trial by jury or before the 

court, shall be under the supervision of such court." [Art. 42.12, §3; Art. 

42.13, §3] But the definition of probation officer in the Code of Criminal 

Procedure suggests supervision is the legal responsibility of that person: 

'"Probation Officer' shall mean ... a person duly appointed by one or more ~ourts 

of record having original criminal jurisdiction, to supervise defendants place on 

probation ... " [Art. 42.12, §2(e); Art. 42.13, §2 (4)] Finally, the section of 

the Code of Criminal .Procedure setting out the purpose of the Adult Probation Law 

fixes responsibility upon the trial court: "It is the purpose of the Article to 

place wholly within the State courts of appropriate jurisdicti~n the responsi

bility for determining when the imposition of sentence in certain cases shall be 

suspended, the conditions of probation, and the supervision of probationers, in 

consonance with the powers assigned to the judicial branch of this government by 

the Constitution of Texas." [Art. 42.12, §1; Art. 42.13, §1] 

The caselaw places responsibility for supervision upon the trial court and 

makes it clear that the court cannot shift that authority to the probation of

ficer. 

The trial court has JCesponsibility to fix the conditions of probation with 

reasonable precision and cannot delegate that responsiblity to the probation 

officer. One of the conditions of probation set out in the statute is that the 

probationer "report to the probatioq, officer as directed by the judge or proba

tion officer and obey all rules and regulations of the probation department." 

[Art. 42.12, §6(d); Art. 42.13, §6(4)] rhe caselaw is clear, however, that the 

trial court must specify the frequency of reporting and cannot delegate that 

responsibility to the probation officer. In Brown v. State the trial court 

imposed a condition of probatiocn that the defendant "report to the probation 
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officer as directed". The Court of Criminal Appeals, follOWing a long line of 

similar cases, held that "such requirement standing alone constitutes an improper 

delegation of the setting of terms of probation to the probation officer." 

[508 S.W.2d 366, 368 (1974)] Similarly, the statute provides that a condition of 

probation may be that the probationer "remain within a specified place". [Art. 

42.12, §6(g); Art. 42.13, §6 (7)] In McDonald v. State the trial court imposed 

the probation condition that "said defendant remain within t.he confines specified 

by the probation officer." Although the proof was that the probationer was dis

covered in a New Mexico jail, the Court of Crim:i.nal Appeals reversed the revoca
tion of probation: 

A court in granting probation may as a condition or term thereof 
require that the probationer "remain within a specified place. II ••• But 
only the court having jurisdiction of the case shall determine and fix 
the terms and conditions ... The court may not delegate this author
ity to a probation officer or anyone else. 

In the case at bar the court required the probationer 'Ito remain 
within the confines specified by the probation officer" This was an 
unauthorized delegation of authority and permitted the probation 
officer not only to determine a condition of probation but also au
thorized him to alter or modify ·the condition from time to time as he 
deemed desirable without the approval' of the court. This the court 
had no power to do. 

This Court has consistently held that where the trial court grants 
probation, the relationship between the court and the probationer is 
contractual in nature ... and that conditions of probation should be 
clearly set forth in the judgments and orders granting probation so 
the probationer and the authorities may know with certainty what the 
conditions are. 

[442 S.W.2d 386, 387 (1969)] Similarly, in Cox v. State [445 S.W.2d, 200 (1969)] 

a condition of probation that the probationer "make restitution as and when 

directed by the probation officer" was declared void by the Court of Criminal 

Appeals as being both impermisSibly vague and an unlawful delegation of authority 
to the probation officer. 

One should contrast with these cases the position of the Court of Criminal 

Appeals when the probationer is required to attend a community-based correctional 

program. The statutes provide that one condition of probation may be to "parti

cipate in any community-based program" [Art. 42.12, §6 (j); Art. 42.13, §6 (10)] 

or to liv~ in an halfway house: "remain under custodial supervision in a com

munity-based facility, obey all rules and regulation. of such facility, and pay a 

percentage of his income to the facility for room and board". [Art. 42.12, 

§6 (1); §42.13, §6 (12)] In Salmons v. State, the probationer was required to 

attend the program of the Cenikor Foundation and "not discont~nue cooperating 

with such authority llntil he is dismissed from the foundation by competent staff 

personnel". The proof at revocation was that he had left the foundation without 
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the required discharge and the probationer defended on the ground that the 

probation condition was an unauthorized delegation of authority to the staff of 

the Cenikor Foundation. '.the Court of Criminal Appeals disagreed in a passage 

that indicated it was approving of the two statutory probation conditions quoted 

above: 

Although such a condition of probation [as quoted above] vests in the 
trea,t-ment facility a certain degree of discretion with regard to the 
conduct of the probationer while a reSident therein, such discretion 
is necessary if the facility is to be successful in iJts rehabilitative 
efforts. Furthermore, there is a clear distinction between rules 
imposed by a custodial treatment facility in furtherance of its rehab
ilitative function and the conditions of probation. We hold that in 
ordering a probationer to obey the rules and regulations of the com
munity-based facility in which hr.;i',is placed, a trial court does not 
thereby improperly delegate to the 'facility the authority to specify 
the terms of probation. 

[571 S.W.2d 29, 30 (P~nel 1978)J The only way this case can be reconciled with 

the earlier cases on delegation of authority is frankly to recognize that it 

would be impracticable to require the trial court to set out all the rules and 

regulations of a community-based facility in the conditions of probation, whereas' 

it is practicable to require the court to specify the frequency of reporting, the 

geographic limits within which the probationer must remain, and the amount of 

res'i;.i tution to be paid. 

Under the caselaw, a probaticn officer has no authority to impose res

trictions upon the probationer beyond those specified in the conditions of 

probation or to excuse" noncompliance with those conditions. In Herrington 

v. State the court ordered the probationer to "report as directed by probation 

,officer, at least once a month". The probation officer testified that the 

probationer had failed to report on a weekly basis as he had directed. The Court 

of Criminal Appeals held this requirement was not authorized: 

'The order of the court requiring the probationer to report as directed 
by the probation 6fficer at least once a month sufficiently required 
appellant to report not less than once per month ... However, it did 
not delegate authori.ty to the probation officer to require W;~~kly 
reports, and any such instructions given by the officer we~e~J~eYQlld 
his legal authority and of no force. . 

(534 S.W.2d 331,334 (1976)] 

However, the probation officer may preclude revocation of probation by 

1./;-~;1~ng the probationer to believe that a proposed course of conduct would be 

Pe.di&ssible 'when in fact it would violate a condition of probation. In: 

Aguilar v. State, a co~~:lition o.f probation was that the probationer not leave the 

county without the permission of the court. The probationer obtained permission 

from her probation officer to travel to California to seek employment. When she 

did not return on schedule the State filed a motion to revoke on the ground she 
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had not received the permission of the court before leaving the county. 

Court of Criminal Appeals said: 

The 

We find it to be an 'abuse of discr~tion to rev~ke pro'b,at~on' on 
the basis of appellant's failure to obtal.ti the. court s p.e~mlSnO.n to 
lea r'" town when appellant had received a permlt author12,.mg such., a 
trjt"~.from her probation officer and had been admonished, to obey tlle 
orde~s of her probation officer in the judgment of probatHIl1. 

[542 S.W.2d 871, 873 (1976)1 

Finally, there is some suggestion in opinions of the Court of Criminal 

an unauthorized delegation of authority 
Appeals that if the probationer accepts 

. he may not be able to use tnat as a defense to revocation. 
for a pericdof tlme 

d ·· of probatl'on was that the defendant report to the In Brown v. State, a con ltlon 

d The court reversed a revocation based on viola-
probation officer as directe . 
tion of that condition on the ground it was in impermissible delegation of au-

thority to the probation officer. It then noted, however, that: 
. d ltd .' th . ty by q probation officer The exercise of lmproperly e ega e aU orl . 

cannot make the delegation effective, although ,on dlffer
l
ent t ~acts f 

where parties over a period of time have accepted such a de ega 10n
b

o_ 
authority as shown by the course of. conduct b.etween them, a

h 
pr~ ~ 

I tioner may be estopped from obj ectlng to belng held to t e u y 

assumed. 

[508 S.W.2d 366, 368 (1974)] 

B. PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY IN PBOBATION SUPERVISION 

In the course of conducting presentence investigations and of supervising 

quite properly comes into possession of in

The law requires with respect to 
probationers, a probation officer 

in a presentence report. be dis
formation that is both personal and sensitive. 

pre-sentence investigations that all material 

cl9sed t,o the defendant or his attorney upon request. 
That has been discussed in 

Chapter 3. 
it affects probation officers both in 

The subject of confidentiality as 

d " I' it has been thoroughly disc1lssed in a 
acquiring information and in lSr. oSlng 
previous publication from th~ Texas Adult Probation Commission. The publica-

f Adult Probation Offices--A Guideline and was 
tion is Records Confidentiality or 

recommended that questions concerning confi·· 
published in January, 1980. It is 

b consulting that excellent publi
dentiality be handled as an in;i1fial matter Y 

cation. 
f h t publl'catl'on, there has been one legal development 

After the release 0 t a 

A request of the Attorney General for an opinion under 
related to this subject. 

" h t' of the files of the Open Records Act was filed asking whether t at pqr lon 
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probationers which indicates whether they are complying with the terms of their 

probation" must be disclosed under the Texas Open Records Act. The Attorney 

General noted that "the Judiciary" is exempted from th,e Open Records Act and that 

this exemption includes probation officers: 

Probation officers are employed by a district judge and subject to his 
supervision and control. Since the probation officer is thus an agent 
of the district judge, and acts according to his direction, it is our 
view that the requested information is a record of the judiciary and, 
as a result, not subject to the Open Records Act. 

As to the availablity of the information outside the scope of the 
Open Records Act we believe that decision is within the discretion of 
the court actina through its agent, the probation officer. The 
records ab~ut whi;h you inquire here involve the administration of a 
continuing judicial function -- whether a probationer is complying 
with the terms set by the court -- and the court's supervision over 
the probationer continues throughout the term of his probation. As 
this office said in Attorney General Opinion H-826 (1976), a "court 
has inherent power to control public access to its own records". 

[Open Records Decision No. 236 (March 27, 1980)J 

The issue is sometimes raised whether communications by a probationer to his 

or her probation officer are privileged under Texas law. As indicated earlier, 

information in the probation case file is not public information disclosure of 

which can be compelled under the Texas Open Records Act. Further, the Te.xas 

Adult Probation Commission Code of Ethics for Probation Officers prohibits need

less disclosure of case information: "Probation officers shall endeavor to: .. , 

(11) maintain the ir:~egrity of private information; he will neither seek I?ersonal 

data beyond that n~eded to perform his responsibilities, nor reveal case infor

mation to anyone not having proper professional use for such". [5 Texas Register 

351 (No.8) Feb. 1, 1980)] At one time Texas law made communications from a 

probationer to his or her probation officer privileged and appeared to prohibit 

their disclosure even in a probation revocation hearing. [T. C. C.P. ArL 781b, 

§29 (1925), now repealed] That portion of the statute relating to probation was 

repealed in 1957 and the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals has held that a pro

bation officer may properly tesify in court about statements made in confidence 

by a probationer. [Cunningham v. State, 488 S.W, 2d 117 (1972)] Since those 

communications are not privileged in) law, it follows that a probation o;fficer may 

be compelled by a 

probationer even if 

There may be 

tourt to testify about confidential communications from <1, 

the probation officer desires not to testify. 
" , 

one exception to the generalpropos~~on that no legal 

privilege prohibits ,a probation officer from testifying about communications of a 
, !) 

probationer. In 1971, the Legislature added an article to the Co,de of Criminal 

Procedure that provides in, rel,evant part: itA communication to any persons in

volved in the treatment or examination of drug abusers by a person being treated 

v.oluntarily or being examined for admission to voluntary treatment for drug abuse 
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is not admissible". [Art. 38.101J There appear to be no appellate cases 

construing this statute. It could be argued, however, that it would prevent a 

counselor in a drug treatment program from testifying about statements made to 

him or her by a probationer who participated in the program as a condition of 

probation. It might also be argued that the statute applies when a probation 

officer is conducting group sessions for drug abusing probationers or is engaged 

in individual counselling with a probationer concerning drug abuse. 

c. THE PROBATION TERM: WHEN IT BEGINS AND WHEN IT ENDS 

This section addresses several questions relating to the term of probation. 

How short may the term be? How long may it be? What happens when a defendant 

has been convicted of more than one offense? May probation terms be ordered to 

run cumulatively? May a probation term be ordered to begin when the defendant 

has been released from a jailor prison sentence? When does th~ probation term 

begin? When does it end? Once the term is set, may it be modified to shorten or 

to extend it? 

Under the recently amended misdemeanor probation law, the term of probation 

iS'initially set by operation of law at the maximum term the defendant could have 

been sentenced to jail for the offense of which he was convicted. [Art. 42.13, 

§3, 3a] The punishment assessed by the judge or jury may be any length up to the 

statutory maximum for the offense. Thus, there is no fixed relationship between 

the punishment assessed and the length of the probation term in misdemeanor cases 

and it is not uncommon to see cases in which a term of 30 days in jail is asses

sed but the defendant is placed on probation for a period of one year. 

Under the felony probation law, the term of probation may also be different 

from the punishment assessed: 'fIn all cases where the punishment is assessed by 

the Court it may fix the period of probation without regard to the term of 

punishment assessed, but in no event may the period of probation be greater than 

10 years or less than the minimum prescribed for the offense for which the 

defendant was convicted". [Art. 42.12, §3] When the defendant has elected jury 

punishment, the jury may set the term of probation different from the punishment 

assessed but the term may not exceed 10 years. [Art. 42.12, §3a] It is the 

custom, however, in felony cases to set the term of probation at the same length 

as the punishment assessed. There is language in one case to the effect that if 

the term of probation is not specified by the judge or jury it will be deemed to 

be the same length as the punishment assessed in the case [Kinard v. State, 477 

S.W.2d 896 (1972)J which is undoubtedly a, sensible position considering the 

custom of making both 'figures the same . 
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There is no assessment of punishment when deferred adjudication and similar 

proceduref . are used. When felony deferred adj udication probation is utilized, 

the probation period may be set for any term up to 10 years [Art. 42.12, §3d 

(a)] . For misdemeanor deferred edjudication probation, the ·term may be for as 

long as the maximum period of confinement permitted for the offense to which the 

probationer pled. [Art. 42.13, §3d (a)] When the court utilizes deferred ad

judication community service probation in a misdemeanor case, there is no set 

term of probation. Instead, the probationer is ordered to work a specified 

number of hours for a nonprofit agency and supervision is terminated when the 

work is complete. [Art. 42.13, §3B] Under the new felony deferred adjudication 

community service probation statute, probation must be terminated when the 

probationer completes the required number of community service hours and when any 

restitution ordered to the victim of the offense has been fully paid. [Art. 

42.12, §10A (j)] One receiving conditional discharge under the Texas Controlled 

Substances Act for a felony or misdemeanor may be placed on probation for any 

term not to exceed two years without regard to the seriousness of the drug 

offense. [Civil Statutes Art. 4476-15, §4.12] 

When a defendant has been convicted of two or more offenses and has received 

more than one sentence to jailor the Texas Department of Corrections, the trial 

court, in its discretion, may order that the sentences run concurrently or cumu-

latively. [Art. 42.08] If the sentences are ordered to run concurrently, the 

effect is to merge the shorter sentence into the longer one. If the sentences are 

cumulated or "stacked" the effect is to add the sentences together to make one 

longer sentence. When sentences are cumulated, service of the second sentence 

does not begin until the first sentence has been satisfied. May probation terms 

be stacked? May a probation term be stacked onto a jailor prison sentence to 

achieve the effect of a so;::-called "split sentencell ? Unfortunately, there is very 

little authority on these questions in Texas. What little there is suggests that 

... 01 probation terms can be stacked upon each other or upon a prior jailor prison 

1 sentence. In Ex parte Davis [542 S.W.2d 117 (1976)] the defendant had pled . i 
1 guilty to three felony offenses. The trial court assessed two ten-year prison 

' ·1 terms, denied probation on them and ordered that the sentences be served concur-

1 rently. The court then assessed, a five-year prison term on the third offense, i
l

' but granted probation on it and ordered that the probation term begin when ser-

vice of the two prison sentences was completed. During the course of its opinion I 

1 reversing the case for other reasons the Court suggested that cumulation of 'I probation to a prison sentence is probably valid under the statute authorizing 

I consecutive sentences. [Art. 42.08] If that is correct, it would be possible to 
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'-.~ impose very lon~ probation terms when the defendant has been convicted of multi.., 
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"stacked. Further, in Gordon v. State [575 S.W.2d 529 (En Bane 1979)] the Court 

approved of the implications of the Davis case and held that a trial court is 

empowered to enter a cumulation order when more than one probation is revoked and 

sentences imposed even though there was no cumulation order when the defendant 
was first placed on probation. 

When does the probation term begin? The probation term begins when the 

defendant is placed on prob,ation by the trial court unless the defendant takes 

some action that suspends the probation order. If the defendant files a timely 

motion for new trial, the probation te+m cannot begin until the motion is over-

ruled by action of the trial court or by operation of law. [McConathy v. State, 

544 S.W.2d 666 (1976)] However, the probation period is also suspended by the 

timely filing of notice of appeal. When probation is granted, notice of appeal 

may be filed after the grantifj,g of probation unless the defendant has timely 

filed a motion for new trial, in which event the notice of appeal must be filed 

after the overruling of the motion. [Art. 44.08] When notice of appeal is timely 

filed, the probation period does not begin until the case has been affirmed by 

the Court of Criminal Appeals and the clerk of that Court has issued a mandate of 

affirmance. [Delorme v. State, 488 S.W.2d 808 (1973); Smith v. State, 478 S.W.2d 

518 (1972)] If the appeal is dismissed by the Court of Criminal Appeals, that is 

treated as a termination of the appeal and the probation period begins to run 

from the dC1te of dismissal. [Ross v. State, 523 S. W. 2d 402 (1975)] Thus, as 

long as the defendant's case is pending on motion for new trial or appeal, the 

probation order is suspended and the defendant should not be placed on super
,vision status of any' kind. 

When does probation end? Probation terminates by operation of law when the 

probationer has been on probation for the term set by the court. Obviously, the 

probation term ends when probation is revoked and the defendant does not appeal 

the revocation decision. However, if probation is revoked by the trial court and 

the defendant appeals the revocation decision to the Court of Criminal Appeals, 

the probatio'n continues to run until the revocation decision is affirmed OIl 

appeal or the term of probation expires, whichever comes first. [Ex part~~ 
Miller, 552 S.W.2d 164 (1977); Ex parte Roberts, 547 S.W.2d 632 (1977); NickICl}:l 

v: State, 530 S. W. 2d 537 (1975) J What this means is that even though the tria/,l 

court has revoked probation the defendant remains on probation during the pen-

d{:,Ilcy of the appeal. If the probationer is free on bond he or she should con" 
, /"> 

·tiuue to be supervised by the probation officer until the re~ocation is affirmed 

or the original probation term expires. Further, if the probationer violate~1 a 

condition of probation while free on bond pending appeal, a new motion to revoke 
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may be filed and probation may once again be revoked. putting the matter dif

ferently, the appeal from a revocation suspends the revocation order just as an 

appeal from a convictior. suspends an order placing a defendant on probation. 

Although there are no cases on point, it would seem that a defendant who appeals 

a revocation order but does not make bail also remains on probation during the 

pendancy of the appeal, even though he or she is securely in custody of the jail 

or the Department of Corrections. 
The original probation term may be reduced by action of the trial court. A 

felony probation term may be reduced or early discharge granted when the proba

tioner has satisfactorily completed one-third of the probation term or two years, 

whichever is less. [Art. 42.12, §7] A misdemeanor probation term may be reduced 

or early discharge granted when the probationer has successfully completed 

one-third of the probation term. [Art. 42.13, §7] The trial court may discharge 

a probationer from felony or misdemeanor deferred adjudication probation at any 

time during the original term "if in its opinion the best interest of society and 

the defendant will be served" by an early discharge. [Art. 42.12, §3d (c); Art. 

42.13, §3d(c)] There is no specific statutory authority for early discharge from 

felony or misdemeanor deferred adjudication community service probation [Art. 

42.12, §10A; Art. 42.13, §3Bl but arguably the trial court has the general power 

to modify the conditions of this\' type of probation and that may include the power 

to grant early dis charge. Under the conetic, :ona 1 dis ~j[;rge law, the trial court 

is empowered to "dismiss the proceedings against the defendant and discharge him 

from probation before the expiration of the maximum period prescribed for his 

probationary period". [Civil Statutes Art. 4476-15, §4.12(b)] 

() 

Once the term of probation has been set by the trial court, may it be ex-

tended by the court. if it acts during the original term of probation? Prior to 

1979, the misdemeanor probation law provided that "the court may .,. extend the 

term of the probationary period to any length of time not exceeding the maximum 

time of confinement allowed by law". [Art. 42.13, §3(b) , now repealed] When the 

law was rewritten in 1979, that language was deleted in light of the requirement 

that all misdemeanor probation terms must be for the maximum time allowed for the 

particuiar offense., subject, of course, to the provision for early discharge from 

misdemeanor probation that was added as part of that same revision. Apparently, 

the felony probation law has never contained a provision specifically authorizing 

extension of the probation term. The felony law does empower the trial court "at 

any time, during the period of probation [to] alter or modify the conditions" of 

probation. [Art. 42.12, §6] Whether the power to modify includes power to 

extend the term of probation appears to be an open question. 
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D. INVESTIGATING PROBATION VIOLAT'IONS 

Part of any probation f o ficer's responsibilit is ' 
the filing of a motion to y to deCl.de whether to seek 

. revoke probation F 
made without any investig' t' . requently, that decision can be 

a 1.on personally b ' 
ficer, that is, reliance may bl e1.ng conducted by the probation of-
gat' e p aced totally upon a c 1 

1.on. Sometime, however, a probation omp eted poliCE! investi-
vestigation t d ' officer must personally conduct an 1.' n-

o eterm1.ne whether h mot' t ere are grounds fo k' 
1.on and to decide whether one r see 1.ng a revocation 

to that situation that th' "shoUld be sought should there be grounds. It is 
1.S sect1.on speaks. 

What limits are placed by h probation f " t e law upon the methods that may be em 10 e 
o ficer 1.n 1.nvestigating possibl '1' P y.d by a 

ff

' e V1.0 at1.ons of probat1.' on?, 
o 1.cer limited by the search and ' Is the 
and the Texas Constitut' ? sel.zure restrictions of the Fourth 

1.on. Must the prob t' 
requirements of Mir.anda a 1.on officer comply with th 

v. Arizona d e bef an ~,."arn the probationer of all legal 
ore questioning him or her about rights 

probation 

Amendment 

I 

. poss1.ble violations of probat' ? 

t is clear that in Texas 1.on. the Fifth Amendment right 
not to incriminate oneself and to remain silent so as 
s h the Fourth Amendment fr' d f 

earc es and seizures alee om rom unreasonable 
, pp y to probationers d t1.on of eith f an that evidence obtained in viola-

.. er 0 those amendments is " probation [T not adm1.ss1.ble in a hearing to revoke 

S 

. amez v. State, 534 S.W.2d 686 (1976) ( 
tate, 534 S.W.2d 336 (1976) (F'fth Am Fourth Amendment)i Dowdy v. 

I" 1. endment) ] 
n M1.randa v. Arizona [384 U. S. 436 (1966)] the United Stat S ,~ es upreme Court 

held th t a a confession given by one in police t d . cus 0 y 1.n response to . t 
in evidenc"" 1 1.n erroga-

tion is not admissible ~ un. ess the suspect 
Only if the person is .~ was warned of certain 

constitutiona,l . rights. 

waives those rights _ may any statement 

properly warned and voluntaril 

made be admissible in court. I y n Texas, the 

e 1.randa Legislature has codified th M' case. Article 38.22 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure requires th . ese warn1.ngs: 

the 

(1) he has the ri 'ht . at all and th t g to rema1.n silent 
trial; a any statement he makes may 

and not make any statement 
be used against him at his 

(2) any statement he makes may in court,' be used as evidence against him 

. (3) he has the right t h pr1.or to and during a 0 ave a lawyer present to advise h1.·m 
. (4)' . ny questioning; 

1.f he 1.S unable to em 10 a lawyer appointed to advise h~ y ~ lawyer, he has the right to have 
and 1.m pr1.or to and d ' ur~ng any questioning; 

(5) he has the right to terminate the interview at any time. 

Unless the u' suspect voluntarily waives these rights 

q est1.oner, any statement made is 

and agrees to talk with 

not qq~issible in evidence. 
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The Court of Criminal Appeals has had several occasions to consider the 

applic.abili ty of Miranda and Article 38.22 to statements made by probationers to 

probation officers. In Cunningham v. State, the probationer had failed to report 

for one month and was sent a "delinquent notice" by his probation officer. He 

appeared at the probation office shortly thereafter and the officer "using 'a set 

format' for monthly reports ... inquired of the [probationer] if he had used 

narcotics 'in the past month'''. The probationer responded that he had used 
" 

heroin three or four ti'!l~s a week. That statement was admitted into evidence at 

the revocation hearing and probation was revoked for violation of the probation 

condition that he "avoid injurious or vicious habits and abstain from the use of 

narcotic drugs in any form". On appeal, the probationer contended that the 

statement should have been excluded from evidence because he had not been warned 

of his constitutional rights by the probation officer before the questions were 

asked. The court held that the proba'tion officer behaved properly in questioning 

the probationer without giving him warnings because the warnings <:,:re required 

only when the person being questioned is in custody: 

Here, the probation officer was taking a monthly report, not 
conducting an investigation into a suspected crime where the in
vestigation had, begun to focus upon the probationer. The appellant 
was no't in custody and, in fact, left following th~, interview ... 

The purpose of probation would be materially affected and the 
relationship between the probation officer and his probationer would 
be a strained one if upon every contact, monthl!! report, or visit, the 
officer was required to give the Miranda warnings and obtain an affir
mative waiver of the probationer's rights. 

[488 S.W.2d 117, 119-120"'{(972)] The Cunningham case has been followed in 

numerous other cases, all of which hold that a proba'tioner' s statements to his 

probation officer are admissible at a revocation hearing if the probationer was 

not in custody at the time the statement was made. [Bustamante v. State, 493 

S.W.2d 921 (1973); Simmons v. State, 564 S.W.2d 769 (Panel '£978); Payne v. State, 

579 S.W.2d 932 (Panel 1979)] The probationer, in Hoover v. State [603 S.W.2d 882 

(Panel 1980)] was living in a residential treatment center as a condition of 

probation. Upon returning to the center One evening he appeared to the counselor 

on duty to be intoxicated and responded to the counselor's question that he had 
-;,::, 

been drinking. The Court held that the probationer's statement was admissible in 

a revocation hearing despite claims it was obtained in violation of Miranda 

v. Arizona a.p.d Texas law. Although the probationer wa's required by order of 

court to reside at the center, he was not in custody, .for purpose of the 

requirements relating to custodial questioning. 

However, if the probationer has been arrested and is detained in jail, then 

he is in custody for purposes of Miranda. and Article 38.22 and must be warned of 
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rights before any statement made will be admissible at a revocation hearing. 
[Jackson v. State, 508 S.W.2d 89 (1974)] The probationer does not have to be 

detained in a jailor police station to be in custody. He or she may be in 
custody if detained in his or her own home or in the office of a probation of-

ficer. Creeks v. State, provides an illustration of this point. Creeks' pro

bation officer learned that he had been arrested for theft and obtained the 
issuance of an arrest warrant for violation of probation. Creeks later called 

the officer and arranged to come to his office. The officer testified that he 
did not arrest Creeks and that the Chief Probation Officer told him "Do not sto 

" p 
anyone. However, when Creeks arrived at the probation office, another officer 

called the police to have tb'~m arrest him on the outstanding arrest warrant. 

While waiting for the police to arrive, Creeks made certain damaging statements 

to the probation of£icer. The Court distinguished the Cunningham case and found 
that the stater uts w t d' bl . ere no a ml.ssi e because Creeks was in custody when he 
made them: 

Ix: light, of the record before us it is clear that While the 
probatl.on offl.cer :'. may not have formally arrested the appellant 
the ap¥ellant ,was l.n fact detained while awaiting the arrival of th~ 
a:re~t~ng offl.cers and was deprived of his freedom of action in a 
sl.gnl.fl.cant way. [542 S.W.2d 849, 852 (1976)] 

In addition to codifying the requirements of th M' d e l.ran a case, Article 38,22 
imposes certain other limitations upon the use of statements made by persons i~ 
custody. Although the matter was thrown in doubt as a result of a 1977 amendment 

to the statute, until that time it was clear th t d A c~ a un er rticle 38,22 any oral 
statement made by a person in custody was t d' 'bl no a ml.SSl. e unless it led to 
tangible evidence of the offense and that was true whether or not the statement 

was made in response to interrogation. This requirement is in addition to the 

warnings required by Maranda, [Jimmerson'v. Statp 561 S.W,2d 5 (En Banc 1978)] 
Whether or not the limits on oral confessions still exist after the 1977 amend

ment remains an open question. Finally, it should be noted that any statement 

made by the probationer to the probation officer must be 

whether or not the probationer is in custody, in order 

revocation hearl-'ng, Volunt ' b d arl-ness can e estroyed by a 
" 

a voluntary statement, 

to be admissible at a 

threat by a probation 
officer that induces the probat~ oner to k h • ma e t e statement or by a promise of 
benefit if he or she makes a statement. 

In summary, if the probationer is in custody no statement made to the pro
batiorl> officer is admissible at a revocation hearing unless the probationer was 
prop.erly warned of rights and waived th E th " em. ven en, l-t l-S likely the statement 
must be written and signed to be admissible. The probation officer may interview 

the probationer who is in custody without warning him or her; but any statement 
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made is not admissible in evidence. When an admissible statement is desired, the 

best procedure is to have the probationer warned by a peace officer or a judge 

before questions are asked. 

The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I, Sec. 9 

of the Texas Constitution both prohibit unreasonable searches and seizures. It 

is clear that the "protection afforded by the Fourth Amendment and Article I, 

Sec, 9, Texas Constituion, extends to probationers. T~is Court has consistently 

and knowingly made this clear in ruling on appeals from orders revoking proba

tion". [Tamez v. State, 534 S.W.2d 686, 692 (1976)] Can this legal prot.ection 

be modified by a condition of probation? In the Tamez ca8e, the trial court 

imposed the following as a condition of probation: 

Submit his person, place of residence and vehicle to search and 
seizure at any time of the day or night, with or without a search 
warrant, whenever requested to do so by the probation officer or any 
law enforcement officer. 

The probationer was found by a Border Patrol officer in possession of a weapon in 

violation of Federal law. Although the search was unlawful under normal Fourth 

Amendment standards, the State sought to justify it under this special probation 

condition. An identical probation condition had been upheld by California 

courts, but the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals held that t.he probation condition 

was unlawful: 

The condition imposed would literally permit searches, without pro
bable cause or even suspicion, of the probationer's person, vehicle or 
home at any time, day or night, by any pea.~e officer, which cguld not 
possibly serve the ends of probation. For example, an intimidating 
and harassing search to serve law enforcemei.1.t ends totally unrelated 
to either his prior conviction or his rehabilitation is authorized by 
the probationary condition. A probationer, l,i~e a parolee, has the 
right to enj oy a significant degree of privacy.". 

\ , 

A diminution of Fourth Amendment. pro~ection and p.\o~e.c~ion afforded by 
Article I, Sec. \ 9, Texas Const~tut~on, can be Just~f~ed only to the 
extent actually necessitated by the legitimat\~. demands of the 
probation process. A probationer may be entitle~ to a diminished 
expectation of privacy because of the necessities of', the correctional 
system, but his expectations may be diminished onlSr\ to the extent 
necessary for his reformation and rehabilitation. ' 

Further, it is clear that in accepting the condition of\probation the 
appellant I s "consent" was not in fact freely and volunta~ily g,iven. 
The choice to reject probation and go to prison or accep~ the proba
tionary condition was really nocchoice at all. It was in legal effect 
coerced. \ 

[534 S.W.2d 686, 692 (1976)] The court concluded that the probat±pn condition was 
,~, \ 

not "reasonable in light of the purposes of Article 42.12tr and ~leclared it in-
\ valid. \ 
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out in Articles 42.12 and 42.13 requiring the probationer tC) "permit the pro

bat.ion officer to visit him at his home or elsewhere". [Art. 42.12, §6(e); Art. 

42.13, §6(5)] Using the standard employed by the Court in Tamez, that probation 

condition shol).ld be held to be a valid one as being "necessitated by the 

legitimate demands of the probation process." It should be clear, however, that 

the power to visit the probationer in his or her home is not authorization to 

search the home for evidence of a probation violation nor is it authorization for 

the probation officer to conduct a search of the person of the probationer. What 
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the probation officer observes in plain view (and without searching) during the 

course of a home visit authorized under a probation condition may, however, be 

used as the basis for revoking probation. 

Similarly, a condition of probation requiring a probationer with a history 

of drug abuse to submit periodic urine samples for laboratory analysis to 

determine the presence of illicit sUbstances undoubtedly is a requirement that 

the probationer submit to a search by providing the urine samples. Using the 

standard of Tamez, however, it is probably a valid condition of probation as 

being "necessitated by the legitimate demands of the probation process" if there 

is evidence of a relationship between the probationer's drug abuse and his 

willingness and ability to conform to the other conditions of probation. 

\ 
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CHAPTER 6. 

PROBATION REVOCATION 

The legal authority for revocation of probatiqn in Texas appears in the Code 

of Criminal Procedure. For felony cases, Article 42.12, Section 8 (a) cO,ntrols 

8() Th re identical except the and for misdemeanors, Article 42.13, Section a. ey a 

felony statute contains a sentence added by the Legislature in 1979 dealing with 

amendment of the motion to revoke probation. In the qtlotai~ion that follows, that 

sentence is set out in brackets and appears only in the felony statute. 

At any time during the period of probation the cou~t may ~ssue a 
warrant for violation of any of the conditions of thep:obahon ~nd 
cause the defendant to be arrested. Any probation offJ.cer, polJ.ce 
officer or other officer with power of arrest may arrest such de
fendant without a warrant upon the order of the judge of such court ~o 
be noted on the docket of the court. A probationer so arrested may. e 
detained in the county jail or other appropriate place of detent~on 
until he can be taken before the court. Such officer shall forthwJ.th 
report such arrest and detention to such court. If the defendant has 
not been released 0n bail, on motion by the defendant th~ cou:t ~hall 
cause the defendant to be brought before it for a heanng wJ.thJ.n 20 
days of filing of said motion, and after a hearin~ without a jury, may 
either continue, modify, or revoke the probatwn. [The state may 
amend the motion to revoke probation any time .up t~ seven days,before 
the date of the revocation hearing, after whJ.ch tJ.me the motJ.on may 
not be amended except for good cause shown, and in n~ even~ may the 
state amend the motion after the commencement of takJ.ng eVJ.dence at 
the hearing.] The court may continue the hearing for g~od cause shown 
by either the defendant or the state. If probation J.S revoked, the 
court may proceed to dispose of the case a~ if there had .been no 
probation, or if it determines that the best J.nteres~s o~ socJ.ety and 
the probationer would be served by a shorter term of J.mprJ.sonment, re
duce the term of imprisonment originally assessed to any term of 
imprisonment not less than the minimum prescribed fO,f, the offense of 
which the probationer was convicted. 

This Chapter consists of three parts: 1) arrest and detention of the probationer; 

2) the motion to revoke probation; and 3) the revocation hearing. 

A. ARREST AND DETENTION OF THE PROBATIONER 

If a probationer is believed to have violated probation and is not already 

... custody, ;n the Code of Criminal Procedure authorizes initiating revocation 

proceedings in three different ways. First, the cou~t supervising the 

II' a warrant for the defendant to be arrested". [Art. 42.12, probationer may J.ssue 

§8(a); Art. 2.13, a) 4 §8( '] Second, the court may authorize arrest without a 
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warrant by making a docket entry ordering the probationer's arrest: "Any pro

bation officer,-~olice office or other officer with power of arrest may arrest 

such defendant w,ithout a warrant upon the order of the judge of such court to be 

noted on the docket of the court". [Art. 42.12, §8 (a); Art. 42.13, §8 (a)] 

Third, the court in its discretion may issue a summons instead of ordering the 

probationer's arrest: "A summons may be issued in any case where a warrant may be 

issued ... " [Art. 15.03(b)] If a summons is issued the probationer is not taken 

into custody but is ordered to appear at a specified time and place for a revoca

tion hearing; unlike a warrant, a summons may be served by "mailing it to the 

defendant I S last known address ". If the probationer fails to respond to the 

summons, then a ~,arrant must be issued. [Art. 15.03 (b)] 

It is important to note that nowhere does the law authorize the d\i:!tentiolJ. of 

a probationer on the basis of a probation violation hold. Detention is author

ized only if the court supervising the probationer has issued an arrest warrant 

or made the approp1.'iate docket entry. The la'il does not appeal' to require that a 

motion to revoke probation be filed before an arrest warrant may be issued or a 

docket entry ma.de. However, it is very likely a violation of the probationer's 

rights under fed~ral and state law to cause his or her arrest for probation 

violation without having first filed a document in court under oath setting out 

why it is belil:ved the probationer violated the terms of probation. 

A probationer who is detained for a violation of probation has a ri.ght under 

the Texas Con.stitution to reasonable bail pending the revocation hearing under 

some circumsti.iDCes. If the probationer is on deferred adjudicati,on probation for 

a mi.sdemeanol: or felony [Ex parte Laday, 594 S. W. 2d 102 (En Banc 1980)] or on 

conditional diischarge Imder: the Controlled Substances Act [McIntyre v. State, 587 

S.W.2d 413 (Panel 1979)]' he or she has an absolute right to bail because he ,or 

she has not yet been convicted of an offense. However, a probationer arrested 

for a violation of regular felony probation does not have a right to bail pending 

revocation hearing because he or she has already been convicted of the offense 

for which hi: or she is on probation. [Jones v. State" 460 S.W.2d 428 (1970)] It 

is emph~si2led, however, that the trial court has the power to set bail in its 

discretjon even when the person detained is on regUlar felony probation. [Ex 

Parte ,«~p-sworth, 532 S.W.2d 640 (1976)] 

Prior to the 1979 amendments in the misdemeanor probation statute, all 

misdemeanor probations were in form deferred adjudication probation. Inter

preting the pre-1979 statute the Court of Criminal Appeals has held that one on 

misdemeanor probatio,n who is detained for a violation is entitled to reasonable 

bail because he or she has not yet been convicted of che offense for which he or 

she is on Ilrobation. [Ex parte Smith, 493 S.W.2d 958 (1973)] The 1979 amendments 
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to Article 42.13 changed the misdemeanor probation statute to conform it in most 

respects to the felony statute and in the process deleted the section interpreted 

in Ex parte Smith. It is an open question, upon which there is as yet no case

law, as to whether those amendments eliminated the misdemeanor probationer's 

right to bail. 

The Texas Legislature amended tite felony probation statute in 1975 to pro

vide persons detained for felony probation violations with a right to have a 

revocation hearing within twenty days of amotion by the probationer for a speedy 

hearing. [Art. 42.12, §8(a)] In 1979, the same provision wis inserted into the 

misdemeanor probation statute. [Art. 42.13, §8(a)] The probationer in custody 

must activate the statutory right to a speedy hearing by filing a written motion. 

Absent su.ch a motion, the Court of Criminal Appeals has declined to set a maximum 

time limit within which a motion to revoke probation must be heard when the 

probationer is in jail. [N:ewcombv. State, 547 S.W.2d 37 (1977)] The twen,ty-day 

time period stated in the statute begins from the date the probationer makes a 

motion for a speedy hearing, not from the date of arrest. [Hernandez v. State, 

556 S.W.2.d 337 (1977)), The probationer cannot properly make a motion for a 

speedy hearing, however, until a motion to revoke probation has been filed. 

[Williams v. State, 590 S.W.2d 709 (Panel 1979)] If the probationer makes no 

motion for a speedy hearing under the statute, the right is waived. [Champion v. 

State.1 590 S. W. 2d 495 (Panel 1979)] Nor is the twenty-day limit absolute, 

despite the general rule that the twenty-day limit is mandatory when the 

probationer held in custody moves for a speedy hearing and fails to get one. 

(Carney v. State, 573 S~W.2d 24 (En Ban,c 1978); Ex parte Xrillo, 540 S.W.2d 728 

(1976)] In one case, the Court of Criminal Appeals found that the normally 

mandatory remedy of dismissal, when a hearing on a motion to revoke was not held 

within twenty days of the probationer's motion for a speedy hearing, should not 

be '.Iproyided when the hearing was held twenty-two days after' the motion. [Ex 

partJi Tijerina,' 571 S.W.2d 910 (Pane11978)] The exceptional circumstances of 

this case we~e the physical handicaps of the complaining witness, the 

probationer, and various other witnesses, which requiredt~~ presence of six 

interpreters. Since a hearing without an interpreter for the deaf and mute 

probationer would have vioiated his constitutional rights to a fair trial, the 

Court of Criminal Appeals declined to require dismissal of the motion to revoke 

because of the extra two days of delay in the revocation proceeding required to 

obtain ·the necessary interpreters .. 

. The trial judge may also grant a continuance in the revocation hearing 

for good cause shown. If the prob;::o.tioner makes no motion for a speedy reSUmp

tion of the hearing, this right is waived. [Ex Parte Feldman, 593 S.W.2d 720 
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(En Banc 1?[~0)] A hearing which has been triggered by the probationer's motion 

for a speedy hearing may also be continued for good cause shown. [Hernandez v. 

State 556 S.W.2d 337 (1977)] 

The Court of Criminal Appeals has held that the Speedy Trial Act [Art. 

32A.02] does not apply to proceedings for revocation of probation. [Champion v. 

State 590 S~W.2d 495 (Panel 1979); Gill v. State, 593 S.W.2d 697 (Panel 1980)] 

A probationer faced with a revocation proceeding also has constitutional 

rights to a speedy hearing on the motion to revoke under the United States and 

Texas Constitutions. These rights must be asserted no later than the revocation 

hearing to avoid being lost. [Newcomb v. State, 547 S.W.2d 37 (1977); Ross v. 

State, 523 S.W.2d 402 (1975); McClure v. State, 496 S.W.2d 588 (1973)] The 

standards for establishing a violation of the constitutional right to a speedy 

hearing are based on t/.1e length of the delay, the reasons for the delay, the 

accused's assertion of the right, and the pre.judice resulting to the probationer 

from the delay. [Hernandez v. State, 556 S. W. 2d 337 (1977)] There is no 

specific time l,imit for the constitutional right to a speedy hearing. [Perkins 

v. ~tate, 504 S.W.2d 458 (1974)] 

In Hernandez, a delay of forty-two days after the commencement of a revo

cation hearing, to permit the State to research authorities on the admission of 

certain evidence, was not sufficient to require a finding of a violation of the 

probationer's constitutional right to a speedy hearing even though the State 

produced a new witness when the hearing resumed. There was no showing that the 

new witness was a reason for the delay, and the probationer's claims of prejudice 

and harm were not supported in the record. 

For a violation of the probationer's statutory right to a speedy hearing, 

which has been properly asserted by a motion, dismissal of the motion to revoke 

is mandatory [Carney v. State, 573 S.W.2d24 (En Banc 1978)] Merely ordering the 

release of the defendant on personal bond is not an adequate remedy. [Ex parte 

Trillo~ 540 S.W.2d 728 (1976)] However, a dismissal of a motion to re~oke for 

failure to hold a hearing within twenty days does not prevent the State from 

filing subsequent motions to revoke alleging the same grounds for revocation as 

the diRmissed motion. 

B. MOTION TO REVOKE PROBATION 

The probation officer normally initiates the process of probation revocation 

by filing a report of a violation of probation conditions, either ~ith the court 

that sentenced the probationer '0>:" with the office of the County or District 

Attorney. The Attorney's office then produces a motion to revoke probation and 
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files it with the court that granted probation. A wa:;:rant is then issued for the 

arrest of the probationer if one has not already been issued. 

(1) Timing of the Motion to Revoke Probation. 

For a motion to revoke probation to legally confer jurisdiction over the 

revocation proceeding, the motion must be filed and an arrest warrant or capias 

issued before the expiration of the term of probation. Thns, the report of the 

probation violation must be mad~ in time for the county or district attorney to 

file the motion for revocation and have an arrest warrant issued. Both the 

filing of the motion and the issuance of the arrest warrant are required" before 

the end of the probationary term. [Zillender v. State, 557 S.W.2d 515 (1977)] 

Unless both the motion has been filed and the arrest warrant issued before the 

end of the probation term, the court has no jurisdiction over the motion and 

cannot effectively revoke probation. 

The length of a term of probation may be measured in days, months, or years; 

the probation officer should note that 180 days is not, the, same time pe~iod as 
,. 

six months, and this small difference can invalidate a revocation procee'ding. 

The probation officer should be aware of the precise date of termination of 

probation, and make sure to file reports of violations soon enough to permit the 

motion to be filed and the arrest warrant or summons to, be issued before the term 

expires. Violation reports which are filed near the end of the probation term 

should also include all the violations known to the officer at that time, since 
" \ 

n,ew violations cannot be added to the motion to revoke after the term of pro-

bation has concluded. The rules to determine when the probation te:r;-m begins and 

ends are discussed in Chapter 5. 

Al thougi"\ tR-e a:r:rest warrant must be issued befoe the conclusion of the 

probation teriil, the actual arrest need not take place before the term expires and 

while due diligence on the part of the State to arrest the probationer is required, 

if the delay between the issuance of the warrant and the arrest is attributable 

to the acts of the probationer, then a longer delay will. be permitted. [Strickhnd 

v. State, 523 S.W.2d 250 (1975)] As long as the revocation hearing is held 

"shortly" after the arrest, there is usually no difficulty with an arrest ef

fected after the term of probation has expired . Even a delay for as long as two 

years before actual arrest may be permissible, if the State was diligent and the 

probationer contributed to the delay. [Standley v. State, 517 S.W.2d 538 (1975)] 

The jurisdiction of the court over the revocation hearing is limited when 

the hearing occurs after the term of probation has expired. Motions or amended 

motions filed pefore the end of the term of probation are properly before the 

court, but the court has no jurisdiciton over violations which are alleged in an 

amendment of the motion to revoke filed after the probation term has expired. 
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[Standley v. State, supra] Thus, any charges of violations added to a motion 

after the term expired will not confer jurisdiction on the court to revoke 

probation on those charges. 

Similarly, if the original term of probation set by the trial court was not 

authorized, for eX,3mple, if the judge imposed two years of probation when the 

maximum prison sentence was only one year, a motion alleging a violation during 

the illegal term will not confer jPTisdiction on the court. [Pedraza v. State, 

562 S.W.2d 259 (Panel 1978)] In such a situation, only violations within the 

first year of probation could be the subject of a revocation hearing, and an 

order revoking probation for a violation which occurred after the first year is 

void. 

(2) Amending the Motion to Revoke and Multiple Motions. 

There are t~vo types of amendments to motions to revoke probation: those 

filed before the hearing begins and those filed during the hearing. Prior to 1979 

th2re were virtually no restrictions on the state I s filing of amend'ed motions to 

revoke before the hearing began. The only requirement was that if the amended 

motion to revoke alleged new grounds for revocation, rather than an amplification 

of previously-alleged grounds, then the amended motion had to be filed before the 

term of probation expired in order to confer jurisdiction on the trial court. 

[Cox v. State, 445 S.W.2d 200 (1969)] 

Furthermore, trial amendments to the motion were permissible. Thus, if the 

state filed a motion to revoke probation and the proof at the revocation hearing 

showed a different violation than alleged in the motion, the state, with the 

permission of the trial court, was allowed to amend the motion at the hearing to 

conform it to the proof presented. [Stessney v. State, 593 S. W. 2d 699 (Panel 

1980)] If the probationer. claimed surprise at the turn of events at the hearing, 

the trial court was required to grant a reasonable continuance of the hearing. 

The Court of Criminal Appeals explained this procedure in Fr?nks v. State: 

It would have been proper, upon the proof showing an offense other 
'than tha t alleged, for the trial court to permit amendment of the 
motion to revoke to conform with the proof. Upon objection or request 
by the defense at such time, the hearing should be recessed to allow 
time needed for preparation or investigation to meet the new pleadings. 
Thereafter the hearing would continue on the amended motion, and if 
the CDurt then finds such offense to have been committed, probation 
could be revoked. [516 S.W.2d 185, 188 n. 3 (1974)] 

In 1979, the Legislature amended the felony probation statute to regulate 

the matter of amendments in motions to revoke probation. It provided: 

The state may amend the motion to revoke probation at any time up to 
seven days before the date of th~revocation hearing, after which time 
the motion may not be amended except for good cause shown, and in no 
event may the state amend the motion after the commencement of taking 
evidence at the hearing. 
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[Art. 4.2.12, §8(a)] Because there is no comparable amendment in the misdemeanor 

probation statute, presumably the more permissive rules regarding amendments 

still apply to revocation of misdemeanor probation. 

Since a hearing to revoke probation is not a criminal proceeding in the true 

sense, the Double Jeopardy Clauses of the United States and Texas Constitutions 

do not prohibit the State from attempting to revoke probation for the same 

violation more than once. [Davenport v. State, 574 S.W.2d 73 (En Bane 1978)] 

However, a motion for revocation which has been denied must be refiled before the 

end of the probationary term for the court to have jurisdiction over it, despite 

a previous timely filing of the first motion containing the same alleged 

violation. The State is not bound by factual determinations of issues made in 

the previous revocation hearing on the identical violation charged. [Davenport, 

supra] There is, therefore, no theoretical limit on the number of times the 

State may attempt to revoke a probation for the same alleged probation violation; 

however, there may be some limits if repeated attempts to revoke probation for 

the same alleged violation constitute harassment of the probationer, especially 

where previous hearings have resulted in a ruling of insufficient evidence to 

prove the violation occurred. [See Davenport, supra (Judge Phillips dissenting)] 

(3) Legal Sufficiency of the Motion. 

The following section on "minimum requirements' discusses those defects in 

motions to revoke probation that the law deems serious enough to deprive the 

trial court of jurisdiction over the revocation proceedings. A revocation of 

probation based on such a motion is void and can be challen~eq):~y the probationer 

at any time. But there are a number of other requirements that a motion to 

revoke probation must meet. These requirements deal mainly with sufficent 

particularity in the motion to give the p'robationer adequate notice of what he or 

she is charged wi th having done. Unlike minimum requirements, failure to meet 

these requirements does not affect revocation proceedings upon appeal unless the 

probationer called the 'attention of the trial court to the defects in a proper 
" 

and timely fashion. The procedural vehicle by which th:i.s is accomplished "is by a 

motion to quash the motion to revoke probation. Unfortunately, deciding whether 

a defect in a motion to revoke'
o 
is a failure to ~;eet minimu,m requirements or 

merely a failure to meet additional notice requirements is often a difficult and 

uncertain venture. 

a. Minimum Requirements 

The conditions of probation allegedly violated must be valid conditions 

of probation. Thus, where a motion to revoke was based on finding that the 
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probationer had failed to report to the probation officer and had failed to pay 

fees of probation, yet the record did not disclose that these were conditions O.f 

probation, the revocation was invalid. [Brown v. State, 508 S.W.2d 366 (1974)] 

Conditions of probation that are invalid cannot be a proper basis of revocation. 

A violation of a condition to submit person, vehicle, or residence to a search by 

a peace officer at any time is an overly broad condition. It infringed upon the 

probationer's constitutional protection against unreasonable searches and 

seizures, and thus could not support a valid order to revoke probation. [Tamez v. 

State, 534 S.W.2d 686 (1976)] However, a condition of probation which ordered 

the probationer, an illegal alien, to refrain from again illegally enteriug the 

United States, was valid, where the defendant had been formally deported and was 

again found in the United State. [Hernandez v. State, 556 S. W. 2d 337 (1977)] 

Here, the violation could have been alleged either as a violation of the 

condition to "commit no offense" or as a violation of the special condition not 

to enter the United States illegally. 

Valid conditions of probation must be included in the original conditions of 

the probation or a modification of these original terms. Thus, if the probation 

conditions require monthly reports and the probation officer requires a 

probationer to report on a weekly basis, a revocation based on a failure to 

report weekly is not valid, unless', the probation conditions have been modified by 

the court to require weekly reports. [Whitehead v. State, 556 S.W.2d 802 (1977)] 

A motion to revoke alleging that the probationer violated the condition that, 

probationer abstain from injurious or vicious habits by using a narcotic, will 

support a, finding of a violation where the trial court conditioned probation on 

complete avoidance of narcotics. [Chacon v. State, 558 S.W.2d 874 (1977)] While 

the evidence was insufficient to support a finding of a "habit," the condi,tion 

had been supplemented to include prohibitions of any drug use, and that was a 

valid condition of probation. 

Conditions of probation which delegate authority from a court to a probation 

officer or to another person will not support a revocation order, since only a 

court may determine conditions of probation. Thus, where the probation 

conditions required a probationer to make res,titution "as and when directed by 

the probation officer," a violation of the probation officer's directions was 

held not to be a valid basis for revocation. [Cox v. State, 445 S.W.2d 200 

(1969)] Conditions must be set forth clearly in the order granting probation so 

that it is clear to the probationer, the probation department and the courts just 

what the terms of probatio~g are. A motion alleging a violation of the condition 
"t' 

to report to ,the probatio/it officer as directed, even when the defendant. did not 

raise the insufficiency of this allegation in the motion to revoke, could not 
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support revocation where there was no indication of when the probationer was 

ordered to report, or that he knew of this reporting condition. [Campbell v. 

State, 420 S.W.2d 715 (1967)] In the same case, a condition to report a change of 

address w:i-thin 24 hours was also insufficient to support revocation, where the 

condition did not state to whom the probationer was to report a change of 

address. Alleging a failure to report on "the required day each month of each 

year during the period of probation", was a sufficient statement of a violati~n( 

of the reporting condition, where the order granting probation indicated monthly 

reports were required. [Perkins v. State, 504 S.W.2d 458 (1974)] In Perkins, the 

order granting probation ordered a report to a named sheriff" However, the 

record showed that the defendant had submitted reports to the named sheriff's 

successor in office, and the defendant did not claim to have been misled by the 

requirement of reporting to a particular named sheriff. The Court concluded that 

the duty to report included the named sheriff's successor in office, and the 

revocation was valid. However, where an order requires reports to a parti3ular 

named probation officer and it is not shown to have been modified by the court to 

reqUire reports to a different named probation officer, the order to revoke based 

on the failure to report to the second named officer was invalid. 

&cate, 572 S.W.2d 719 (Panel 1978)] 

[Brewer v. 

A motion to revoke must be based on the probation terms as modified; thus, 

where a probationer has been given permission to move to Prescott, Arizona, and 

to maintain a residence there, revocation on' the basis of being in Las Vegas, 

Nevada in violation of the condition to remain in Ector County, Texas was 

invalid. [Grommes v. State, 589 S.W.2d 461 (Panel 1979)] 

Unlike conditions which purport to delegate to the prbbation officer the 

authority to set ·time of reporting or amounts of restitution, conditions 

requiring compliance with the rules and regulations of specific treatment pro

grams do not constitute improper delegation of authority. [Salmons v. State, 571 

S.W.2d 29 (Panel 1978); Jones v. State, 571 S.W.2d 191 (Panel 1978)] Such 

conditions of probation are usually found in cases of drug abuse. A modification 

of a condition substituting one treatment prograiTI for" another was held a valid 

basis for revocation, where evidence from the probationer himself indicated his 

knowledge -that the modification has been made. [Taylor v. State, 592 S.W.2d 614 

(Panel 1980)] The Court of Criminal Appeals i~ Taylor added its disapproval of 

oral modification of probation conditions, where there' is no showing in the 

record of the modification and the furnishing of a copy of modified conditions to 

the probationer. However, since the evidence indicated that the defendant had a 

definite and precise awareness of the modified terms ,ther~.: was no basis to 

complain about the failure of the court clerk to provide him a written copy of 

the modified terms. 
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A motion to revoke should specifically allege how the probationer has 

v:i,.olated a condition of probation. A motion, alleging only "on or about October 

7, 1971 and October 8, 1971, the defendant violated paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) 

of his Conditions of Probation, lIis not sufficent to give fair notice of the acts 

or conduct upon which the State intended to rely at the revocation hearing. 

[Burkett v. State, 485 S.W.2d 578 (1972)] For most probation conditions, 

al1egatiQ~s of the particular conduct by which a probationer violated conditions, 

with the date and location of such conduct, will suffice to give the defendant 

notice of the charged violation. However, to allege a violation of the condition 

to "commit no offense against the laws of this State or of any other State or of 

the United States" is often more complex. 

First, the motion must sufficiently identify the offense which the pro

bationer is accused of committing while on probation. In general, this consists 

of alleging facts which include all of the essential elements of a penal offense. 

Thus, a motion which merely alleged that the probationer had possessed a pistol 

and traveled with it in interstate commerce was too general to inform the 

defendant of which federal gun law he was charged to have violated. [Tamez v. 

State, 534 S.W.2d 686 (1976)] However, allegations of an offense against the 

penal laws need neither be as specific, nor meet the formal requirements of, an 

indictment or an·information. [Davila v. State, 547 S.W.2d 606 (1977)] A motion 

to revoke for commission of a penal offense need not allege the county where the 

offense was committed, as an indictment must. Of course, the location must be 

described in order to put the defendant on notice as to the offense charged, but 

the county, necessary for venue purposes in an indictment, neec not be shown. 

A motion to revoke for committing theft need not necessarily contain 

allegations as to the ownership of property allegedly stolen by the defendant, or 

of specific descriptions of such property, unless the defendant objects to such 

omissions in a motion to quash the motion to revoke. [Tone v. State, 505 S. W. 2d 
i). 

300 (1973)] A motion alleging that the probationer is charged by complaint with 

willful injury to property, and containing descriptions of the property injured 

is not. sufficient ~here it did not include a direct statement that "commit no 

offense" was the condition that probationer violated. 

S.W.2d 808 (1974)] 

[Barrow v. State, 505 

A motion alleging a violation of the condition to "commit no offense'! should 

. always state the conduct which constitutes the offense itself, rather than an 

allegation that the probationer has been convicted for a particular offense. A 

condition of probation which required a probationer to "neither commit nor be 

convicted of any offense "against the laws of the State of Texas" was an invalid 

condition to the extent that it reqUired the probationer to not be convicted of 
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the terms of probation had taken effect. [Ex parte offenses committed before 

f C ' , 1 Appeals has repeatedly 542 S. W. 2d 184 (1976)] The Court 0 nm~na '" f Moffett, 1 t 0 

1 , n the allegation of a conviction to prove a v~o a ~on warned against re y~ng 0 W 2d 

probat;oner 'icommit no offense". [Long v. State, ,590, S." the condition that ... 

] ' The problems in proving an allegation of. a conv~ctlon ln a 138 (Panel 1979) h 

revocation proceeding are discussed under proof of alleged violation. T e 

important point in providing information for a 

allege facts constituting a penal offense, and 

motion to revoke probation is to 

to avoid alleging a conviction in 

the motion to revoke. to 

The failure of the clerk of t e trla h 'I court that granted probation 

with a written copy of the terms and conditions of 

of subsequently modified conditions) violates Article 

furnish the probationer 

probation (including a copy 

, 6 nd invalidates an order to revoke. 42 12 Section 6 or Article 42.13, Sectlon , a 

. , 517 S.W.2d 280 (1975)] The burden is on the State to sho,,, [Stevenson v. State, d 

the best practice is for the recor compliance with this statutory requirement; 

of the proceeding granting probation to reflect that the clerk delivered a 

to comply with this H er failure t the prcbationer. cwev, written ccpy 0, k b t' on 
' t b' . sed by the prcbationer at the hearing to revo e pro a 1 . requ~rement mus e ral 

Failure to do' so results in a waiver of the r'equirement, and the defendant may 

nct first raise this issue cn appeal O,f an crde~ revoking probaticn. [Bush v. 

4)] Al where evidence at the State, 506 S.W.2d 603 (197 so" 

t'he ' had a precise kncwledge indicates that probatloner 

revocation hearing 

cf the terms and 

S ' need not prove mcdification of conditions by a conditicns cf probation, the tate 

written order which was given to the prcbationer since the probaticner, was nct 

2 S.W.2d 614 (Panel 1980)] Simfiarly, Slnce the harmed. [Taylcr v. State, 59· 

of the statute is to, give the probation.er adequate notice cf the 
purpose f adequate explanaticn of the conditions to, conditions and to insure a record 0, an 

h h eVl' dence showst at t e h h prcbaticnerwas provided with a written him cr er, were h 

alleged as a basis for revocation well before t e f the ccnditions 
copy 0, , b t' on the basis cf these violation occurred, there is no errcr in revoklng pro a lon , 

' S t 516 S W 2d 280 (1975)] Thus, the wrltten copy conditicns. [Stevenson v. ta e, .. 

. th cutset of probaticn; a need not have been given to the prcbat~oner at every 

rovided sufficiently in advance cf the occurshcwing that the written ~opy was p 

'h on nctice of the ''rence of .the charged viclation of probation to put t e person 

ccnditicn allegedly viclated, is sufficient. 

b. Additional Nctice Requirements 

, discussed in this section ,are The defects in mctions to, revcke prcbatlcn 

thcse that relate only to, whether the 

notice of the viclation charged. If the 

6,8 

motion gives the probaticner adeguate 

probaticner faj,led to, call the lack of 
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adequate notice to, the trial court in 
a proper and timely fashion, the law 

engages in the assumpticn that the prcbationer was satisfied with the nctice 

prcvided by the motion and will nct permit him or her to, challenge the, adequacy 

cf that notice on appeal or in later proceeedings. The probaticner must call the 

defect to the attention of the trial ccurt by filing a mcticn to quash the moticn 
to revoke. 

Fcr a moticn to quash to be properly made, it shculd be written and filed 

with the Ccurt befcre the prcbationer's announcement of ready in the trial court. 

[Demp~:ey v. State, 496 S.W.2d 49 (1973)] In Dempsey an cral motion was made at 

the revocaticn hearing immediately after the probaticner pled "not true" to, the 

mction to, revoke. The mcticn to, revcke alleging ccmmission cf the offense of 

theft wculd not have been sufficient to, withstand a timely moticn to quash. 

However, because the motion to, quash was cral, was not made until after the 

prcbaticner had pled, and the defense attcrney did nct request a ccntinuance 

after the mction to quash was denied, there was no, errcr in failing to require 

the State to amend the mction to, revoke. In this particular instance, the 

allegaticn of the offense in the motion to revoke was nct so defiCient as to deny 

the probationer due process cf law by failing to, prcvide sUfficient notice to, 
enable the probationer to prepare a defense. 

The sufficiency of a moticn to' revcke in lace cf a timely moticn to quash 

largely depends on the adequacy cf the allegaticns to, notify the probationer cf 

the conduct that is claimed to constitute a violation cf prcbation. In Matte v. 
State, [572 S.W.2d 547 \ 

(Panel 1978)] the motion to revoke alleged that the 

prcbationer knowingly made a false written statement to, a licensed firearms 

dealer;\t
n 

acquiring a firearm, which statement was intended to and was likely to

deceive~the dealer with respect to facts material to the legality of the sale. 

Given t~ probationer's timely exception to the failure of the motion to, specify 

the natu\~ of the statement which was allegedly false, failure to grant the 

mcticn to, '~1:t~sh was a ~:\enial of the probationer's right to, due process of law. 

The range of possible false statements cn which the State might have been relying 

was so great that the motion to, revcke failed to give adequate notice to, permit 

the probationer to prepare a defense. Similarly, in Whitehead v. State, [556 

S.W.2d 802 (1977)J a motion to revoke alleged that the prcbaticner had Committed 

an offense against the laws cf Texas by taking two checks from his mcther' s 

checkbock, then writing and cashing cne for $45.00 and cne for $50.00. The 

. failure to, grant the probationer's timely mction to, quash was erroneous. The 

allegaticn cJ a penal offense was too vague to put the prcba~tioner cn nctice cf 

just what penal cffense--theft cr fcrgery--the State wculd try to, prcv~. In 

Garner v. State, [545 S.W.2d 178 (1977)J a general allegation in the mction to, 
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revoke that the probationer committed the offense of theft on or about a certain 

date was insufficient in face of a motion to quash. The motion to-revoke refer

red by number to an indictment in a district court other than the district court 

which was hearing the motion to revoke. Such a referance was insufficient for 

the motion to revoke to provide the probationer with adequate notice of the 

alleged offense. In Graham v. State, [502 S.W.2d 809 (1973)] a motion to revoke 

containing general allegations that the probationer failed to report to the 

probation officer as directed; failed to remain in a specifie? place; failed to 

suppo'rt his dependents; and failed to report change of address or employment 

immediately to the probation officer, without allegations of dates or specific 

conduct relied on, failed to give proper notice to the probationer. Failure of 

the hearing judge to grant the motion to quash was erroneous. In Leyva v. State, 

[552 S. W. 2d 158 (1977)] a motion to revoke alleged the commission of theft by 

appropriation, but omitted to state that the probationer appropriated the pro

perty with the intent t.o deprive the owner of the property, an element of the 

offense of theft. Failure to grant the probationer's motion to quash was not 

erroneous. The motion to revoke gave adequate notice of the offense alleged, and 

the adequacy of notice waG shown by the _Illotion to quash itself, which revealed 

that the probationer knew the offense charged was theft by appropriation. Thus, 

the probationer was not surprised or harmed by the omission in the motion to 

revoke. 

C. THE REVOCATION HEARING 

This section deals with the probation revocation hearing~itself. In Texas, 

probation revocation hearings are conducted by the court that placed the 

defendant on probation, rather than by an administrative agency. Although trial 

before the court on a new criminal charge is in some respects similar to a 

probation revocation hearing, the, analogy is not a very complete one. In truth, 

a probation revocation hearing in Texas is sui generis, that is, one of a kind 

in the law; there is nothing quite like iL 

It is important at the outset to note that the procedural requirements 
discussed in this chapter apply only to revocation of regular felony or mi~j;
demeanor probat:tQtl~When probation is in form deferred adjudication,_tihe 
statutes merely require that the trial court hold a "hearing" before proceedl.ng 
to judgement and sentence. The nature of the hearing and what, if anything, must 
be proved are not discussed in the statutes. Further, it is unlikely the Court 
of Criminal Appeals will ever be able to specify the procedural steps for 
revocation of deferred adjudication probation because the statutes spe'cifically 
provide that the trial court's decision to proceed to judgement is not 
appealable. [Art. 42.12, §3d(b)j Art. 42.13, §3d(b)j Shields v. State, 608 
S.W.2d 924 (Panel 1980)] 
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(1) Procedural Rights of Probationer in Revocation Proceedings. 

Persons ~harged with criminal offenses enjoy many procedural rights that are 

not possessed by probationers charged with probation violations. There is no 

right to a jury trial in probation revocation proceedings, even when the 

probationer is charged with commission of a new offense. [Rhodes v. State, 491 

S. W. 2d 895 (1973)] A probationer is not entitled to a preliminary hearing or 

examining trial to determine whether there is probable cause to proceed to a 

revocation hearing. [Whisenant v. State, 557 S.W.2d 102 (1977)] Proof of guilt 

in a criminal trial must be beyond a reasonable doubt, but, in probation revo

cation proceedings, it need not be greater than by a preponderance of the 

evidence, the standard used in civil cases. [Scamardo v. State, 517 S.W.2d 293 

(1973)] The testimony of an accomplice must be corroborated to support a 

criminal conviction, but there is no such requirement for revocation of 

probation. [Howery v. State, 5?'8 S.W.2d 230 (1975)] Double jeopardy protections 

do not apply in revocation proce~dings, since they are not criminal trials. 

[Davenport v. State, 574 S.W.2d 73 (En Bane 1978)] 

Probationers are not totally bereft of procedural rights. They have a 

Fourth Amendment right against unreasonable searches and seizures and in Texas, 

unlike many other states, the products of an unreasonable search and seizure are 

not admissible in a probation revocation hearing. [Tamez v. State, 534 S.W.2d 

686 (1976)] They also have a Fifth Amendment right not to be compelled to 

incriminate themselves. [Dowdy v. State, 534 S.W.2d 336 (1976)] Finally, they 

have a right to counsel and to the appointment of counsel if they cannot afford 

to employ one. [Ruedas v. State, 586 S.W.2d 520 (Panel 1979)] 

(2) Plea Bargaining and the Plea of True. 

At the beginning of the revocation hearing, the trial judge should read the 

motion to revoke to the probationer unless he or she waives reading. Then the 

probationer is called upon to plead t(l the motion. The probationer should plead 

"true" or "not true". A plea of not true requires the state to prove the 

allegations it has made, just as a plea of not gUilty does in a criminal trial. 

A plea of true, 'however, is not quite the equivalent of a plea of guilty or nolo 

contendere in a criminal trial. In a felony trial, one cannot be convicted 

solely on the basis ofa plea of guilty or nolo contendere. 

introduced that substantiates commission of the offense charged. 

Evidence must be 

[Art. 1. 15'] In 

'. 1 f t U 1'S sufficient in and of itself to revocation proceedings, however", a pea 0 r e 

support an order revoking probation. [Cole. v. State, 578 S.W.2d 127 (Panel 

1979)] Formerly, t1~ Court of Criminal App~als hal:} held in Roberson v. State, 

[549 . S.W.2d 749 (1977)J that the trial judge erred in failing to withdraw the 
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probationer's plea of true when the probationer took the stand at the revocation 

hearing and raised defensive issues (denying intent to co~nit theft when motion 

alleged burglary of habitation with intent to commit theft). The Cole case 

overruled Roberson, and held that there was no error in failing to withdraw a 

plea of true. Thus, a plea of true will foreclose any att.ack on the sufficiency 

of therevidence, despite attempts by the probationer to raise defen~ive issues in 
\, 

the revocation hearing. 
(i 

Usually, however, a careful trial judge will require both a plea of true and 

a judicial confession before ordering revocation. [Benoit v. State, 561 S. W. 2d 

819 (1977)J It is a better practice for the trial judge to hear evidence despit~ 
" a plea of true, especially when the plea of true is only to one of several 

charged Violations. This will avoid a situation in which a probationer pleads 

true to a defective allegation of a violation, which is invalidated upon appeal, 

and the State must hold another revocation hearing in order to prove other 

violations which could have been proved at the original hearing and which would 

have been a basis for upholding the order to revoke. 

It is quite common fdr the defense attorney and prosecutor to plea bargain 

in probation revocation proceedings just as they de when new criminal charges are 

filed. If new charges have been filed as well as a motion to revoke, they may 

agree that if the probatione'r pleads true to the motion to 'revoke , the prosecutor 

will obtain dismissal of the new charges or that concurrent sentences on the new 

charge and the probation revocation will be recommended to the trial court. If 

~robation is revoked, the trial court has discretion to reduce the sentence 

assessed to any sentence that could have been imposed originally. [Art. 42.12, 

§8 (a); Art. 42.13, §8 (a)] Thus, it is quite 'common for the prosecutor and ·the 

defense attorney to plea bargain for a specif.ic sentence to be imposed if the 

probationer enters a plea of true. 

Whatever form plea bargaining may take land whether or not the trial court 

chooses to participate in the bargaining process, it is important that the 

probation officer and the probation department maintain a stance of absolute 

neutrality. Probation should not enter the plea negotiations in any way. To do 

so would inevitably appear to favor one side of the case or the otlier. The 

entire credibility of the probation depa~tment depends upon its not being an arm 

either of the prosecutor or the defen,se, and entering into plea bargaining 
\ 

endangers that credibility. However, this is not to say that the probation 

department, should not properly communi~ate to either side information about the 

probationer and resources that may be r.\vailable in dealing with the problems that 

gave rise to the revocation motion. 

(3) Proving Violations of Probation 
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This section discusses the numerous problems that arise in proving a 

violation of probation conditions at a revocation hearing. After a brief dis

discussion of the Texas rule excluding from the revocation hearing the products 

of Fourth or Fifth Amendment violations and of the necessity of identifying the 

person before the court as the one placed on probation, this section discusses 

proof pro'blems for each of the probation violation that are typically alleged. 

a. Excluding Illegally Seized Evidence 

In a probation revocation hearing in Texas, the probationer is protected by 

the t::onstitutional guarantees against illegal searches and seizures and improper

ly obtained confessions. 

The remedy for violations of a probationer I s rights under the Fourth and 

Fifth amendments (illegal searches and cc:~pelled confessions) is the exclusion of 

evidence, illegally obtained, at the revocation hearing. However, a probationer 

may waive these rights by failing at a revocation hearing to object to the ad

mission of evidence. Thus, where evidence from the probationer's burglary trial 

was admitted in the probation revocation hearing without objection, the order to 

revoke was valid, even though the burglary conviction was subsequently reversed 

on appeal, due to the admission of illegally seized evidence. [Scott v. 

State, 543 S.W.2d 128 (1976)] 

Evidence seized in a search of a vehicle at a stationary checkpoint, 25 to 

30 miles from the Mexican border, was not validly seized as a search at a border 

or its functional equivalent. Therefore, the evidence could not be introduced in 

a revocaticm hearing. [Tamez v. State, 534 S.W.2d686 (1976)] If evidence is 

seizeq, as incident to an arrest, then the arrest itself must be shown to be based 

on probable cause. If a valid basis for an arrest is not reflected in the record 

Of the revocation hearing, the Court of Criminal Appeals will conclude that the 

arrest, ?nd the seizure of evidence should have been excluded. [Dowdy v. State, 

534 S.W.2d 336 (1976)] When one is subjected to a limited stop by a police 

officer, for the purpo~es of investigation, a patdown frisk is permissible for 

the safety of the officer. However, a bulge in a suspect's pocket, when there is 

no evidenc:e that the officer thought such a bulge might have been a weapon, does 

not give the officer leave to fUrther investigate the contents of a per~on IS 

pocket. [Davis v. State, 576 S.W.2d 378 (Panel 1978)] In this case, the 

marijuana seized from the probationer was inadmissible in a revocation hearing, 

since no justification was presented for the search and seizure by the officer's 

testimony. 

Furthermore, a probationer may waive the righL against illegal searches and 

seizures by voluntarily consenting to a search. [Rice v. State, 548 S.W.2d 725 

(1977)] A finding that the probationer has \Toluntarily consented to a search 
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will render the evidence admissible at the revocation hearing. In Rice, the 

desire by the probationer to protect his female companion froiil arrest and 

criminal sanctions did not render his consent to a search of his vehicle in

voluntary. The trial judge at the revocation hearing is the sole trier of fact 

and judge (if the credibility of the witnesses and weight of the evidence. 

[McClure 1. State, 496 S.W.2d 588 (1973)] It is also presumed that the trial 

judge will have disregarded inadmissible testimony. This would appear to put the 

burden on the probationer to show that the order to revoke is based on inadmis-

sible evidence'. [Hernandez v. State, 556 S.W.2d 337 (1977)] 
',I 
I 

The trial judge also determines the fact of the voluntary nature of a con

fession or admission by the probationer. [l'{ewcomb v. State, 547 S.W.2d 37 

(1977)] In Dowdy, supra, the defendant's probation officer and a police officer 
:, 

went to the probationer's house and asked him to come to the police station to 

talk to a detective. He was arrested sho~t1y after his arrival at the police 

station. There was no interrogation before the arrest; ther~ was no prolonged 

interrogation after the arrest nor before the first confession. Therefore, the 

trial court found the confessions voluntary. As long as there is a basis for the 

trial court's finding of fact as to the voluntary nature of a confession or 

consent to a search, the Court of Criminal Appeals will not disturb such a 

finding by the hearing judge. 

b. Identification of the Probationer 

The identification of the probationer at a revocation hearing as the same 

person wh? was placed on probation for a particular offense is a prerequisite for 
.-::- ::. 

a valid order to revoke probation. [McC1urle V';) State, 496 S.W.2d 588 (1973)] 

This requirement is usually easily met, and may even pe met by ~n object~on by 

the prebationer's attorney (to the identificati~n by the probation officer) 

stating, lilt is rather obvious that Mr. Gill is the man seated',to my right". 
o 

[Gill v. State, 556 S.W.2d 354 (1977)] The probation officer or probation 

department, rep res e!].t"ative who was present in court when the propationer was 
: ~~ 

placed on probation often provides the identification testimony that the person 

before the court at the revocation proceeding i~) indeed the same person who was 

placed on a particular term of probation for a particular offense. 
':.' 

c: Specific Proof Problems 

In addition to the necessi,ty of showing that a probatipner has been placed 
\;., 

pn a valid condition of probation, the evidence at the revocation he?ring must 

~,how that the probationer engaged in conduct ,that constituted a viqlation of /jJ 
.' 

valid condition. The standC}rd of proof at,' a piZobation revocation ,'hearing, unlike 
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a criminal trial , is py a preponderance of the evidence. The State need only 

show that it is more likely than not that the probationer engaged in conduct 

which violated probation conditions. 

1. No Drinking of Intoxicants 

When it was made a condition of the probation that the probationer should 

not drink intoxicating liquors, it was unnecessary for the State to prove the 

allegation in the motion to revoke that the defendant drank liquor in Randail 

County, 'Texas. Since the condition of probation was to not Jrink intoxicating 

liquor, the allegation in the motion that the conduct occurred in Randall County 

was surplusage, and the State had only to prove that the probationer drank liquor 

on the date alleged in the motion to revoke. (Acton v. State, 530 s. W. 2d 568 

(1975)] 

2. Changing Place of Residence 

When a motion to revoke probation alleged that the probationer had changed 

his, re,sidence without complying with the condition of probation that he report 

such a change, testimony which indicated that he had indeed changed his residence 

was required for revocation. Furthermore, since the condition to report a change 

of add~ess did not specify to whom the probatione,r>tqas to report such a change, 

the evidence was insufficient to show a violation of the condit,ion. [Campbell v. 

State, 420 S.W.2d 715 (1967)k:,; Even an admission by the probationer at the 

revocation hearing that he had changed his residence waa~nsufficient to support 
\; 

a finding that he had changed his residence without reporting it to his probation 

officer. Since, the term "residence" is a legal' term, which depends on such facts 

as the length of stay and thei:Jrobatiouer' s intent, the admission by the 

probationer was a legi:ll conclusion by a lay person and he was not bound by it. 

[Whitehead v. State".~?56 S.W.2d 802 (1977)] Since the evidence showed only a 
" two-week stay with the probationer's cousin and there was no evidence of his ., 

intent to change his residence or other conduct -- such as moving of his 

possessions -- fr.om which such an intent might be inferred, the evidence was 

insufficient t,t.l show a ch,~nge of residence. 

Since "residence" is a legal 'term, the probation officer who testifies to a 
I; 

change of residence by a ,':pronationer' should be careful to 'stat~. specific facts 
"'\-

from whi'ch the hea'ring judge _ may conclude that· a change of residence has 
, . U 

occurred. When the condition of proba-tion allegedly viol~ted was " ... not change 

his place -of residence with~(}lt;[) the prior approval of the Victoria County 

Probation Office, II and the motion to revoke alleged that the "probationer has 

moved to Ca.l:i.fornia without the prior app.roya1 of the Victoria:" County Probation 

Office," the State was requir~dft9 prove that the probationer had moved to 
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California. [Herrington v. State, 534 S.W.2d 331 (1976)] However, the probation 

officer only made a conclusory assertion in his testimony that the probationer 

had moved. He stated no facts on which this conclusion was based; therefore, 

there was no evidence introduced to indicate that the person had indeed moved or 

changed his residence. Probation officers must be careful' in testifying at 

revocation hearings; merely stating that a condition has been violated 

constitutes no evidence at all of a violation. The testimony must include facts 

which show conduct which is a violation of a condition of probation. 

3. Leaving Cotinty Without Permission 

Similar problems have arisen where a violation of the condition to obtain 

permission before leaving the county df probation is alleged in the motion to 

revoke probation. In Aguilar v. State [542 S.W.2d 871 (1976)] two separate 

violatiol1s in connection with departure from the county were alleged: the 

failure to return to El Paso from Los Angeles; California on the date set by the 

proL'ation officer, arid the failure to obtain the court's permission to leave El 

Paso County. The probat~on officer's testimony \Jbowed that the officer issued a 

travel permit to the probationer to travel to Los Angeles from August 29th to 
'.j 

September 7th. The policy of the El,Paso Probation Department was shown to grant 

. ' perrnission for a probationer to be absent from the county for 30 days or less at 

the discretion of the individual probation officers. Even though the order 

granting probation had specified that the court's permission to lea;~ the county 

was required ~ revocation" was held to be an abu;;;e of discretion when the 

probationer had a travel permit ~rom the probation officer and the order granting 

probation had instructed her ,to obey the orders of the probation off~cer. 

4. Paying Cost, Compensation, Fees and Restitution 

It is commonly, made a condition of probation that the probationer pay court 
(l 

'J' ~, 

costs, probation sui>ervisio~fees, compensation to tne county for fees paid to 

appointed counsel and res,:titution. to the victim of the offense. Prior to .1977, 

in order ato revolte. fo,rofqi:l.ure t.o pay any of these ob;Ligations, the State w.as 

required to prove that. tr.:~ probationer had the. abili'~y to pay v and. intentionally 
G - 'i c!,-

failed to do so. [Valdez v. 'State", 508 S. W. 2<1 842 (1973)] This frequently 

provecf t9 be. a dif:ficult ,burden for ttre State to ,bear. _ In 1977, the Legislature' 

amended the felony p:r;opat.±on statute to provide tha.:t when the only violations 

alleged are failure to pay "the inability pi the probati.,oner to pay "as or<;lered by 

the court is ,an affirmative defense to revocation, whic;hthe probationer m\lst 
C? ,E. ; \. ,'" _ I • r~ ,.. 

pl:"oveby a preponderance of the evidence". [Art;.. 42 .1~,· §8 (c) ] As a result
L 

of 

that amendment, aClviolation of these ty'pes of conditipn\'J is now proved if there' 

is testimony that the l?rob~tioner fail~d to J(ay~jas re~uired by a probat+.on ?~ 
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condition. [,Jones v. State, 589 S.W.2d 419 (Panel 1979)] The burden then, is 

upon the probationer to present proof that he or she had the inability to make 

the required payments. [Champion v. State, 590 S.W.2d 495 (Panel 1979)] If 

evidence of inability to pay is introduced, the trial court must determine 

whethe.r inablility to pay has been shown by the probationer. In 1979, the 

misdemeanor probation statute was amended to contain the same provisions. [Art. 

42.13, §8(c)] Under these statutes, when violations of failure to pay are 

alleged in a motion to reyoke with other allegations ~ such as fai.lure to report 

or commission of an offense, the burden of proving inability to pay remains upon 

the State, that is, the statutes shift the burden to the probationer only in pure 

failure to pay proceedings. 

5. Report to Probation Officer 
~ 

Admissions by the probationer are sufficient to prove a violation of this 

condition. Thus, when the probationer admitted at the revocation hearing that he 

knew of his obligation to report 

that he had failed to do so for a 

have provided transportation to 

to his p):'obation officer on a monthly basis, 
i~' 

period of four months, and that a friend could 

the probation office, this was sufficient 

evidence to support the trial court's finding that probationer failed to report. 

[Valdez v. State, 508 S.W.2d 842 (1973)] 

However, the condition to report to a probation officer is often a trouble

some violation. to prove," due to problems with indefinite, modified or delegated 
c 

reporting requirements. When the order setting forth the conditions of probation 

read, "Report as directed by the probation officer, at least once a month", there 

were difficulties attempting to revoke for failure to report more frequently than 

once a month. Even ,though the 1lI0tion to revoke alleged that the probationer had 

been instructed by the probation officer to report weekly while he was unemployed 

and the officer so testified, the probation officer did not have the authority to 

or~er reporting more frequently than once a month. [Herrington v. State, 534 S.W. 
',; 

2d 331 (1976)] Since the state did not allege a failure to report mo:p-thly, but a 

failure to comply with the weekly requirement of the probation officer, and there 

was no evidence at" the hearing of failure to ~·epor.t monthly, revocation was 
,:. 

improper. In Herrington, the te~timony at the revocation hearing showed that the 

order granting probation was on January 15th and that the probationer had 

reported on February 17th. The only other evidence of a failure to meet the 

IY,pnthl)~) repo17ting requirement was the conclusory testimony of the probation 

officer that the probationer "had. failed to report ~s directed by the pro-

,~pation officer,~. at least once a month". The Court of CriI!-linal Appeals found 
( " ' 

that wi thoui other facts in the hearing re.tord this testimony was too vague and 
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ambiguous to show that the probationer had violated the court's condition to 

report once a month. 

When the condition of probation was for the probationer to report either in 

person or by letter to the county sheriff, and there was no evidence to indicate 

that this condition had been modified by the court to transfer supervision to the 

adult probation department, it was improper to revoke probation for failing to 

report to the probation officer. [Ivy v. State, 545 S.W.2d 827 (1977)] In Ivy, 

there were a number of problems with the testimony at the revocation hearing. 

The chief jailer, the county sheriff's chief deputy and the county probatioI). 

officer testified at the probation revocation hearing. However, the testimony of 

the deputy that the probationer had never paid any fees ;', or reported to the 

sheriff's department, was held by the Court of Criminal Appeals not to prove 

whether the probationer had failed to report to the sheriff in person or by 

letter as required. This was because: 1) the reporting requirement was stated in 

the alternative, and 2) testimony that probationer had not reported in person did 

not prove that he had not reported by letter. In addition, neither the jailer 

nor the deputy sheriff had personal knowledge of the sheriff's probation 

activities, nor was the deputy qualified to testify' as a custodian of the 

probation records of the accused. The testimony by the probation officer that 

the pi'obationer did not report to the probation department was not relevant since 

the condition was to report to the sheriff ~ and the probation officer did not 

have personal knowledge that the probationer had failed to report(t9~the sheriff. 
---...<~ 

Thus, there \>las no evidence in the hearing record that the probatione~had failed 

to report as directed. 

When the order granting probation ordering the probationer to repo,rt on 

September 10th and weekly thereafter was shown at the hearing to have been 

modified to require reporting to a particular named probation officer, it was 

improper for the court to revoke probation on showing tllat the probationer had 

failed to report to a different probation Qfficer other than the one named in the 

modified order to report. [Brewer v. State) 572 S.W.2d 719 (Panel 1978)] When 

the particular' person to whom the probationer must report has been specifically 

named in the order of probation, there must be evidence sitowing that the court 

has later directed the person to report to a different officer. 

6. Avoid Disreputable Persons 

In order to revoke probation for violation of this condition, the proof must 

show that the probationer knew that the person with whom he or she was found 

associating was disreputable. [Gill v. State, 556, S.W.2d 354 (1977)] For 

example, evidence that the probationer was arrested in the company of an escaped 

felon and had previously been warned by the sheriff that the particular person 
(i 
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had escaped was held to be sufficient proof of violation of this condition. 

[Gill v. State, 593 S.W.2d 697 (Panel 1980)] 

7. Avoid Injurious Habits 

In order to prove a violation of the condition to avoid injurious or vicious 

habits, evidence showing an injurious act, such as narcotic use, on only a single 

occasion is not sufficient to show a violation. [Chacon v. State, 558 S.W.2d 874 

(1977)] This is because a single instance of some improper action does not show 

a "habit". However, in Chacon the probationer had been placed on probation by 

the trial judge. A trial judge may impose reasonable conditions of probation in 

such a case in addition to the statutory conditions. The additional conditions 

imposed were to "abstain from the use of drugs, narcotics, and intoxicating 

liquors; and ... may not posses,s, use, sell or have under his control any narcotic 

drugs, deadly weapon, or any type of firearms." Since these were reasonable 

conditions they were valid. The probation officer testified that the probationer 

had admitted to him that an infected bump on his arm had been caused by taking a 

single shot of heroin. Since the motion alleged violilltions in terms of the 

entire conditions listed above, no merely for a "habit", these allegations 

necessarily included violations of the conditions not to use or possess heroin. 

Since the probationer had made no claim of confusion as to his defense to the 

charged violations of probation, revocation was valid even where the mo'tion and 

the order to revoke did not specifically distinguish the violation of "habit" 

from the additional requirements not to use or possess. Since there was no 

prejudice to the probationer indicated in the record, there was no error in 

Chacon, although the finding of a violation was not as specific as it might have 

been. 

8. Commit No Offense 

Violations of the condition to "commit no offense against the laws of the 

St<'4te of Texas, or any ot~er state, or the United States," are among the most 

frequent grounds for revocation of probation. Such violations can also be among 

the most difficult to allege properly in a motion to revoke and to prove at the 

revocation hearing. In particular, the State should not attempt to rely on a 

motion which alleges a conviction for, rather than the commission of, an offense 

against the laws of Texas or another jurisdiction. The Court of Criminal Appeals 

has frequently overturned revocations based on findings of a conviction, and has 

often warned against reliance on a conviction to establish the commission of an 

off'ense. [Long v. State, 590 S.W.2d 138 (Panel 1979] The motion should allege 

conduct that constitutes the commission of an offense. 
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The reasons for the difficulties in relying on a conviction are numerous; 

Even when the State offers sufficient, admissible evidence of a conviction at the 

revocation hearing, it must also prove that the conviction is a final conviction 

and that the conviction was the result of conduct which occurred during the term 

of probation. Failure to introduce facts in the hearing to prove these two 

additional elements will render an order to revoke on the basis of a conviction 

invalid. [Nelson v. State, 484 S.W.2d 774 (1972)J Thus, the evidence at the 

revocation hearing would have to include proof that the conviction had either 

been affirmed on appeal, or that no appeal had been taken during the period 

available to file an appeal. Also, proof of the date \'lhen an offense was 

committed must also appear in the record of the revocat~on hearing. The charging 

instrument (indictment, complaint or information) alleging that the offense 

occurred on or about a specific date is not sufficient to show the actual date on 

which the offense was committed. Thus, when the record from the revocation 

hearing showed only that the defendant was convicted of a Class C Misdemeanor 

after being placed on probation, and that the arrest and conviction had occurred 

after probation began, the evidence was insufficient to show when the offense 

itself actually occurred, and whether it occurred while the defendant was 

actuaJly on probation. Revocation on this record was invalid. [Mason v. State, 

438 S.W.2d SS6 (1969)J 

Another problem in proviJ;lg a conviction can be the admissibility at the 

revocation hearing of documentary evidence 

State [S90 S.W.2d 138 (Pa~~_ 1979)J the 

showing a conviction. In Long v. 

State attempt,ed to introduce the 

sheriff's booking sheet to p~~J,I~ the fact of a convictio~l. The probationer's 

attorney objected to this doclll!l~ht on the ground that it was hearsay; the Court 
~/~ 

of Criminal Appeals found that this obj ection was sufficient to preserve the 

~7ror that the document did not meet the statutory r~quilements for documentary 

evidence to prove the fact of a conviction. The error here was in the failure 

p~operly to authenticate the booking sheet. The document contained no 

certification that it was a true and correct copy; it was not signed. The 

l .... itness testified he had nothing to do with the preparation of the document. In 

this case, the booking sheet was essential, since it showed the same name, 

driver's license number, and birthdate ,as those on the probationer's information 

sheet. This evidence was essential to show that it, was the probationer who WaS 

convicted of theft. The booking sheet., was the only proof that the judgment; and 

sentence which the State produced referred to the probationer. 
,. ":; 

A slight variation on the difficulties of relying on a conviction for 

revocation was presented in Ex Parte Moffett [S42 S.W.2d 1&~ (1976)]. In that 

case, the condition of probation allegedly violated was to "neither commit nor be 
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convicted of any offense against the lawl~ of the State of Texas". A showing of a 

conviction was not sufficient in this instance, since the portion of the 

condition not to be convicted of an offense was unreasonable to the extent that 

it included a conviction for offenses committed before the term of probation 

began. Since the (~vidence indicated that the conviction involved was for an 
I 

offense committed before the term of probation had begun, revocation for such a 

conviction was an ab:llse of discretion. 

The mere proof of a complaint filed and the arrest of the probationer is 

insufficient to show the'~' commission of a penal offense in violation of the 

condition to "commi1: no offense". [Rutledge v. State, 468 S.W.2d 802 (1971)] 

Both the motion to revoke and the proof must include facts that would constitute 

a penal offense. Being found passed out from intoxicating liquorf on private 

property; did not constitute the offense of public intoxication as alleged in the 

motion to revoke. Thus, revocation for committing the offense of public 

intoxication was en:oneous. However, in Rutledge the hearing judge also found 

thqt the probationel: had committed an offense by threatening the lives of the 

offic!,!rs who arrested him for intoxication. Since the trial judge is the sole 
( 

trier of the fad': and judge of the credibility of the witnesses, his decision 

that these threats were seriously made would not be disturbed on appeal. Since 

there was one offense alleged and proved at the hearing, revocation would be 

upheld, 6ven though one of/the grounds was invalid. 

Various inferences are available to the State in order to prove a violation 

of the law. Evidence that stolen items identified by the complaining witness as 

hers and found in the residence of a probationer and the fact that the 

probationer gave no explanation of their presence when they were found, was held 

to be sufficient evidence to support the revocat:ipn for commission of the 

burglary in which the i'tems were taken. [Banks v. State, 491 S. W. 2d 417 (1973) J 

In another case, under a motion alleging the commission of robbery in violat'ion 

of the "commit no offense" condition an uncorrobarated confession coupled with 

evidence showing that the probationer was present at the location of the crime, 

knowing the unlawful intent of another person to commit robbery, and that the 

probationer aided o,r encouraged the other person by words, was sufficient to 

permit the trial judge to infer an agreement to commit the offense. [Bush v. 

State, S06 S. W. 2d 603 (1974) J The a~reement to commit the offense could be 

inferred from the cOJ;lduct of the parties; since the probationer was found to have 

agreed to the commission of an offense, he was a principal, regardless of whether 

he had actually aided in the physical commission of the act of robbery. 

Unlike in a criminal trial, the uncorroborated testimony of an accomplice 

witness [Scamardo v. State, 517 S.W.2d 293 (1973)] or an uncorroborated, extra-
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judicial confession of the probationer himself [Bush, supr~] may be sufficient to 

support an order to revoke. 

In a, revocation hearing for committing the offense of public intoxication, 

the testimony at the hearing by a municipal court judge that the probationer had 

plead guilty to "drunkenness" on a certain date, was insufficient evidence to 

show when the Offense oc:curred; the testimony" of the arresting officer was 

sufficient to prove when it occurred. [Balli v. State, 530 S.W.2d 123 (1975)] 

Had the State been relying on a conviction, this evidence would have been 

insufficient. However, the arresting officer also testified to finding the ~~'; 

probationer wandering down the middle of a public street, after dark, in a very 

intoxicated condition. While the officer may not have had probable cause to stop 

and 'question the probationer, this point was waived by the failure of the defense 

to object to the officer's testimony. But the Court of Criminal Appeals stated 

that probable cause to investigate existed anyway, and that the testimony of the 

officer showed the elements of pupli~ intoxication. The written order to revoke 

stated both commission of public intoxication aQ,d failure to avoid injurious 

ha'bits b1( using ,alcohol as bases for revocation. Although the single instance of 

alcohol \se would not have been sufficient to show a "habit", ,,' since the finding 

of commi~sion of public intoxication was supported by sufficient evidence, this 

single valid basis for revocation made any other errors in revocation irrelevant. 

The offense shown to have" been committed by the proba';:±oner must be an 

offense which is alleged in the motion to revoke, or an offense which is 

necessarily included in the allegations of the motion. [Pickett v. State, 542 

S.W.2d 868 (1976)] In Pickett, the hearing judge revoked probation based on a 

finding that the probationer had committed burglary; the motion to revoke alleged 
\ 

attempted burglary. Since burglary is not a lesser included offense of attempted 

burglary, the heari"ng judge erred in revoking probation for commission of an 

offense which was not alleged in the motion to revoke. However, the CO\1~t of 
1'-.., .... / 

Criminal Appeals found that the evidence introquced at the revocation hearing was 

sufficient to prove that the probationer had committed Dattempted burglary, 

instead of burglary, since the record on appeal contained all of the necessary 

information for the Court "of Criminal: Appeals to make the proper finding. 

Cases on revocation 'Of probation show that where commission of an off.ense is 

shown at the hearing only by circumstantial evidence, all other possible 

implications of the ci~cumstantial evidence, other ~han the guilt of the accused, 

must be eliminated before ,commission of an offense has been properly proved. 

[Battle v. State, 571 S.W.2d 20 (Panel 1978); Grant v. State, 566 S.W.2d954 

(Panel 1978)] Battle involved an allegation of a vi?lation by commission of 

theft. There was no direct eviden2e of theft shown at the hearing. The only 
II 
iI, 
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evidence of the probationer's guilt of theft was his presence at the scene of the 

crime. Because there was no direct evidence that the accused had committed the 

theft and because the evidence did not eliminate all of the reasonable 

possibilities other than the probationer's gu~lt, ;t b • • was an a use of discretion 
to revoke for comm,itt;na theft. G t 1 " 1 d 

• b ran a so ~nvo ve revoca.tion for theft shown 

by circumstantial evidence. Possession of stolen goods is merely circumstantial 

evidence of theft. Even when possession was near to the time of theft and 

unexplained, the State still had failed to carry its burden to show personal 

possession of the goods by the probat" d" 't" d ~oner, or a ~s ~nct an conscious assertion 

of ownership over the object in question by the probationer. The State's 

evidence in Grant was ,simply that the ,probat;one_1'" f th • was one 0 ree persons who 
had been pushing a recently stolen lawnmower along a public strel.:~t, and that the 

probationer had helped another man load the mower ~nto the other person's truck. 

This evidence was insufficient to show theft by a d f h prepon erance 0 t e evidence, 
where the defense witness provided alternative explanations for probationer's 
conduct. 

Frequently, a revqcation proceeding is held on a motion alleging commission 

of an offense before the sam~ trial judge who had tried the probClltioner for the 

offense alleged for revocation. Since the standard of proof required for an 

actual conviction for a cr;m' e -:s' h t (b d 
• .L muc grea er eyoll a reasonable doubt) than 

for a finding of an offense for revocation of probation, a person may be 

acquitted in a trial, and then have probation revoked on the basis of the very 

same evidence. [Russell v, State, 551 S.W.2d 710 (1977)] Acquittal at trial is 

not a bar to revocation for the same offense,' th"" t d bl " 1S ~s no ou e Jeopardy, since 
the revocation hearing is not conSidered a criminal trial. In Russell, the 

record showed that the probationer had been acquitted of the offense at trial 

solely because of improper venue. The offense had 11 b actua y een committed in Van 
Zandt County, while the trial court was in Dallas Cou~ty. However, the proof of 

theft was sufficient to show an offense, d' th d an s~nce e con ition of probation "to 

commit no offense" is not limiteq, to any particular county, or even the State of 

Texas, proof of the county of the offense was not necessary. 

In alleging the elements of an offense~jn;the motion to revoke, the ,~tate 
" ~ 

may somet~mes state more than is necessary to allege an offense. In Fowler v. 

State [509 S.W.2d 871 (1974)] the motion to revoke alleged that the d~fendant 
violated probation by fraudulently taking two tires which "were the propert;y of 

Perry "Dickerson, Mr. Quick's, Harker Heights, Texas," without the ~'I:fective 
con~ent of Perry Dickerson. Here, the Court of Criminal Appeals held that the 

inclusion of "Mr. Quick's" wa,s not an allegat-:on of 1 
.L a genera owner. Sin(,!e the 

motion alleged ownership only in the special owner, Dickerson, the addition of 
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"Mr. Quick's" was surplusage, and did not require proof of Mr. Quick's ownership., 
I! 

However, in Easeley v. State, [319 S.W.2d 325 (1959)] the motion to revoke' 

properly alleged ownersh~p in both a special and a general owner; the State was 

also required to prove ownership and lack of consent by the general owner as well 

as the special owner. Since the elements were not proved as to the general owner 

in Easeley, the Court of Criminal Appeals reversed the order to revoke. 

A further distinction in proving theft for a criminal conviction and as a 

violation of the "commit no offense" condition of probation is proof of the value 

of stolen goods. In a revocation hearing, it is not necessary for the State to 

prove the value of an allegedly stolen item. All that is necessary is for the 

State to show that the item had some value. Nor was it error, even though the 

value in dollars was unnecessary, to permit the owner of a stolen truck to 

testify that its value was greater than $200.00 [Davila v. State, 547 S.W.2d 606 

(1977) ] 

To prove the offense of theft in continuing to possess a leased car without 

making the required monthly payments, the evidence was sufficient to show theft 

when payment is normally made immediately and no payment was made. Although 

initially obtaining the leased 0 car could not have been a basis of revocation, 

since the lease was initiated before the defendant was placed on probation, 

continued possession without payment was adequate to show intent to avoid 

payment. No credit arrangement had been extended to the accused and continued 

possession without payment when payme·nt would normally have' been tendered 

immediately on demand, was sufficient to prove theft of services. [Littlefield v. 

State, 586 S.W.2d 534 (Panel 1979)] 

In Barrow v. State, [~05 S.W.2d 808 (1974)) the probationer was charged with 

committing a willful injury to property, which was sufficiently described as a 

tractor. The testimony of the driver of the car in which the probationer had 

been riding was that she saw a driverless tractor moving in the distance. The 

testimony of another occupant eff the car was that the accused..;-had gone out to the 

tractor, had shown the passenger a key upon getting back into the car, and had 

later stated that the key was Dhe key to the tractor. The owner of the tractor 

testified that the damage to the tractor had been estimated at $2,000.00. These 

facts were sufficient evidence to show willful injury to the tracior, ~jld 

revocation was upheld. In" another case, when the evidence at ~he revocation 

hearing showed that the. probationer had committed the offense of criminal 
" trespas's, a lesser included offense of burglary, which was the offense charged in 

the motion to revoke, revocation was proper, and the Court of Criminal Appeals 

:.'rmed the or~er to revoke to show commissioh of criminal trespass, r1~.~er than 
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burglary. There was evidence of unlawful entry, but no evidence of the intent to 

commit theft. [Roberson v. State, 549 S.W.2d 749 (1977)] 

While the consolidation of a trial for a criminal offense along with a 

proceeding to revoke probation for commission of the same offense is not re

commended by the ,Court of Criminal Appeals, the defendant must be able to point 

out harm or prejudice resulting from such a procedure for the consolidation to 

constitute reversible error. [Moreno v. State, 587 S.W.2d 405 (Panel 1979)] The 

Court of Criminal Appeals has held, over.a strong dissent, that a trial judge Dl3}r 

take judicial notice of the evidence already presented to him in a prior criminal 

trial for purposes of a revocation proceeding. [Barrientez v. State, 500 S.W.2d 

474 (1973)] Thus, commission of an offense may be shown by evidence heard by the 

same trial judge in a previous trial, judicially noticed by the trial court at 

the revocation hearing. Such previous testimony may also be admitted at the 

revocation hearing by offering excerpts from the trial transcipt [Stephenson v. 
State, 500 S.W.2d 855 (1973)J 

However, problems may sometimes arise when testimony of a previous trial has 

been judicially noticed by the judge at the revocation hearing. [Bradley v. 

State, 564 S.W.2d 727 (En Banc 1978)) In this case, the record from the 
re~ocation hearing did not indicate the content of the matters judicially noticed 

by the hearing. judge, who had also presided at the probationer's trial f.or 

murder. The transcript of the murder trial was never. admitted into evidence at 

the revocation hearing. A record which does not show what facts were judicially 

noticed is not su,fficient to support a finding that the probationer had committed 

the offense of murder. The State must take care to include specific facts in the 

revocation hearing record, either by i~lcluding the court reporter's transcribed 

notes from the trial into evidence or by reading the testimony which is 

judicially noticed into the hearing record. (, However, this burden is to be 

carried by the State, and the Court of Criminal Appeals;~~tated that it would not 

reqUire the probationer to go beyond the hearing on revocation in requesting a 

record for appeal. Thus, the probationerl
', is not required to include the tran

script of the previous trial for an appeal to the Court of Criminal Appeals of 

the revocation based.on evidence from the previous trial. But if the trial which 

has been judicially noticed at the revocation was appealed to the Court of Crim-
inal Appeals, the State can c;te and 1 thO d . ... re y on ~s recor ~n showing that adequate 
evidence was shown at revocation· to permit revocation for c;ommitting an offense. 

The record of the revocation hearing must indicate the precise matters judicial

ly Iloticed for this approach to work. If no appeal of the previous trial has 

been taken, or if the revocation record does not indicate what was judicially no

ticed with adequate specificity, the State must itself produce the record of the 
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noticed testimony for the revocation hearing record. This must be done while the 

case is still within the jurisdiction of the trial court, and before jurisdiction 
, 

rests solely with the Court of Criminal Appeals. A, third possibility mentioned 

in Bradley was that the State and the defense could, with the permission of the 

trial judge, agree to a brief statement of the facts which have been judicially 

noticed. In Bradley, the testimony judicially noticed was identified as the 

testimony from a particular case style and cause number. The Court of Criminal 

Appeals decided to abat'~ the appeal until the State had obtained a supplemental 

record of the testimony in the previous trial. Bradley indicates that the burden 

is on the State to make sure that the necessary facts to support revocation are 

shown in the revoc'ation hearing record, even when such facts come from testimony 

\>lhicJ;l has been judicially noticed. A failure in the. hearing record to indicate 

what facts have been noticed will invalidate an order to revoke. However, this 

is not a problem when the trial, which is judicially noticed, has been appealed; 

in such a case, the Court of Criminal Appeals will look directly to the record of 

the trial which is filed on appeal. [Cleland v. State, 572 S.W.2d 673 (Panel 

1978)'] As long as the revocation record indicates what was judicially noticed, 

the record of the trial on appeal will be-sufficient record for review by the 

Court of Criminal Appeals. 

(4) Written Findings By the Court. 

The probationer has a right to request written findings of fact and con

clusions of law by the trial judge at the revocation hearing. Objections to a 

lack of such written findings, or the sufficiency of the findings, may not be 

raised for the first time on appeal of an order to revoke. Where no request was 

made in the trial court for more specific findings of fact, a probationer may not 

complain on appeal of the inadequacy of the court's statements in the written 

order to revoke probation. [Clapper v. State, 562 S.W.2d 250 (Panel 1978)J 

Futhermore, written findings control over oral statements of the trial judge in 

the hearing record. [Benoit v. State, 561 S.W.2d 819 (1977)J 

The importance of proper written findings indicating the basis of the 

decision by the judge at the revocation hearing cannot be stressed too strongly. 

Thus, where a trial Judge has orally stated he revoked probation on the basis of 

both failure to return to EI PasQ county upon the date agreed to with the 
'::,1 ' 

R~obation officer ant! possession of heroin, but the written order indicated,()~].y 

~·the former violation as a basis of revocation, the finding that the probationer 

possessed 

the trial 

the order 

(1976) ] 

heroin could not support revocation. Since the other condition which 

court~~ad found to be violated was not a valid condition of probation, 
1\ 

to revoke probation was reversed. [Aguilar v. State, 542 S. W. 2d 871 
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To avoid confusion and protect the rights of a probationer, findings of fact 

and conclusions of law should be contained in the written order revoking, 

modifying, or continuing the probationer on prob0~ion. These findings should 

state: 1) the condition(s) of probation found to ,have been violated; 2) the 

conduct by which the probationer violated such conditicn(s); 3) the violations of 

probation upon which the judge based the decision to revoke, modify, or continue 

probation; and 4) whether prc~ation is revoked, modified, continued, or whether 

no decision was rendered and the hearing was continued until a later date. These 

specific findings will also help avoid the problems associated with a subsequent 

revocation which involves a violation which was the subject of an earlier 

revocation hearing. 

(5) Trial Court Options on Hearing the Motion to Revoke. 

After hearing the evidence on the motion to revoke probation, the trial 

court may, at its discretion, continue the probationer on probation under the 

same terms and conditions as before; modify the terms of probation; or revoke 

probation and sed'tence the defendant to a term of imprisonment. [Art. 42.12, 

§8(a); Art. 42.13, §8(a); Flournoy v. State, 589 S.W.2d 705 (Panel 1979)J This 

wide discretion is limited only by the requirements that the probationer be 

provided with due process of law in reaching the decision. The court is not 

required to revoke probation even if a violation of the terms or conditions is 

proved at the revocation hearing. 

However, once a violation of probation is alleged in a motion to revoke, 

proved at a hearing on the motion, and the defendant has been ordered continued 

on probation by the court, no further action may be taken on the basis of 

violations which were already before the court in this revocation proceeding. 

[Ex Parte Feldman, 593 S·. W. 2d 720 (En Banc 1980) J If the court continued a 

defendant on modified terms of probation and does not revoke probation after a 

violation has been shown at the revocation hearing, the trial court may not 

change this decision at a later hearing on a motion to revoke without a showing 

of a further violation of probation terms. [Furrh v. State, 582 S.W.2d 824 

(Panel 1979)] Instead of continuing the probationer on the original terms of 

probation, modifying the conditions, or revoking probation, the trial judge at a 

revocation hearing is empowered to continue the hearing. This gives the trial 

judge an opportunity to consider the circumstances of a violation and the 

subsequent conduct of the probationer, and to revoke probation without proof of a 

subsequent violation [Traylor v. State, 561 S.W.2d 492 (Panel 1978)] 

However, problems have frequently arisen in this area largely due to con

flicting statements in court records as to what action has been taken, or am

biguity in the actions of the trial court. For instance, in Wallace v. State, 
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[575 S.W.2d 512 (Panel 1979)] the trial court orally stated that probation was 

revoked after a revocation hearing. No written order to revoke probation was 

entered; the docket sheet read "sentence deferred; defendant to serve 4 months 

county jail". Later, the, condi tion~ of probation were modified to require more 

frequent reporting. After the probationer was arrested for neW offenses, the 

State filed a motion for sentencing, alleging 

penal offenses after sentencing had been 

that the defendant had committed 

deferred following'} the earlier 

revocation hearing. The State was ordered to file a motion to revoke probation; 

an amended motion alleging the new violations was filed, the court revoked the 

defendant I s probation on t e as~s 0 ~s prev~ou h b · f h' . s plea of true to one of the 

allegations in the first motion to revoke probation. Since the record showed no 

written order to revoke probation and no imposition of sentence, and since the 

f b t · were mod;£;ed and the defendant released from custody, condi tions 0 pro a ~on ..L .L 

the Court of Criminal Appeals concluded that the trial court was improperly 

attempting to revoke the defendant's probation on the basis of a violation proved 
I 

in the first hearing when the trial ,court first continued the probation instead 

of revoking it. Had the revocation. order been based on proof of the new 

violations alleged in the amended motion to revoke, the revocatio,U would have 

been valid. 

A similarly ambiguous action by atrial court occurred in Stanfield v. State 

[588 S. W. 2d 945 (En Banc 1979)] At the revocation hearing, the defendant pled 

tr;ue to an allegation of violation of the condition to report. The hearing was 

;~ntiGued and no decision was made on the moti~n to revoke before the trial court 

revoked probation. -rids situation was considerably less clear than in Traylor v. 

State in which the trial court had stated unambiguously that it was taking the 

decision on revocation un er a v~semen an e .L d d · t d th re was noth';ng in the record 

indicating that revocation was based on a subsequent violation of probation. By 

a vote of 5 to 4, the Court of Criminal Appeals decided in Stanfield t~at there 

was no indication in the re{:ord that the revocation was based on violations not 

contained in the revocation motion already heard by the court. The majority also 

founa" that merely \olithdrawing the arrest warrant for the probationer was not an 

indication that the court had decid~ to continue him on probation. The dissent 

strongly objected to the majority opinion. Judge Onion, writing for the four 

dissenters, felt that the record indicated that new violations of probation, on 

which a revocation hearing had not been held, were the trial court I s reason for 

revoking probation, as in Wallace v. State, d,isc~~sed ear~ier. 
1., 

These cases indicate that probation officers, attorneys, and trial judges 

should be es~cially careful to show clearly ~\lhether: (1) probati6n is being 

continued (with or without modification of the probation conditions); or (2) 
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whether the probationer is b€ing permitted to remain on probation while the trial 

court takes the revocation motion under advisement. If probation has been 

continued; it cannot later be revoked except upon the allegation and proof of a 

later violation. If the revocation decision was taken under advisement by the 

trial court, probation can later be revoked without proof of a new violation. 

After revoking a probated sentence, the trial judge has discretion to reduce 

the term of jail or imprisonment originally assessed. [Art. 42.12, §8(a); Art. 

42.13, §8(a)] However, the decision to reduce a sentence upon revocatiofi appears 

to be entirely in the discretion of the tdaJ, court. Failure to give the 

defendant even a hearing on a motion to redUCE! sentence is not an abuse of 

discretion. [Stessney v. State, 593 S.W.2d 699 (Panel 1980)] Of course, in 

reducing a seQtence, the trial judge's discretion is limited by the minimum 

period of jailor imprisonment for the offense. Reducing a sentence to less than 

five years, the minimum sentence for a first-degree felony, for instance, would 

be beyond the power of the trial court. [Clapi)er v. State, 562 S.W.2d 250 (Panel 
1978)] 

If the probation revoked was regular felony or misdemeanor probation, the 

trial court, upon revocation, may not increase.the prison or jail sentence beyond 

the term that was assessed when the defendant was placed on probation. For 

example, if the probationer was convicted of a third-degree felony, he could 

receive a sentence of from two to ten years. If a sentence of five years was 

assessed and probation given, Upon revocation the trial court may impose a prison 

sentence of between two and five years, but may not impose a sentence greater 

than five years even though the probationer could have received as much as a ten 

year sentence as an original matter had he not been placed on probation. 

It is possible, however, for the trial court to, in effect, increase the 

punishment assessed when a defendant is being sentenced for more than one of-
fense. If two probations are being revoked at the same time or if the 

defendant's probation is revoked and he is being sentenced for a new offense, the 

trial court has discretion to make the sentences run concurrently or 

consecutively. [Art. 42.08] If the latter is elected , it has the effect of 

increasing the seu'tence assessed on the offenses for which sentence is imposed 

consecutively. This matter is discussed more fully in Chapter 5. 

However, when the defendant has been given felony or misdemeanor deferred 

adjudication probation, community service deferred adjudication probation or a 

conditional discharge under the Controlled Substances Act, the trial court upon 

revocation of probation may impose any jail or ,prison sentence that could have 

been imposed as an original matter. In the example used above, if the 

probationer were convicted of a third-degree felony and were given a five-year 
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deferred adjudication probation, upon revocation the trial court could impose any 

Th for this distinction sentence between t~Y'O and ten years. e reason 

is that in these various orms 0 e erre f f d f d adJ'udl.' catl.' on ,probation, the criminal 

process was ha te e ore a JU gmen 1 d b f 'd t of guilt was entered by the court and 

without any assessment of sentence. Therefore, when such a probation is "revoked" 

what the trial court is actually doing is re-initiating the criminal process at 

the'point it was halted and proceeding to judgment, assessment of punishment and 

imposition. of sentence. 

When probation has been 'revoked and the defendant has been sentenced to 

prison or jail, if he qualifies under Article 42.12, Section 3e or Article 42.13, 

Section 3e, he may be given shock probation after pe has served the required time 

in the prison or j ail. When released, he is placed on regular felony or 

misdemeanor probation, depending upon the offense committed. To be eligible for 

shock felony probation, the trial court must find that the defendant "has never 

been incarcerated in a penitentiary serving a sentence for a felony and in the 

opinion of the judge !/the defendant would not benefit from further incarceration. 

. "t t" ""[Art 42 12 §3e(a)] To be eligib"f~ ,:E'or shock misdemeanor l.n a pel'll. en l.ary. .., ., 

probation, the trial court must find' that "the defendant had never been 

incarcerated in a penitentiary or jail serving a ,_~~ntence for a felony or 

misdemeanor and in the opinion of the judge the defend~nt would not benefit from 

further incarceration in a jail." [Art. 42.13, §3e(a)] 

,When probation is revo e an e pro a l.0 k d d th b t ' ner l.' s sentenced to prison or 

, d't f the tl."m'e he wr,,":,::' on probation. [Art. 42.12, jail, he does not recel.ve cre l. or y 

§8(b); Art, 42.13, §8(b)] However, he does receive credit, including credit for 

good conduct, for all time spent in jail in connection with the case for which 

probation Was revoked. This includes time incarcerated before being placed on 

probation as well as time spent in jai~ pending hearing on a motion to revoke and 

imposition of sentence. [Art. 42.03] 
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CHAPTER 7. 

o COLLATERAL CONSEQUENCES OF A CRIMINAL CONVICTION 
o 

1 

r 

The direct consequences of a criminal conviction are well-known; the 

offender may be sentenced to jailor prison, placed on probation, required to pay 

a fine and required to pay court costs, probation supervision fees, reimbursemeht 

of the county for fees paid to' court-appointed defense counsel, restitution to 

the victim of the offense, and the Texas tax on criminal offenses, The 

collateral--other--consequences of a criminal cO'nviction are less well-known but 

frequently are of more concern to the offender and society than the direct 

consequences. Our purpose in this chapter is to discuss the law of collateral 

consequences of Texas criminal convictions. It is important knowledge for a 

probation officer to possess since the actions he or she takes may have' a 

significant impact upon those consequences. Discussion is organized into twelve 

areas: (1) enhancement of punishment for a subsequent offense; (2) proof of 

prior criminal record at the penalty phase of a subsequent trial; (3) increased 

punishment for subsequent offenses, such as driving while intoxicated or driving 

under the influence of drllg~; (4) effect of a criminal conviction upon future 

eligibility for probation; (5) denial of release on bond under the Texas 

Constitution for a subsequent offense; (6) impeachmen.t of the testimony of a 

witness with a criminal conviction; (7) suspension of motor vehicle operator's 

license; (8) deportation of an alien; (10) effect on civil rights, such as right 

to vote, hold public office or serve on juries; (11) effect on eligibility for 

occupational licenses from state or local governments; and (12) expunction of 

criminal records~ 
'. 

The law in this area is complicated, The effect of a criminal conviction 

differs depending upon which of these areas is being discussed and, for some 

areas, such as occupational licensing, the effects differ within an area 

depending upon which specific occupation is being considered. 

however, some legal distinctions that run throughout this discussion. 
There are, 

The first is the distinction between a felony and a misdemeanor. A felony 

is any criminal offense that is called a felony by law or is "punishable by death 

or confinement in a penitentiary", [T.P.C. §1.07(a) (14)] A misdemeanor is any 

criminal offense that is called a misdemeanor by law or is '~unishable by fine, 

by confinement 

§l. 07 (a)(21)] 
in jail, or by both fine and confinement in jail". [T . P. C. 

Note that in both instances, the law defines the category in terms 

of being "punishable" by jailor penitentiary time; thus, a criminal offense is a 

felony or misdemeanor based on 'what sentence can be imposed, not on whether the 

offender actually goes to the jailor penitentiary. 
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The second maj or dist.inction is ", , cted and not being between bel.ng convl. 

convicted. (after the 1979 revision) P' aced on regular felony or 
A person ~ , a erson placed on felony or 
probation has been convl.cted. But, p 42 1 ~ §3d] 

misdernea,nor , "obation [Art. 42.12, §3d; Art. .~, , 
deferred adjudl.catl.on pr , [A t 42 12 §10A; Art. 

misdemeanor 

on felony or misdemeanor community service probatl.on r. .) 

42.13, §3B] or under felony or misdemeanor conditional discharge under the 

§4 12] has not been Statutes Art. 4475-15, . Controlled Substances Act [Civil 

• each of these provisions, operates on a theory that the 
convicted, because been suspended. 

' ~ than merely the sentence has , , 
adjudication of ~~lt rather , , t' n and a final conVl.ctl.on. 

' , is between a convl.C l.0 
The third major distl.nctl.on h h' hest appellate court in --~ , 1 hen it is affirmed by t e l.g 

A conviction becomes fl.na w C t of Criminal Appeals) or 
( d' ily in Texas, the our 

which review is sought or l.nar, " 'd d 0 appeal has been taken. 
' eal has expl.re an n . 

when the time for takl.ng an app '1 d on probation or bel.ng 
, , , 'between bel.ng pace 

The fourth major dl.stJ.nctJ.on l.S In some situations, the 
sentenced to jail, to prison, or to pay a fine. 

collateral consequences of a conviction may vary depending upon whether or not 

the defendant was given probation. , b tionand already having 
, . . 'between bel.ng on pro a 

The fifth maj or dl.stJ.nctJ.on l.S collateral effect of a 
--- I some situations, the served the probation term. n 

this va~i.able. conviction will differ depending upon 

The sixth maj or distinction l.S . between simply having served probation and 

--- on the one hand" and being 
the term of probation having expired, , of certain rights, on the 

d' " d with restoratJ.on 
charged and having the case J.l'>ll)l.SSe Section 7 of the Code of 

formally dis-

other. Dismissal is authorized under Article 42.12, 

Criminal Procedure: t d a plea of 
'cted or has en ere 

In case the defendant has been
d 
co:v~nd the court has discharged t~e 

guilty or a plea of nolo conten e:
a

, set aside the verdict or pe:ml.t 
defendant hereunder, such c?ur\ ~ d shall dismiss the a ccu,satl.on , 
the defendant to wi thdraw ,lll.~ p ea, :n ainst such defendant, who sh~ll 
complaint, information or J.ndJ.ctme~~al~ies and disabilities result~ng 
thereafter be released, fromfa:ti~h he has been convict~d or, to.whJ.ch 
f ,'the offense or crJ.me 0 VI f f his saj d conVl.ctJ.on or h~o~as pleaded guilty, except

k
, that t~r~~e ~ourt :;;hdUid the defendant 

+ 'lty shall be made nown ple~ 0_... guJ. 't d of any criminal offense. 
agaJ.n be convl.c e , ,', when a defendant is 

" 7 contains the J.dent,lca~ provision J.'t 
Article 42.13, Sectl.on mandatory in that 

' d probation, except the statute is " 
discharged from ml.S emeanor " ther than the court 

h 11 set aside ll the convl.ctl.on, ra P
rovides that the II

cour
t s a_ of conviction, depend 
" S ("ollateral consequences 

may set aside" the convl.ctJ.on. ome_ has 'been set aside under either of 
upon whether the probationer's conviction 

these provisions, 
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The seventh and final distinction is between felony probation and 

misdemeanor probation. Hel'e the law is especially ul,lclear. Except for deferred 

adjudication' probation, a person placed on felony probation has long been 

regarded as having a criminal conviction. In part, this is because probation is . 
defined in the felony probation statute as lithe release of a convicted defendant 

by a court under conditions imposed by the court for a specified period during 

which the imposition of sentence is suspended". [Art. 42.12, §2b] In contrast, 

one placed on misdemeanor probation was for most purposes not regarded as haVing 

a criminal conviction. Th~ misdemeanor probation law defined probation as lithe 

release by a court under terms and for a period specified by the court of a 

defendant who has been found gUilty of a misdemeanor". 
[Art. 42.13, §2(2), 

repealed in 1979J Further, the misdemeanor law provied that "when a defendant is 

granted probation under the terms of this Act, the finding of guilty does not 

become final, nor may the court render judgment thereon" unless probation is 
later revoked. 

[Art. 42.13, §4(a), repealed in 1979J Finally, the misdemeanor 

probation law provided that when the probationer has completed probation, lithe 

court shall, upon its own motion, discharge him from probation and enter an order 

in the minutes .of the court setting aside the finding of gUilty and dismissing 

the accusation or complaint and the information or indictment against the 

probationer". [Art. 42.13, §7(a), repealed in 19791 That same section of the 
law then provided: 

After the case against the probationer is dismissed by the court, his 
:finding of guilty may not be considered ~ any purposE except to 
determine his entitlement to a future probation under this Act, or any other probation Act. 

[Art. 42.13, §7(b), repealed in 1979, emphasis as in the original] In 1979, the 

misdemeanor probation law was subjected to a comprehensive revision to make it 

virtually identical to the felony probation law. The basic question as a result 

of that revision is whether one placed on misdemeanor probation has been 

conVicted of a criminal offense. Although there are no appellate cases on this 

question, an Attorney General's opinion dealing with sUspension of a driver's 

license upon being placed on misdemeanor DWI probation Would indicate that the 

distinction between ,being on felony and misdemeanor probation has been abolished 

by the Legislature and that both now result in conviction of a criminal offense. 
[AG Opinion No. MW-133 (1980)1 

(1) Enhancement of Punishment for a Subsequent Offense. 

Texas law contains nUmerous statutes that increase the punishment for an 

offense upon proof of a prior criminal conviction. The Penal Code contains 

several of these provisions applicable to cases in which both the present offense 

and the prior conviction are for a felony. If the defendant is convicted of a 
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third-degree felony (punishable by 2 to 10 years imprisonment) and has a previous 

felony conviction, the punishment for the present offense is increased to that of 

a second-degree felony (2 to 20 years imprisonment). If the defendant is con

victed of a second-degree felony and has a previous felony conviction, the pun

ishment for the present offense is increased to that of .a first-degree felony (5 

to 99 year~" or life imprisonment) . If the defendant is convicted of a 
, : 

first-degree felony and has a previous felony conviction, the punishment for the 

present offense is increased to a term of 15 to 99 years or life imprisonment. 

Finally, if the defendant is convicted of any felony and has two prior felony 

convictions of any grade, the punishment is increased to a mandatory term of life 

imprisonment. [T.C.P. §12.42] For a prior conviction to qualify for e!lhancement 

of felony punishment, the defendant must have been sentenced to the penitentiary 

in the previous case or cases. If the defendant was placed on p:robation and 

successfully served it or is still on probation, he or she has not been convicted 

for these purposes. However, if the defendant was placed on probation and pro

bation was revoked, he or she then has been convicted for these purposes. Also, 

the conviction in the previous case must have occurred before the commission of 

the present offense in order to qualify for enhancement of punishment. Punish

ment cannot be enhanced unless the State pleads the prior conviction in the 

indictment and proves it at the penalty stage of the trial on the present of

fense. [Ex Parte Murchison, 560 S.W.2d 654 (En Banc 1978)] 

The Penal Code also contains enhancement provisions for misdemeanors. If 

the defendant is convicted of a Class A misdeamnor (up t/.) one year in jail and a 

fine up to $2,000.) and has previously been convicted o£ a Class A misdemeanor or 

any degreee of felony, the punishment for the present j offense is increased to a 

term of not less than 90 days nor more than one yean in jail. If the defendant 

is convicted of a Class B misdemeanor (up to 180 days in jail and a fine of 

$1,000) and has previously been convicted of a Clas,s A or Class B misdemeanor or 

any degree of felony, the punishment for the present offense is increased to a 

term of not less than 30 days nor more than 180"days in jail. [T.P.C. §12.43] 

Of course, the defendant is still eligible for ,probation even though punishment 

has been enhanced. 

There are special enhancement provisions ;ithat apply to theft offenses. The 

degree of seriousness of theft of property depends upon the value of the property 

stolen. If the value of the property +s less them $5, it is a Class C 

Misdemeanor; $5 but less than $20, a Class B misdemeanor; $20 but less than $200, 
.1 

a Class A misdemeanor; $200 but less tha/n $10,000, a third-degree felony; and 

$10,000 or more, a second-degree felony.,' [T.P.C. §31.03(d)] However, if the 
I' 

value of the property stolen is less ~Ihan $5 and the defendant has previously 
.~i 
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been convicted of any grade of theft, then the present offense is a Class B 

misdemeanor rather than a Class C misdemeanor. [T.P.C. Art. 31.03 (d)(2)(B)] If 

the value of the property stolen is less than $200 and the defendant has been 

previously convicted two or more times of any grade of theft, than the present 

offense becomes a third-degree f;"elony rather than whatever misdemeanor offense 

the value of the property stolen would deter~ine. [T.P.C .. §31.03(d)(4)(C)] 

Because the grade of the present offense is increased with theft enhancements ~ 

rather than merely an increase in punishment, the State must plead the prior 

convictions and prove them in the guilt/innocence stage of the trial, rather than 

. in the penalty phase. 

There are also enhancement provisions outside the Penal Code. When there 

are special enhancement provisions applicable to particular offenses, they 

control over the general enhancement provisions of the Penal Code. One example 

of such a special enhancement provision is in the Dangerous Drugs Act in which 

possession of a dangerous drug is punished by a term in jail not to exceed six 

months and a fine not to exceed $),000 but upon a subsequent violation, the 

punishment is increased to a jail term of not more than one year and a fine of 

not'more than $2,000. [Civil Statutes Art. 4476-14, §15.] 

Finally, the Court of Criminal Appeals has held :that a prior conviction may 

be used fClr enhancement of punishment even if the defendant has received a 

Presidenticil or Gubernatorial pardon for the offense unless the pardon was based 

on proof 01£ innocence. [Watkins v. State, 572 S.W.2d 339 (Panel 1978)] 

(2) Proof of Prior Criminal Record at the Penalty Phase of a Subsequent 
Trial. 

Article 37.07 of the Code of Criminal Procedure permits the State during the 

penalty phase of a trial to prove the defeudant's prior criminal record to assist 

the judge or jury in assessing punishment and granting or denying probation. 

Unlike in enhancement of punishment~ a prior conviction is admissible here 

whether 1) the defendant was sentenced to prison or was placed on probation [Art. 

37.07, §3(a); Ex Parte Flores, 537 S.W.2d 458 (1976)]; or 2) the defendant is 

still on probation, probation was revoked or was successfully served and the case 

dismissed under the felony or misdemeanor discharge provisions. [Art. 42.12, §7; 

Art. 42.13, §7] The prior conviction must be a final conviction, [Art. 37.07, 

§3(a)) that is, it is. not admissible if it is still pending decision on appeal to 

the Court of Criminal Appeals. Finally, the conviction must have occurred in a 

court of record, which ~~xcludes all Justices of the Peace and most municipal 

courts, unless it is a final conviction in one of those courts that is "material 

to the offense charged". [Art. 37.07, §3 (a)] Th~ trial court will examine the 
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interests protected by the present offense and the prior offense to determine 

whether the latter is "material il to the former. Thus, in Chestnut v. State, the 

court decided that three Class C misdemeanor assaults from a municipal court that 

was not a court of record were admissible at the penalty phase of a robbery trial 

because the primary interests protected by the robbery and assault statutes are 

the same: "security of the person from bodily injury or threat of bodily injury". 

[567 S.W.2d 1, 2 (Panel 1978)] 

tha't a prJ.' or offense must have resulted in a Although the statute reqUires 

final conviction to be admissible at punishment, special provisions have been 

made for deferred adjudication probation. In the absence of such provisions, a 

11 served deferred adJ'udi,c ation probation or who is defendant who has successfu y 

Id h 'conviction admissible still serving such a probation term won not ave a prJ.or 

[ 42 12 §3d] and misdemeanor [Art. at punishment. However, both the felony Art. . , 

t t t d the fel,ony and 42.13, §3d] deferred adjudication probation s a u es an 

misdemeanor community service deferred adjudication probation statute [Art. 

42.12, §10Aj Art. 42.13, §3B] specifically provide that the State may prove at 

f subsequent case that the defendant has received deferred the penalty stage i) a 

adjudication pro atJ.on. u b ' cJ.·m·J.·~.Larly, under the conditional discharge provisions of 

the Controlled Substances Act, the fact that the defendant received a conditional 

1 d t the court should the defendant be convicted in a discharge may be revea e 0 

'd . whet'ner he or she qualifies for a cbnditional subsequent drug case to etermJ.ne 

discharge in that case, [Civil Statutes Art. 4476-15,§4.12(b)] 

It should be remembered that the defendant 1 s prior criminal record, in

cluding arrests and pending charges, may be shown to the judge in a presentence 

report without the limitations discussed here about a final conviction, See 

text. It should also be noted that a prior conviction is Chapter 3 of this 

admissable 

conviction. 

at the punishment stage of a capital case even if it is not a final 

[McManus v. State, 591 S.W.2d 505 (En Banc 1979)] 

(3) Increased Punishment for Subsequent Offenses of Driving While 
Intoxicated or Under the Influence of Drugs. 

, d or under the J.'nflue.nce of intoxicating liquor is a Driving while intoxJ.cate 

',. f' t' th county J', ail of not less misdemeanor offense, punishable by con J.nemen J.n . e 

than two Years and bY" a fine of not less than $50 nor than three days nor more 

more than $500 or both. The trial court ~ay grant probation for a period of not 

less than six months. [Civil Statutes Art. 6701L-1] If a person charged with 

driving while intoxicated has a previous conviction for the same offense, he or 

she can be charged with a felony. l.!:pon proof of the present offense and the 

b f d U 'lty of a. felony and punished previous conViction, the defendant can ,e oun g 1-

by a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $5,000 and by confinement in the 
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county jail for not less than ten days nor more than two years, or both, or by 

imprisonment in the penitentiary for a period not to exceed five years. [Civil 

Statutes Art. 67011-2] A misdemeanor con~:;tction for driving while intoxicated 

does not qualify to increase a subsequent offense to a felony unless it is a 

fina.l conviction. Thus, if an appeal from the misdemeanor case if~ still pending 

a decision from the Court of Criminal Appeals at the time the subsequent offense 

was committed, it does not qualify as a prior conviction and the subsequent 
offense must be charged as a misdemeanor. 

Until the 1979 revision of the misdemeanor probation law, if the defendant 

was on probation for misdemeanor driving while intoxicated or had successfully 

served probation for ;;,hat offense at the time of commission of the subsequent 

offense, the prior conviction was not regarded as being final and the subsequent 
offense must be charged as a misdemeanor. 

However, as a result of the 1979 revision of the misdemeanor law, it is now 

arguable that the conviction for misdemeanor driving while intoxicated becomes 

final when the defendant is placed on probation, if no appeal is taken, and that 

for a subsequent offense he or she can be charged with a felony. See Atty.Gen. 

Opinion No. MW-133 (1980) for a discussion of the similar question whether being 

placed on misdemeanor probation qualifies as a conviction for automatic sus

pension of motor vehicle operator's license. There is at present no caselaw on 

this question, however. Even if regular misdemeanor probation qualifies as a 

prior conviction to make a subsequent offense a felony, it seems clear that if 

the defendant was placed on deferred adjudication probation [Art. 42.13, §3d] or 

deferred adjudication community service probation [Art. 42.13, §3B] that status 

does not qualify as a prior conviction for these purposes. 

Texas law also prohibits driving under the influence of drugs. First of

fense is punishable by a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $1000 and by 

confinement in jail for not less than ten days nor more than two years. For a 

subsequent offense, by a fine of not more than $1,000 and by confinement in jail 

for not less than 90 days nor more than two years. [Civil Statutes Art. 6701d, 
§50] 

(4) Effect of a Criminal Conviction Upon Future Eligibilty for Probation. 

The entire matter of probation eligibility has been discussed earlier in 

this text. (See Chapter 2) Here, we will simply summarize the effect of a prior 

conviction on probation eligibility to round out the picture of the collateral 
consequehces of a criminal conviction. 

. 

If the State pleads and proves two prior felony conVictions, the defendant 

is not eligible for felony probation from either the judge or the jury because 
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the law requires a sentence of life imprisonment to be imposed. ['I'.P.C. 

§12. 42(d) J If the defendant is found guilty of a first-degree felony and the 

State has plead and proved one prior felony conviction, the defendant is not 

eligibile for probation from either judge or jury because the law requires a 

sentence of at least 15 years to be imposed. [T.P.C. §12.42(c)J 

Except in those two instances, a defendant is not precluded from receiving 

felony probation from the trial judge because of prior convictions. [Art. 42.12, 

§3cJ A defendant is not ever precluded from receiving misdemeanor probation from 

the trial judge. [Art. 42.13, §3c] If the defendant wishes the jury to 

recommend probation, it must be shown that he or she has never before been 

convicted of a felony in order to be eligible for either felony or misdemeanor 

probation. [Art. 42.12, §3a; Art. 42.13, §3a] 

A defendant charged with a violation of the Controlled Substances Act is 

eligible for conditional discharge probation unless he or she has previously been 

convicted of an offense under the Controlled Substances Act or of an offense 

under other statutes relating to a sUbsta-nce that is defined as a controlled 

substance under the Act. [Civil Statutes Art. 4476-15, §4.12(a)] 

To be eligible for misdemeanor deferred adjudication community service 

probation, the person must plead "guilty or nolo contendere to a fi,!'st offense 

misdemeanor". [Art. 42.13, §3B(a)] To be eligible for felony deferred 

adjudication community service probation, the person must plead "guilty or nolo 

contendere to a first offense felony". [Art. 42.12, §10A(a)] The language in 

each statute is ambiguous. Is one with a previous misdemeanor conviction 

eligible for felony community service probation? Is one with a previous felony 

conviction eligible for misdemeanor community service probation? Should it make 

any difference whether the person was on regular or deferred adjudication 

vrobation in the previous misdemeanor or felony case? 

(5) Denial of Release on Bond for a Subsequent Offense. 

The Texas Constitution gives prisoners before trial the right to require a 

judicial officer to seta bail amount. If the accused deposts assets equal to 

the bail amount or purchases a~urety bond for the bail amount, he or she must be 

released pending trial. The Constitution also provides that persons charged with 

a capital offense may be held without bond if the State proves in a pre-trial 

hearing that the accused quite likely committed 

likely the jury will return a verdict of death. 

Ex Parte Wilson, 527 S.W.2d 310 (1975)] 

a capital offense and that it is 

[Tex. Constitution Art. I, §11; 

As a result of amendments in bhe Constitution, Texas law now provides that a 

defendant charged with a non-capital offense may be detained pending trial 
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without bail in two circllmstances because of prior convictions. First, if the 

defendant is charged with a felony and has twice before been convicted of 

felonies under circumstances that the habitual offender law could be invoked 

[T.P.C. §12.42(d)] he or she may be detained without buil. [Ex Parte Smith, 548 

S.W.2d 410 (1977)] Second, if the defendant was previously convicted of any 

felony and is charged with a felony "involving the use of a deadly weapon" he or 

she may be detained without bail. [Tex. Constitution, Art. I, §lla] 

(6) Impeaching the Testimony of a Witn.ess with a Prior Conviction. 

A witness has been impeached when some fact is revealed that adversely 

affects the believability of the testimony he or she has given. For example, a 

witness may be impeached by showing that at an earlier time he or she made a ., 
statement that is inconsistent with a statement made from the witness stand. 

Witnesses, whether State or defense, including the defendant,' may have their 

testimony in any judicial proceeding impeached by showing a prior conviction of 

certain criminal offenses. The theory is that a convicted person is less 

deservi.ng of belief than one without such a conviction. 

In Texas, the testimony of a witness may be impeached by showing he or s~e 

has previously been convicted of a felony or of a misdemeanor involving moral 

turpitude. [Thomas v. State, 482 S.W.2d 218 (1972)] By statute, the conviction 

must be a final conviction; if it has been appealed and the appeal has not been 

decided at the time the testimony is given, it may not be used to imp,=ach. 

[Salazar v. State, 432 S.W.2d 957 (1968)] However, the statute also permits a 

conviction to be used to impeach if the witness was placed on probation and is 

still on probation at the time he or she testifies. [Art. 38.29J If, however, 

he or she has served the probation term before testifying, then the conviction 

may not be used to impeach. [Zillender v. State, 557 S.W.2d 515 (1977)] 

Since the reason a prior conviction may be used to impeach is because it may 

be of assistance to the judge or jury in. assessing the character of the witness 

and, therefore, the credibility of his or her testimony, it follows that 

extremely old convictions ought not be permitted to be used in this fashion. The . 
Court of Criminal Appeals has recognized this principle and has fashioned a rule 

that bars old convictions from use for impeachment. As a rule of thumb, any 

conviction more than ten years old may not be used to impeach. [Penix v. State, 

488 S.W.2d 86 (1972)] 

Any felony conviction may be used to impeach. Only those misdemeanors 

involving moral turpitude may be used to impeach. The Court of Criminal Appeals 

has not provided general guidance on the question which misdemeanors do and which 

do not involve moral turpitude. From decided cases, however, the following 

misdemeanors have been held not to involve moral turpitude: 
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DDr~,'v~.'ng while intoxicated [Stephens v St f< ,. 

nv~ng while license suspended [S~ h a ... e,'f417 S.W.2d 286 (1967)J 
286 (1967)J ep ens v. State, 417 S.W.~d 

~~u(~~~~)jS (public intoxication) [Hoover v. State, 449 S.W.2d 

Aggravated assault not commit d' 
450 S.W.2d 624 (1970)J te on a female [Valdez v. State, 
Homosexuality [Th h 
U 1 f 11 ,ras v. State, 482 S.W.2d fA3 (1972)J 
'" n aw u y carry~ng weapon [Thomas S " =0 ! 

.i:'ossession of untaxed whiske [S. v. tate, 482 S.W.~~ 218 (1972)J 
Gaming [Neill v. State 258 ~ W ~~th v. Stat~, 346 S.W.2d 611 (1961)] 
Liquor law Violations ['R' • • 328 (1953)J 
, , ~vera v. State, 255 S.W . .2d 219 (1'953)J 

In add~t~on, certain misdemeanors have -
been d." e,clared by t t t m 1 t " . s a u e not to invo,lve ora urpi tude ::~:c,. ' 

',:;:. 

~raffic.offenses [Civil Statutes Art. 6701d §151J 
ossess~on of marijuana [Civil Statutes Art.' 4 . 

476-15, §4.05(c)J 
Arguably, no Class C misdemeanor is d . 
witness because of the " a missible to impeach the testimony ,of a 

prov~'s~on in the Penal Code that "conv' t' f 
misdemeanor .-does 

§12. 03 (c) ] 
not 

- ~c ~on 0 a Class C 
impose any legal di~ablity or disadvantagell • C> 

[T.P.C. 

By decided cases, the,.r, f 11 ' 
o ow~ng misdemeanors have been held to involve 

tUrpitude and, therefore, t~:;:h.e admissible to impeach: 
Aggravated assault 
S.W.2d 624 (1970)J committed on a female [Valdez v. State, 450 

Prostitution [Johnson v' State 4 
Procuring a prostitute ['T 1 ' 53 S.W.2d 828 (1970)] 
For er [Wh' ay or v. State, 470 S.W.2d 663 (1971)J 
The~t y ~te v. State,,135 S.W. 562 (1911)J 

.~ [Mart~n v. State, 491 S.W.2d 928 (1973)J 

moral 

(7) Suspension of Motor Vehicle Operator's License. 

Texas law"provides for the automatic 
suspension of a person's ,motor vehicle 

.operator's license uponcanvictian of the 
re It' f follawing offenses: negligent homicide 

su ,~ng ram the operation of a motor 
vehicle; driving a motor vehicle 'while 

under the influence of intoxicatin I' 
punishable .J' g ~quor or narcotic drugs' anyl offense 

as a felony under the mator vehicle laws 
rend 'd .of Texas; failure to st.op, 

er a1 and disclase identity~t the scene of 
aggravate~L assault by , an accident or collisj,{)n; and 

.~ means of a motor v h' 1 [ r. 

§24( ) J Th 1" e ~c e. Civil Statutes Art. 6687b. 
, a, e 1cense ~s suspended f.or a period of t . " ' 

Art. 6687(b), §24(b)J Th " '" welve months.~ [C~v11 Statutes 
of la . ' , e suspensJ.on ~s automatic and accomplished by operation 

w, 1t 1S not necessary for an official 
to takepassessian of the license to 

put the suspension into effect. [A~t G 
\~ y. en. Opinion No. H-I053 (1977)J 

Once the sUspension b . . . ' 
the right " egJ.ns, ~t funs for the statutory period .of one year and 

to drJ. vecannot be r t II d b 
( es, o~;:"e Y exercise of the Governor's p w f 

clemency. {Atty. Gen. Opinion No. WW-567 (1959)J (fers 0 

A conviction is not final whil 
h <:> ean appeal is pending. For a number of 

years, t e law distinguished between mo; d 
LS emeanor and felony probation Under the 
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automatic suspension statute. One placed on felony probation for a designated 

offense was regarded as being finally convicted and automatically had his or her 

operator's license suspended for one year. But, because of language in the 

misdemeanor probation statute indicating that a defendant on misdemeanor 

probation is not convicted, license suspension was not imposed when misdemeanor 

probation was given. [Atty. Gen. Opinion No. M-1057 (1972)] However, the 

misdemeanor prabatian statute was subjected to a comprehensive revision in 1979 

ta make it virtually indentical to the felony statute and the language earlier 

relied upon to distinguish the two statutes was repeoled. As a result, the 

Attarney General has given an opinion that suspension of license is automatic for 

one placed em regular prabation for a designated offense, whether it is a felony 

(COr a misdemea,nor. [Atty. Gen. Opinion No. MW-133 (1980) ] Although there are as 

yet no judicial opinions on this question, it is likely the courts will follow 

the Attorney General's opinion. 

In the same .opinion, however, the Attorney General stated" that a person 

placed On misdemeanor deferred adjudication probation [Art. 42.13, §3d] is not 

convicted of a criminal offense and therefore would not come within the automatic 

suspension statute. Although the Attarney General mentioned only the misdemeanor 

deferred adjudication probation statute, the same principle would apply to mis

demeanor or felony deferred adjudication community service probation [Art.42.13, 

§3Bj Art. 42.12, §10A] and, indeed, to felany deferred adjudication probatiOl'i. 

[Art. 42.12, §3d] 

A person convicted of one of the designated offenses who has his license 

suspended may apply to the conv:Lcting court for a restricted license. The 

restricted li~ensing statute provides: 

The court may enter an order restricting the operation of a motor 
vehicle to the person's occupation or to partiCipation in an alcoholic 
or drug treatment, rehabilitation, or educational program, provided 
the person gives proof of a valid policy of automobile liability 
insurance. .. The order shall state restrictions. as to hours of the 
day, days of the week, type of occupation or program, and areas or 

o routes of travel to be permitted, except that the person convicted'may 
not be allowed to operate a motor vehicle more than ten (10) hours in 
any consecutive twenty-fouL (24) hours, providing, on proper showing 
of necessity, the court may waive the· ten (10) hour restriction. 

[Civil Statutes Art. 6687b, §25(a)] 

Under z;:a bill passed in 1981 and effective on Janua.ry 1, 1981, a person 
convicted of misdemeanor driving while intoxicated may ke:ep his motor vehicle 
operator's license under anyone of three circumstances. If he or she has 

. elected jury sentencing and the jury has recommended that the license not be 
suspended, it cannot be suspended. If he or she is placed on probation the trial 
judge ;is required to order participation in an educational program designed to 
rehabili tate persons wp.o have dri ven while intoxicated. The license is not 
suspended while the pJ;",obationer is attending the program and if the program is 
successfully, completed, the license will not be suspended. Finally, for good 
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cause shown in a written motion, the trial court may waive the requirement of 
attendance at the educational program. Under, that circumstance as well, the 
license is not suspended. [Art. 42.13, §§3a and 6cj' Civil Statutes Art. 6687bJ 

(8) Possession by a Felon of Firearms under Federal and Texas Law. 

Federal statutes prohibit persons who have been convicted of certain 

criminal offenses from possessing firearms that have tr'aveled in interstate 

commerce (as virtually all firearms hav~). Under one federal statute, it is an 

offense puni~hable by $10,000 fine and two years' imprisonment for one who has 

been convicted of a felony J:o receive, possess, transport in commerce or 

affecting commerce any firearm. [18 U.S.C. App., §1202(a)J Under this statute, 

"firearQl" includes a shotgun and rifle as well as a handgun. _ [18 U.,$.C. Appeals 

§1202(c)(3)] Unger a different ,fede,ral statute, it is a criminal" offense 

punishable by a fine of $5,000 and imprisonment for five years [18 U.S.C., §924 

(a)J for a person who has been convicted of a felony or an offense punishabl~ by 

more than two years imprisonment 'to ship or\\ transport any firearm or ammunition 
\\ 

in interstate or foreign commerce or to rece~~e any firearm or ammunition which 

has ,b_ een shipped or transported in interstated~r foreign coinmerce. [18 U. s. C. , 
1\, 

§922 (g) and (h)] 
[,1 

,A person on regular probati;on from a Texas court who possesse~ ,a firearm 

does so in violation of federal law. He or she has been convicted of a ,felony 

for purposes of these federal provisions. [U.s. v. Goodie, 524 F.2d 515 (5th 

Cit· 1975)] However, if he or she was placed on felony deferred adjudicatiqn 
{! 

prbbation [Art. 42.12, §~dJ, on felony commun~ty service probation [Art. 42.12, 

§10A] or on conditional discharge for felony violation of the Controlled 

Substances Act [Civil Statues Art. 4476-15, §4.12] then he or she probably has 

not been convicted of a felony for these purposes and may possess a firearm 

without violating fede~~l law. [United Stales v. Dotson, 555 F. 2d 134 (5th Cir. 

1977)J ! 
However, if a person was on regular felony probation and ~as discharged and 

had the case dismissed under Article 42.12, Section 7 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure and then I came into contact with a firearm he would probably be in 

violation of federal law under thece statutes. 

The Texas Penal Code provides: !fA person who has been convicted of a felony 

involving an act of violence or threatene.,d violence to a person or property 

commits an offense if hepqssesses a ",firearm away from the premises where he 

live,~f" The offense is punishable as a f~lony by a term of up to ten years in 

prison. [T.P.C. §46.05] It should 1>e noted that a: firearm includ§!s a shotgun 

and rifle as well as a handgun. What is a "felony involving an act ,of violence 

Qr threatened violence to a person or property"? The court has held that ro'b'bery 
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11 al~o held that burglary and burglary of a motor vehicle may be such an offense, 

C~ 0-, depending upon the particualr facts ofl the offense. [Tew v. State, 551 S.W.2d" 

375 (1977); Powell v. State, 538 S,.W.2d 617 (1976)J If the defendant was 

f1;lI convicted of a felony that meets the statute's definition, the fact that he or 

she later was pardoned for the offense (unless" upon subsequent proof of 

innocence) does not prevent the offense from occurring upon possession of a 

firearm. [Runo v. State, 556 S.W.2d 808 (1977)] Finally, it is unclear whethp.r 

it makes any difference that the defendant was sentenced to priso:q or placed on 

probation for the prior felony and, if,the latter, whether he or she was still on 

probation or was discharged from probation at the time the firearm was possessed. 

Presumably, however, if there was an appeal pending from the prior felony convic

tion at the time of the firearm possession, that would not be a conviction that 

would qualify under the statute. 

(9) Deportation of an Alien. 

An alien lawfully in the" United States is nonetheless subject to deportation 

under federal law upon cOlwiction of certain criminal offenses. There are four 

',' major situations in which this may occur. First, if an alien "is convicted of a 

crime involving moral tur1?itude committed within five years after entry and 
jf 

receives a prison or jail sentence of one year or longer, he or she is subject to 
J? 

deportation. [8U.S.C. §125t(a)(4)] Second, if an alien "at any time after 

entry is convicted of twq crimes involving moral turp;iturde, not arising out of a 

single scheme of criminal misconduct" he or she is SJibj ect to deportation whether 
, 

'i 
\\ U 

sentenced to prison or receiving probation for the offenses. [8 U.S.C. 
Ii 

Ir 
'. , 0',' " ,.,' .. ~~, 

I 

§1251 (a) (4) J Third, if an alien at any time is c'onvicted of violating any law 

"relating to the illicit possession of or traffic in narcotic drugs or marijuana" 

he or she is subject to deportation." [8 U.S.C. §1251 (a)(ll)JFourth, if an 

~lien ~t any 'time afte.r entry is convicted of "possessing or carrying in 

violation of any law any weapon which shoots or is designed to shoot 

automatically or semi-automatically more than one shot without manual reloading, 

by a single function of the trigger, or a weapon commonly called a "sawed-off 
r) 

shotgunll he or she is subje~\t to deportation. [8 U.&\.C. §1251 (a)(14)] 
, , ",'1 

Congress and the courts have treated the first ,and second situations dif-

ferently from the third and fourth. In the first and second situations depor

tation is prevented if either the alien receives "a full and unconditional 

pardon" by the President or a Governor of a State or the sentencing court at the 

time of sentence or within thrity days thereaftb-:.t.) recommends to the Attorney 

General of the Un.ited States thai: the alien not be deported. Although this is in 
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form only a recommendation, it is binding on thE! Federal government. and the alien 

cannot be deported for the criminal conviction. (8 U.S.C. §t251 (b)] 
,/,' 

The procedure precluding " deportation upon a pardon or judicial 

recommendation does not apply either: to the third or fourth situation. [8 U.S.C. 

§ 1251 (b)] Furthermore, the courts have held that if an alien in the third 

situation--a drug conviction--is placed on probation, successfully serves it and 

the case is then dismissed as provided by Texas law, he or she is neverthelesS 

convicted and is still subject to deportation. The courts have recognized that 

Article 42.12, Section 7 of' the CodE! of Criminal Procedure provides that upon 

discharge and dismissal the probationer "shall thereafter be released from all 

penalties and disabilities resulting from the offense or crime of which he has 

been convicted". 

The courts respond to arguments based on that language that: 

Rather than a statute that completely erases the conviction, we 
believe that provision is accurately c;l'],aracterized as one that 
rewards a convicted party for good behavior during probation by 
releasing him from certain penalities and disabilities otherwise 
imposed upon convicted persons by Texas law. Secondly, we believe 
that the sanctions [of deportation for a drug conviction] are 
triggered by the fact of the state conviction. The _ maimer. in, whi~h 
Texas chooses to deal with a party subsequent to his conV'l.ctlon lS 
simply not of controlling rfuportance insofar as a deportation pro
ceeding--afunction of federal ~ not state, law--is concer.ned. 

Gonzalez de lara v . United Sta'tes, 439 F. 2d 1316, 1318 (5th Cir. 1~71)] The same 

position has been ,,' taken when the criminal offense was the fourth 

situation--violation of certain weapons laws. [Gutierrez ... Rubio v. Immigration & 
Naturalization Service, 453 F.2d 1243 (5th Cir. 1972)] 

(19) Effects on Civil Rights. 

Being convicted 9f a felony in Texas deprives one of civil rights ...... the right 

to vote) to hold public office and to serve on juries. The Texas Constitution 

provides that "all persons convicted of any felony, subject to such exceptions as 

the Legislature may make" are not allowed to vote in Texas. [Texas Constitution 

Art. VI, §1] The Election Code provides that lIal1 persons convicted of any 

felony except those restored to full citizenship and right of ,suffrage or 

pardoned" ,are not al10~ed to vote. [Election Code Art. 5.01] Further, Texas law 

provides that. one must be eligible ,'to vote in order to hold p1.l.bli~ office. 

'[Election Code Art. 1. 05] Finally ,Texas law provides that one is not eligible 

:to . selCve . on a . Jury if "he lIas been convicted of theft or any felony" . [Art. 

.35. 16(a)(2) ] 

One convicted of r a felony and sentenced to prison loses civil rights to' 

vote, hold public office 'and serve on juries for the remainder of his or her 
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life. Those rights may be restored only if the conviction is reversed or set 

aside or if the individual receives a pardon from the Governor for the offense. 

[Texas Constitution Art. IV, s11; Art. 42.12, §25] In recent years, pardons to 
restore civil rights hav b ' t 

e een glven 0 former TDC inmates on a highly selective 
basis. During the fiscal year ending August 31 1979 h r 

, , t e Texas Board of Pardons 
and Paroles considered such clemency in 3986 

cases, while recommending it in only 
162 cases. Of those, the Governor granted clemency in 137 cases, while refusing 

the Board's recommendation of clemency in 17 cases and not acting in 8 others. 

[Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles, Thirty-Second Annual Statistical Report 24 
(August 31, 1979)] 

The matter is quite different, however, if one convicted of a felony is 

placed on probation. DUring the time he or she l'S on b 
pro ation civil rights are 

suspended and he or she cannot vote, hold public office or serve on juries. 

[A~ty. Gen. Opinion No. M-795 (1971)] However, if he or she successfully serves 

probation and if the trial court discharges him or her and dismisses the case 

under Article 42.12, Section 7 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, civil rights 

are restored by the action of the trial court. He or she may then serve on 

juries. [Payton v. State, 572 S.W.2d 677 (En Banc 1978)] He or she may also 

vote and hold public office. [Atty. Gen. Opinion No. M-1184 (1972); Atty. Gen. 
Opinion No. M640 (1970)J 

(11) Effect on Eligibility for Occupational Licenses from State or 
Local Governments. 

Texas; in common with many American states, has an extensive set of statutes 

requiring licenses to engage in numerous occupations. As of 1976, a total of 61 

occupations were licensed by Te~as and there are probably many more by now. In 

addition, municipalities have limited powers to require occupational licenses for 

certain kinds of activities within their city limits. In 1976, the State Bar of 
Texas published a pamphlet titled 

Barriers to Ex-offender Employment in Texas 
that lists each of the occupatl' "ns requ' d t b l' 

, u lre 0 e lcensed by Texas law and the 
licensing requirements related to whether the l' 

ap'p lcant has been convicted of a 
criminal offense. F l' h 

or many lcenses, t,~ law specifically permits the licensing 

board to exclude anybody convicted of a felony. For others, anybody convicted of 

a felony or a misdemeanor involving moral turpitude can be excluded. Still oth~r 
statutes require that the holder of a license be of good moral character. A 

survey of state licensing boards condu t d f th S 

revealed the following: 
c e or e' tate Bar of Texas publication 

I~ an, info~mal tel~phone inquiry of 17 state boards and commissions 
wl..th l:i .. censlng requlrements of "good moral character' "or its variants 
we were told that only in rar~ circumstances were exoffenders rejected 
out of hand. Rather, they would be given "special consideration". It 
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is very special inde~d! The peculiar thing about good moral character 
is that :Eor all applicants other than ex-C?~\fenders the evidence is 
usually negative; that is, good moral chai1~cter is assumed in the 
absence of evidence to the contrary, if onlY for practical reasons. 
Licensing boards cannot possibly conduct FBI-like investigations of 
each potential licensee, and would be little better off if they could, 
given the nebulousness of the concept. Therefore, the whole weight of 
the ambiguous phrase falls almost entirely on the ex-felon, though he 
may in fact have positive testimony on his moral character. 

[State Bar of Texas, Barriers to Ex-offender Employment in Texas, 10 (1976)] 

Although the requirement of an occupational license reaches such tradi

tionally-licensed activities as the practice of medicine or law, it also reaches 

deeply into the economic fabric oj the State;and touches a surprising variety of 

activities. According to .. the State Bar pamphlet, the following are some of the 

occupations that in Texas are required to be licensed: 

athletic trainer, auctioneers, boxer/w~estler, dental hygienist, driver training 
1.,-, 

instructor, fire alarm installer, hearing aid dispenser, insurance agent, labor 

organizer, landscape arfhitect, notary public , pawnbroker J physical therapist, 

polygraph examiners ,'proprietary school instructors, real estate brokers and 

salespeople, teachers and vocational nurses. 

There is very little law on what constitutes a criminal conviction for 

purposes of authorizing a licensing board to exclude one from a profession or 

occupation. Indeed, with standards such as a requirement that the appl.icant 

display "good moral character" one could be excluded under that standard without 
II 

ever having been convicted. 

Is a person· who was on felony probat;i.on and has successfully served it and 

had the: case dismissed under Article 42.,li, Section 7 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure required to state in an application for employment or for an 

occupational license that he or she has been convicted of a felony? The Attorney 

General has indicated in the affirmative: 

[T]he statute [Art. 42.12, § 7] by' its own wording makes it clear that 
the "conviction" itself has not been entirely erased. The right of 
,such a defendant to state to his prospective employer that he has 
never been convicted is not dealt with in'the statute. Employers are 
entitled to know the truth about their prospective employees, and this 
the statute has not taken away. Such is not a "penalty" or 
"disability'!, which was released by the statute. It is, therefore, 
concluded that such person cann9t state in' an application for 
employment that he has never been "convicted of a felony". 

[Atty. Gen. Opinion No. M-640 (1970)] 

(12) Expunction of Criminal Records. 

In(~g typical case, criminal records will be assembled and maintained by the 

folLowing agencies: the police department that effected the arrest, the Texas 

Department of Public Safety, the Federal Burea:'u of Inv-estigation, the magistrate 
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where the initial complaint was filed, the Sheriff's Department where the 

arrestee was detained pending disposition of the case or release on bond, a 

county personal bond office if there is one and the person was released on 

personal bond, the office of the prosecuting attorney, the clerk of the court 

where the case was filed and, if the person was placed on probation or was 

supervised by a probationer officer while on personal bond, the local probation 

department. In addition, if the person is sentenced to prison the Texas 

Department of Corrections will assemble and maintain a record of the case. 

Even when a probationer has c9mpleted the term of probation successfully and 

the case has been dismissed under Article 42.12, Section 7 or Article 42.13, 

Section 7, the criminal records generated by the case still exist. The dismissal 

under Section 7 does not erase or expunge them. In some other states, if a 

person completes probation or even a prison sentence and is not arrested or 

convicted of a criminal offense for a certain period of time thereafter, he or 

she is regarded as being rehabilitated and may apply for the expunction of his 

criminal records. Texas has such a statute but it is applicable only to juvenile 

offenders. [Texas Family Code §51.16] 
In. '1977, the Texas Legislature enacted an expunction statute for adult 

offenders, but it is a very limited one and does not apply to persons who have 

been convicted and placed on pronation. Chapter 55 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure permits records to be orcJ)ered sent to a District Court where they will 

be sealed and made available only with the permission of the defendant. If the 

record cannot physically be sent to the District Court, such as an entry in a 

large book of records, the entry respecting the defendant must be obliterated. 

Once an order of expunction is entered if the defendant is later questioned about 

the events he or she "may deny the occurrence of the arrest and the existence of 

the expunction order" unless questioned under oath in a criminal proceeding-. 

[Art. 55.03 (2) & (3)] 

A person arrested may not apply for expunction if an indictment or 

information charging him or her with a felony has been filed even if he or she is 

later found not guilty of the offense charged. The only exception to this rule 

is if the felony indictment or information was later dismissed,and a court finds 

there was no probable cause to believe the defendant guilty or that it was void. 

A person is also not eligible to apply for expunction if the charge has resulted 

in a final conviction of any kind or there was "court ordered supervision" under 

Article 42.13 (misdemeanor probation statute) or a conditional dischar~e under 

Section 4.12 of the Texas Controlled Substances Act. Finally, a person may not 
"-

apply for expunction if he or sine has been convicted of a felony in the five 

years preceding the date 'of the arrest. 
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CIVil liABiliTY OF PROBATION OFFICERS FOR 
OFFICIAL ACTS OF OMISSIONS 

Th~ focus of this chapter is upon the civil liability of a probation officer 

fo:!Z '±h"Juries inflicted upon others as a result of official acts or omissions. 
I 

Civil ;liability means a judgment from a court l1equiring the probation officer or 
! 

somecrh.e on his or her behalf to pay money to compensate the person injured for 

the /harm inflicted. In some instance, the award of money may include punitive 
I 

dall\i1ges, that is, money extracted to punish the wrongdoer and to deter future 
! 

wrhngful acts. P:n award of damages may be made against the probation officer 
I 

personally, in which case the money comes from his or her pocket if there is no 

tnsurance, or it may be made against the governmental unit for which the proba

ition .. officer works; in which case the money comes from the budget of that agency. 

, In some circums-t:ances a person such as a chief probation officer or a supervisor 
&-

.in a probation department may be held personally liable for the acts or omissions 

of a probation officer under his or her control and supervision. 

Although there is considerable overlap, it is useful to divide the question 

of civil liability into liatilty under Texas law and liability under federal law. 

A. LIABILITY UNDER TEXAS LAW 

A probation officer may be sued under Texas law for official acts or 

omissions that harm another. The suit may be brought by a probationer, former 

probationer, another person on behaif of a probationer, or a total stran&~r whq 

was harmed by the manner in which the probation officer did his or her job. This 

section discusses the major problem situations that are likely to be encountered 

by a probation officer. It also discusses the defenses that are ava~lable to the 

probation officer. -Finally, it discusses the questions of governmental liability 

and of liability insurance. 

(1) Situations Giving Rise to Liability. 

There is no restricted number of situations in which a probation officer is 

liable for official.~cts or omissions.. Any conduct which harms another may be 

the basis of liability. For exampl~, if a probation officer is driving from 

office to make a home visit to a probationer and through carelessness injures 

another with his or he~ automobile/~ he or she can- be sued and held liable in 
G 

damages. Because of the nature of probation work, however, there are certain 
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. 
recurring situatj,.ons 

here. 

that are of special importance, and those are discussed 

One potential for probation officer liability is for false arrest or 

detention. If a probation officer restrains a 'probationer without legal 

authority he or she is liable in damages for false arrest. Virtually any 

restraint in freedom of movement is enough to constitute false arrest; it need 

not be for a long periods of time nor result in incarceration in a prison or 

jail. In addition, the restraint may take the form of an "intentional breach of 

duty to take active steps to release the plaintiff from a confinement in which he 

has already properly been I placed--as , for example, a failure to let him out at 

the end of his sentence to a term in jail, or to produce him in court promptly 

after an arrest". [W. Prosser, Law of Torts 46 (4th Ed. 1971)] Thus, it is 

a.r.gllahJe that if a sheriff detained a probationer in jail on the basis of a 

"hold" filed by a probation officer, that officer would be liable in damages for 

false arrest, unless there were specific legal authodty for the probation hold. 

An adult probation officer is not a peace officer in Texas [Art. 2.12] and with 

one exception he or she has only the powers of arrest possessed by any other 

citttzen. 

probation: 

Th#t exception authorizes the arrest of probationers for violation of 
.II 

At any time during the period of probation the court may issue a 
warrant for violation of any of the conditions of the probation and 
cause the defendant to be arrested. Any probation officer, police of
ficer or other officer with power of arrest may arrest such defendant 
without a warrant upon the order of the judge of such COUl't to be 
noted on the docket of the court. A probationer so arrested may be 
detained in the county jail or other appropriate place of detention 
until he can be taken before the court. Such officer shall forthwith 
report such arrest and detention to such court. 

[Art. 42.12, §8(a); Art. 42.13, §8(a)] Although the statute literally authorizes 

a probation officer to arrest without a warrant only upon a docket entry, it is 

safe to conclude that the officer may arrest as well when the court has taken the 

trouble to issue an arrest warrant. In the absence of such a warrant or of a 

docket entry to arrest, a probation officer may arrest,as may any citizen, only 

if 1) an "offense is committed in his presence or within his view, if the 

offense is one classed as a felony or as an offense against the public peace" 

[Art .. 14.01 (a)]; or 2) to prevent the consequences of theft "by seizing any 

Pc.~~,sonal property which has been- stolen and bringing it, with the supposed 

offender, if he can be taken, before a magistrate ... " [Art. 18 .16] ~he essential 

point is that without legal authority, any detention of a probationer by a 

probation .officer is unlawful and the probation officer may be sued for false 

arrest. 
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What liability does a probation officer incur when he or she files papers in 

court that result in the arrest of a probationer for violation of probation? The 

officer would not be liable for false arrest, because the probationer is being 

detained under the court's authority, not that of the probation officer. But, 

depending upon the' circumstances, the officer might be liable for malicious 

prosecution. "Malicious prosecution is the groundless institution of criminal 

proceedings against the plaintiff." [W. Prosser, Law of Torts 49 (4th Ed. 1971)] 

To prove malicious prosecution, the probationer would have to show that the 

proceeding~ (revocation of probation) terminated in his or her favor and that the 

probation officer filed the violation report. without probable cause to believe 

that the charges made were true. "Probable cause'" merely means reasonable 

grounds to believe; it does not require that the charges in fact be true. 

Probation officers regularly testify in probation revocation proceedings. 

They also discuss informatio~ about probationers with others in the course of 

performing their duties. In many of these instances, the information related 

about the probationer is not flattering, to say the least. What, then, of the 

possibility of liability for defamation should any of the statements turn out to 

be untrue? As to testimony in court, the law grants an absolute privilege from 

suits for defamation to courtroom testimony even if it could be shown that the 

witness delibera.tely lied. As to untrue statements of a derogatory nature made 

out of court, the law accords a qualiy .... e'l:1 privilege with respect to them.Basic-
-/" 

ally, if the statement was approp;tfate to discharge a duty of the probation 
4' 

officer, then it is privileged arid the person disparaged cannot sue for defama-

tion if the statement turns out to be untrue, unless the probation officer knew 

it was untrue at the time the statement was made. [W. Prosser, Law of Torts 

776-96 (4th Ed. 1971)] I~ is impor~ant to remember, however, that the qualified! 

privilege applies only when the communication is part of the probation officer'S;' 

job and does not apply to gossip or :idle chitchat. 

Probationers, like other citiz~!ns, are accorded by the law a right of privl;, 

acy. A probation officer would be ~:iable in damages for an unauthorized invasi0tj, 

of a probationer's right of privacy, for example, by intrustion upon hi:~ 

"physical solitude or seclusion, as ,!by invading his home or other quarters, or aI, 

illegal search" of his home or person. [W. Prosser, Law of Torts 807 (4th Ed ,i 
I: 

1971)] The key is that the invasion must be unauthorized. An unannounced hom~~ 
;'\ 

visit to a p~obationer by a probation officl~r is an invasion of the probationer's. 

privacy but if it is authorized by a condition of probation it is most certainly 

a lawful invasion. The probationer's right of privacy also may be invaded 
(c 

unlawfully in "publiCity of a b.ighly objectionable kind,~ given to private 

information about the [probationer] even though it is true [information] and no 
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action would lie for defamation". [W. Prosser, Law of Torts 809 (4th Ed. 1971)] 

Once again, however, if the public disclosure is required as a part of the proba

tion officer' semployment, as when personal information about a probationer is 

reported to a court in revocation proceedings, the invasion of privacy is permis

sible because authorized by law. 

Are there circumstances in which a probation officer might be liable to 

third perso,ns for failure to protect them from a probationer? A leading case in 

this area is from the Sqpreme Court of California. A patient in therapy confided 

to his psy~hologist an intention to kil~ a particular person, The psychologist 

caused the patient to be detained briefly because of the threat, but the patient 

was released when he appeared to be rational again. The psychologist d:j,d not 

take steps to warn the person threatened of the danger posed by the patient. 

Approximately two months later, the patient· murdered the person whom he had 

threatened to kill when talkingll with the psychologist. The parents of the mur

dered girl sued the psychologist for damages because of his failure to warn her 

of the danger. The California Sv.preme Court held that the psychologist under 

these circumstances had a duty to warn her: 

When a therapist determines, or pursuant to the standards of his 
profession, should determine, that his patient presents a serious 
danger of violence to another, he incurs an obligation to use reason
able care. to protect the intended victil~\. against such danger. The 
qischarge of this duty may require the therapist to take one or more 
of 'Various steps, depending upon the nature of the case.·Thus it may 
call for him to warn ~the intended victim or others likely to apprise 
the victim of the diinger, to notify the police, or to take whatever 
other steps are reasonably necessary under the circumstances. 

[Tarasoff v. Regents of University of California, 551 P.2d 334, 340 (Cal. 1976)] 

There are no similar cases from Texas and, of course, a Texas court would not be 

required to come to the same conclusion. Furthermore, it can be argued that ~ihe 

basis of the duty to warn is the supposed ability of ~ trained therapist to 

separate those threats that pose a real danger to another from those that do not; 

since such claims of clairvoyance are not made by most probation officers, it is 

arguable that the case has no applicability to them at all. 

Semler v. Psychiatric Institute of Washington, D.C. [538·:F.2d 121 (4th Cir. 

1976)] is the only case discovered in which a probation officer was sued for 

damages for an official act or omission. A probationer on the officer's caseload 

had been placed on probation on the condition that 'he be in a day-care .status 
i~ 

with the Psychiatric Institute f.!.nd live with .. his parents. Ii Later, upon the 

recommendation of the Institute, but without seeking the appd?val of the judge 

who placed the person on probation, the probation officer agr~ed to permit the 

probationer to live and work on his own and to attend two weekly group sessions 

at the Institute. Shortly thereafter the probationer murdered the plaintiff's 
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There was sufficient information in the probationer's background to 

some danger to others. The court approved an award of $25,000 in 

damages, half of which was charged personally to the probation officer. It was 

clear that the probation officer was held liable because he acted without 

authority in permitting a departure from the treatment plan approved by the court 

and made a condition of probation. B~cause the probation officer acted beyond 

his authority, he was not entitled to official immunity from liability to the 

parents of the murdered girl. 

(2) Official Immunity. 

Even if a valid claim for d~mages is made against a ptobation officer for an 

official act or omission, there may be a defense of official immunity. The 

reasons for granting official immunity have been stated as follows: 

The. complex process of legal administration requires that officers 
shall be charged with the duty of making decisions, either of law or 
of fact., and acting in accordance with their determinations. Public 
servants would be unduly hampered and intimidated in the discharge of 
their duties, and an impossible burden would fall upon all our 
agencies of government if the immunity to private liability were not 
extended, in some reasonable degree, to those who act improperly, or 
exceed the authority given. 

[W.Prosser, Law of Torts 987 (4th Ed. 1971)] Judges are given absolute immunity 

for all official acts within the jurisdiction of their courts; they cannot be 

held liable even if they act from totally improper motives. Other public 

officials, however, generally enj oy at best a qualified immunity. That means 

tnat the official is immune from liability so long as he or she acted honestly 

and in a good faith belief that his or her conduct was in accordance with the 

law. '\\lhether there is even a qualified immunity may depend, however, on whether 

the act in question was one that called upon the official to exercise judgement 

or discretion or whether it was a so-called ministerial act that the official was 

under a legal duty to perform. Some courts say there is no qualified official 

immunity in the latter situation. [W. Prosser,' Law of Torts 988-91 (4th Ed. 

1971) ] 

(3) Governmental and Insurance Liability. 

If a proba1;::}on, officer is liable for injury to another ,as a result of an 

official act or omission, to what extent, if any, is the government also liable 

for that same injury? If a lawsuit is filed against a probation officer for 

official ,~cts of omissions ,nlay the government provide legal counsel to defend 

the probation officer and may it pay the judgment against the probation officer 

if one is obtained? Is the government required to provide liability insurance 

for probation officers? 
c::::::. 
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Under the common law, a unit, of government would not be liable for injuries 

caused by the acts or om~ss~ons 0 ....L " f a probat;on off' cer under the doctrine of 

sovereign immunity. The Texas Legislature has enacted the Texas Tort Claims ,Act 

[Civil Statutes Art. 6252-19], which provides that a govecrnmental unit will be 

held liable for certain conduct of its employees I>erformedwithin the scope of 

their employment. Although the employee could still be sued, when the Tort 

Claims Act ?pplies for practical purposes that removes the burdens of paying the 

judgment from the employee and places it on the governmental unit for which he or 

she works. Furthermore, and of equal importance, the governmental unit is 

required to employ counsel to defend the lawsuit. Unfortunately, although there 

are no cases directly on point, it seems clear that the Tort Claims Act does not 

apply to probation officers. Three of the exemptions from the applicability of 

the Act together cover all potential liability of probation officers. Exempted 

from the Act is "any claim arising out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, 

or any other intentional tort ... " [Civil Statutes Art. 6252-19, §14(10)] Also 

exempted is "any claim based upon an act or omission of an officer, agent or 

. ft' the execution of the lawful orders of any ~mployee of any un~t 0 governmen ~n 

court". [Civil Statutes Art. 6252-19, §14(4)] Finally, and most broadly, there 

is exempted "any claim based upon an act or omission'of any of the courts of the 

State of Texas, or ~~y member thereof acting in his official capacity, or to the 
"" .. h of" judicial functions of" any unit of government subject to the prov~s~ons ere . 

[Civil Statutes Art. 6252-19, §14(3)] 

Although Ule" Tort Claims Act does not apply to probation officers, in 1979 

the Texas' Legislature enac e a .L t d statute wh;ch permits, but does not require, 

governmental units to pay certain judgments against employees for official acts 

or' omission~1 and which permits those governmental units to employ counsel to 
. . ':'.' . ' 

defend a lawsuit filed against an emp"ioyee for official conduct. [Civil Statutes 

Art. 6252-19b] The ~tatute applies to an act or omission of an employee in the 

scope of employment but only if the lawsuit is for n:9ligence, that is, an 

unintentional injury. It do~s npt apply to a "willf'ul or wrongful act or 

omission or an act or omission conl'!tituting gross negligence or for official 

misconduct",. [Civil Statutes Art. 6252-19b, §2(a)] The governmental units 

covered by ,this statute are "a county, city,~'1:own, spect51 purpose district, or 

any other political osubdivision of the state". [Civil Statutes Art. 6252-19b', 

§1] Tilus, whether or not this statute applies to probation officers would 

depend upon whether the judicial district for which the officer works is a 

"political subdivision of the state". Under current law, this question is 

unanswered. The Texas Legislature in 1975 had enacted .ooa statute providiIlg for 

paying judgments against and defending state off~"cials from state flmds~~.~!;,Civil 
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Statutes Art. 6252-26] 
Since the state treasury (r~as being reached, the 

Legislature made that statute mandatory, The statute enacted in 1979 is almost 

identical to the 1975 state official ~t,atute, except because the funds come from 

the budgets of polititcal subdivisions.~the Legislature gave those bodies 

discretion whether or not to pay a judgment and ,employ counsel to defend. In 

light of the existence of the 1975 st~tute, it seems highly likely the 

Legislature intended by enacting the 1979 statute to ~xtend coverage of this type 

to all publ~c employees in the state; thus, probation department employees are 
probably covered. 

The law does appear to make it mandatory that probation officers be covered 

by liablility insurance and that the government pay for the policy. The Code of 

Criminal Procedure provides that "personnel of the respective district probation 

departments shall not be deemed state employees and the responsible judge or 

judges of a district probation department shall negotiate a contract for all 

district. probation department staff to participate in that county's group 

insurance programs, liability insurance, Qr self-insurance for acts done in the 

course and scope of their employment . as probation department staff ... " [Art. 

42.12, §10(g)] Of course, a liability insurance policy would, and self-insurance 

program should, provide legal counsel to defend any claim made against a 

probation officer that would be covered by the policy or the self-insurance 
program. 

Only by consulting the terms of the policy or the self-inSUrance 

program can it be determined what acts or ommissions are covered. 

Finally, any probation ~epartment employee who handles funds, whether 

collected from probationers or otherwise, should be covered by a fidelity or 

honesty bond. The'Texas Adult Probation Commission Standards .080 h (Rev. 4/80) 

provides: "Probation departments should insure that all public monies are 

protected by requiring., tliat all employees with access to monies are covere,d by 

honesty bonds. The fee for these bnnds may be paid from the ,,Judicial District 
Adult Probation fund." 

, 

B. LIABILITY UNDER FEDERAL LAW 

A person harmed by an official act or omission of a probation officer will 

frequently have a choice of basing a lawsuit against tr~Q-;!probation officer on 

state or federal law. This section focuses upon the feder/,!l law that determines 

liability and the defenses that are available to the pr( Dation officer when a 
claim is made under federal law. 
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(1) Liability far Vialating Federal Rights. 

Under the Civil' Rights Act af J8'71 a state afficial ar the afficial af a 

state subdivisian may be liable to. pay damages far the violation af anather 

persan's federal Janstitutianal ar ather federal rights. That statute, papularly 

knawn as Sectian 1983, pravides as fallaws: 

Every persan who., under color af any statute, ordinance, regulation, 
custam, or usage, of any State ar Territory, subjects, or causes to be 
subjected, any citizen of the United States ar other person within the 
jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or 
immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to 
the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other praper 
proceeding for redress. 

[42 U.S.C. §1983] Examples af the types of claims;) that might be pressed under 

this statute are: an unreasanable search of a prabationer by a pr6bation afficer 

in Gliolation of the Faurth Amendment to. the United States Constitutian; an 

unreasanable arrest of a prabationer by a probation officer in violation of the 

Fourth Amendment; questioning af a prabationer by a probation officer ~ in such a 

way as to. elicit self-incriminatary statements in vialatian af the Fifth 

Amendment; inte.rference with a prabationer's right to. cammunicate with an 

attarney in violatian af the Sixth Amendment; or engaging in canduct that wauld 
.J \ 

be in vialatian af the "cruel and unusual punishment" prohibitian of the Eighth 

Amendment. 

Although the potential for liablility by prabation officers under Sectian 

1983 is great, it is important to. remembe'r that no cases have been found reported 
" 

at the appellate level in which a probation officer was sued under Section 1983. 

(2) Defenses to Suits Under Section 1983~. 

Of caurse, it is a defense to. a suit under Sectian 1983 that the probation 

afficer's act or amission did nat vialate the other's federal rights. It is also. 

a defense that while those rights were vialated, the, probatian afficer was not 

invalved in the vialatian to the extent necessary to hald him or her liable. But 

there is one maj ar defense that is prominent in Section 1983 suits, and that is 

the defense af official immunity. 

There are two general kinds of official inwunity--absolute and qualified. If 

the 'person being sued enjoys absolute immunity, he or she may prevent the lawsuit 

from even going to tt'ial by asserting absolute immunity. If the official has 

only a qualified immunity then it will. frequently be necessary to defend the 

lawsuit in a trial in order to establish ·that he or she behaved within the scope 

of the qualified immunity. Absoluteimmunity~ has been provided when it is the 

public duty of the official to make decisions that are extremely likely to 

engender hostility from some of the persons affected and when it is particularly 
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important that those decisions be made without fear of retaliatory lawsuits. 

Thus, a judge enjays absalute immunity far any decisians within the jurisdiction 

of the court. As explained by the Supreme Court of the United States: 

It is a judge's duty to decide all cases within his jurisdiction that 
are brought' before him, including cantroversial cases that arouse the 
most intense feelings in the litigants. His errors may be corrected 
on appeal, but he shauld nat ha.ve to. fear that unsatisfied litigants 
may hound him with litigation srarging malice or corruptian. Impasing 
such a burden on judges woliid contribute nat to. principled and 
fearless decisian-mak;i.ng but to. intimidation. 

[Pierson v. Ray, 386 U.S. 547,554 (1967).1 Similarly, a public prasecutar enjoys 

absolute immunity with respect to. those duties that involve being an advocate for 

th~ government in court, as opposed to administrative functions or investigative 

activities. [Imbler v. Pachtman, 424 U.S. 409 (1976)] On the other hand, most 

officials in the executive branch af government enj ay only a qualified immunity. 

This includes police afficers [Piers an v. Ray, supra]; schaal board members [Wood 

v. Strickland, 420 U.S.308 (1975)], prison afficials and officers [Procunier v. 

Navarette, 434 U.S. 555 (1978)], superintendent af a state haspital [O'Connor v. 

Donaldsan, 422 U.S. 563 (1975)]" and the Governar of a state [Scheuer v. Rhades, 

416 U.S. 232 (1974)] 

Because a prabatian officer is a judicial emplayee it can be argued that he 

or she should enjay the same absalute immunity passessed by a judge. That is 

prabably an expansive applicatian af the dactrine af absalute immunity, hawever, 

since a probation afficer daes nat have the same decisianal responsibilities as a 

judge "and, therefore, is in less need of such an absolute imm)lnity. If, on the 

other hand, the specific act of misconduct that farms the basis of the claim 

under §1983 was carried out by the prabatian officer under judicial arder, then 

wjJth respect to that act the officer should be able to claim the absolute 

immunity.of the judge since it was really the court's decisian that resulted in 

the deprivatian of federal rights. Of course, the officer might nevertheless be 

held liable if he or she knew the court arder was illegal. 

Assuming that a probation afficer possesses only the qualified immunity of 

most officials of the executive branch, what does that mean? The scape and force 

of the defense of qualified immunity differs depending upon what position the 

official in question occupies in government. In gener?l, an official is liable 

under §1983 anly if he or she knew or reasonably shauld have known that the act 

or amissian wauld vialate the canstitutianal or ather federal rights af the 

person affected. [Woad v. Strickland, 420 U. S. 308 (1975)] Frequently, that 

determination in turn depends upan the status af the caselaw defining the federal 
(;.: 

rights at the time of the act or amiss ion i~ question. Was the right in questian 

recagnized by the United States Supreme Court b~fare the act? Was itrecagnized 
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by some or ail of the lower courts that had occasion to consider the issue? How 

many courts had considered the issue? These and other questions are all germane 

to determining the status of the federal right. 

There is another defense to a Section 1983 suit that applies when a person 

is being sued not for his or her own acts but because he or she occupies a super

visoryposition over one who is claimed to have violated the federal rights of 

another. General1rY' a,n employer is liable for any wrongs committed by employees 

in the course of their employment; no specific proof of wrongdoing by the 

employer need be shown. This legal doctrine, called respondeat superior, is not 

applicable in a Section 1983 suit. For a superior, such as a, Chief Probation 

Officer, to be held liable under Section 1983 for the c, acts or omissions of a 

subordinate, there must be some proof that the superior specificaliy authorized 

the act, authorized in general terms acts of that nature, knew of the existence 

of acts of that general nature and failed to exercise power to prevent them from 

occurring, or in some way was connected with the acts beyond merely being in a 

supervisory capacity.. [Monell v. Dept. of Soc, Serv. of City of N.Y., 436 U. S. 

658 (1978)] 

(3) Governmental Liability. 

To the extent a governmental unit is liable in damages for harmful acts 

und~r Section 1983, that has the conseqiIences of (1) increasing the likelihood 

that suits will be brought because a defendant with funds can be found (the 

government unit), and (2) if a judgment of money damages is obtained, making it 

extremely likely that the injured person will seek the money from the government 

rather than the private person. A state government cannot be sued for money under 

Section 1983 because such a suit is J>rohibited by' the Eleventh Amendment to the 

U.S. Constitution. However, some political subdivisions of a state can be sued 

under Section 1983. For example, cities can be sued. [Monell v. Dept. of Soc. 

Servo of City of N.Y., 98 S.Ct. 2018 (1978)] At the present time, it is unclear 

which other political subdivisions of the state may be sued under Section 1983 

without violating the Eleventh Amendment, for example, whether the fund of a 

Texas judicial district could be reached in a Section 1983 suit. Of course, if a 

governmental unit is sued under Section 1983, then it will provide counsel to 
'" 0 

defend the suit. That attorney would o:r:dinarily also defend the probation 

officer whose ac·t or omission is the basis of the claim against the governmental 
" <I 

unit. 
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